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                  BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES   

Here, we shall witness the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical Miracles” thus  
specifically created  and designed by GOD within His most critical and important                   
“CornerStone Message” (=Quran Testament), and then the Torah, and the Gospel, and                       
the Quran, and the Psalms, thus always based on code “19” and in perfect Symmetry,                              
i.e. in perfect “pairs” here again, thus to unmistakably and clearly know that there is only               
One Real GOD (=AL-LAH)  who has thus created HIS Book of Universe and HIS Book of 
Religion (=i.e. this “Quran Testament,” first of all now, and the Torah, and the Gospel, and the 
Quran, and the Psalms) thus essentially based on the same “19” coded, most Superb and 
matchless Symmetrical “Mathematical Language,” in essence, from the very beginning! 
(Please, see in this regard now: Quran Testament 3/3-4 & 21/105-106) 

 

==========                                                                                                                                                                   
26- (AL-LAH said): So I will get him (=i.e. that person who claims that this Quran Testament                  
is only an utterance of a human being and not from GOD)-- into the “Uprooter” (now)                           
–thereby thus to perfectly and clearly prove to such a disbelieving person and ultimately to                
all humanity now that this Quran Testament can absolutely and only be from this One and Only 
Real GOD (=AL-LAH) here!    

27- And what make you perceive what the “Uprooter” is?        
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28- It does not “let last” --(but “excludes” on the left side, into the lower region therein), and it 
does not “let stay” --(but “eliminates” on the right side, into the lower region therein).    

29- (Then) it presents “Tables” --(on that left side & on that right side, within those upper 
regions therein) for the humanity.            

30- Upon it is “19!”         

31- And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be angels; and We did not make their 
number (=that “19” above) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,            
and (all) the Believers (worldwide) may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers             
(worldwide) hereby shall never doubt, 

= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:                        
What is it that AL-LAH has -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already                  
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? AL-LAH thus sends astray (=yudellu) with it 
whomever HE wills --(when/if they act in such a betraying manner now here; 2/26), and guides 
(=yahdee) with it whomever HE wills --(when/if they act in such a sincere manner now here; 
13/27). And none knows the Powers of your LORD except HIM; and “It” (=that “Uprooter”  
thus cited in the above 26-30th Verses) is a Reminder (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!                     

 

(Quran Testament 74/26-31)           
====================== 
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88- Say: If all the “humans” --thus specifically on the left side now here-- and all the “jinns”                      
--thus specifically on the right side now here-- banded together in order to produce a “Reading” 
(=thus a most specific reference to this “19” coded, most Superb and matchless Symmetrical 
“Reading” (=“ Quran”) here, in the first place; 17/88 = 74/26-30) like this, they can never 
produce --neither on the left side & nor on the right side-- anything like it, no matter how much 
assistance they lent one another! 

(Quran Testament 17/88)          
====================== 

 

So let us clearly and unmistakably see now all of these “19” coded, most Superb and matchless,                    
most essential introductory “Signs” by our Supreme LORD, in the Quran Testament,                          
here thus:   
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* There are “114” Chapters/Surahs, in total, in the Quran Testament, first of all, here thus: 

 

“57”  Chapters/Surahs   “57”  Chapters/Surahs  

19 x 3     19 x 3 

* There are --(including “112” most specific un-numbered “Basmalahs” (=i.e. “In the Name of AL-LAH,                                

The Gracious, The Merciful”) in the beginning of those “112” Chapters/Surahs therein; so please, see it in the 

beginning of that “Chapter/Surah 2” in the previous page now, in this regard, in the first place)-- “6346” 
Verses/Ayaats, in total, in the Quran Testament here thus: 

 

“3173”  Verses/Ayaats    “3173”  Verses/Ayaats  

19 x 167     19 x 167 

 

So please, we should thus certainly also see this great Miracle here now, thus to clearly and 
unmistakably see this most Superb and matchless Wisdom of our Supreme LORD in this regard,                  
in HIS Choosing of this specific total number of “Chapters/Surahs” and the specific total number 
of “Verses/Ayaats” in the Quran Testament above, in the very first place (=28/68), here thus:    

167   3  3   167                   =19x … 

           167   167 

  _______________________ 

 

 =19x … 
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* So when we reach the first 57th Chapter/Surah of the Quran Testament, we thus see: 

Chapter/Surah No: 57 & Verse/Ayat No: 0 (=i.e. an un-numbered Verse: “Basmalah”)  therein; 

and then when we reach the second 57th Chapter/Surah of the Quran Testament thereafter, we 

thus see: Chapter/Surah No: 114 & Verse/Ayat No: 0 (=i.e. an un-numbered Verse: 
“Basmalah”)  again therein:  

Chapter No:     Verse No:     Chapter No:     Verse No:  

57     0    114           0   

=19x … 

* So when we reach the first 3173rd Verse/Ayat of the Quran Testament, we thus see: 

Chapter/Surah No: 26 & Verse/Ayat No: 219 therein; and then when we reach the second 

3173rd Verse/Ayat of the Quran Testament thereafter, we thus see: Chapter/Surah No: 114 & 

Verse/Ayat No: 6 therein:  

Chapter No:     Verse No:     Chapter No:     Verse No:  

             26          219    114           6   

=19x … 

*Please, note that in each and every of our calculations here, we always take those “112”                         
most specific un-numbered “Basmalahs” (=i.e. “In the Name of AL-LAH, The Gracious,  
The Merciful” ) which are essentially proclaimed in the beginning of those “112” 
Chapters/Surahs therein, in the Quran Testament-- into account here --(as most important and 
Essential introductory Verses therein), by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our   
Supreme LORD here again (=28/68), in the first place. 
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* When we add up each of those total number of Verses (including each of those “Basmalahs” 
in the very beginning therein again) of each and every of those Chapters/Surahs of the                    
Quran Testament here: 

 

Chapter No:       Number of Verses:                  Chapter No:        Number of Verses:       

1      0 + 7      26      1 + 227        

2        1 + 286    27   1 + 93    

3     1 + 200    28   1 + 88    

4     1 + 176    29   1 + 69    

5     1 + 120    30   1 + 60    

6     1 + 165    31   1 + 34    

7     1 + 206    32   1 + 30    

8     1 + 75      33   1 + 73    

9     0 + 127    34   1 + 54    

10     1 + 109    35   1 + 45                       

11    1 + 123    36   1 + 83    

12     1 + 111    37   1 + 182    

13     1 + 43      38   1 + 88    

14     1 + 52      39   1 + 75    

15     1 + 99      40   1 + 85    

16     1 + 128    41   1 + 54    

17     1 + 111    42   1 + 53    

18     1 + 110    43   1 + 89    

19     1 + 98      44   1 + 59    

20     1 + 135    45   1 + 37    

21     1 + 112    46   1 + 35    

22     1 + 78      47   1 + 38    

23     1 + 118    48   1 + 29    

24     1 + 64      49   1 + 18    

25      1 + 77             50   1 + 45 
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Chapter No:       Number of Verses:                  Chapter No:        Number of Verses:                       

51   1 + 60      83   1 + 36    

52     1 + 49      84   1 + 25    

53     1 + 62      85   1 + 22    

54     1 + 55      86   1 + 17    

55     1 + 78      87   1 + 19     

56     1 + 96      88   1 + 26    

57     1 + 29      89   1 + 30     

58     1 + 22      90   1 + 20    

59     1 + 24      91   1 + 15    

60     1 + 13      92   1 + 21    

61     1 + 14      93   1 + 11    

62     1 + 11      94   1 + 8    

63     1 + 11      95   1 + 8    

64     1 + 18      96   1 + 19    

65     1 + 12      97   1 + 5    

66     1 + 12      98   1 + 8    

67     1 + 30      99   1 + 8    

68     1 + 52      100   1 + 11    

69     1 + 52      101   1 + 11    

70     1 + 44      102   1 + 8    

71     1 + 28      103   1 + 3    

72     1 + 28      104   1 + 9    

73     1 + 20      105   1 + 5    

74     1 + 56      106   1 + 4    

75     1 + 40      107   1 + 7    

76     1 + 31      108   1 + 3    

77     1 + 50      109   1 + 6    

78      1 + 40      110   1 + 3    

79     1 + 46      111   1 + 5    

80     1 + 42      112   1 + 4    

81     1 + 29      113   1 + 5    

82    1 + 19    114   1 + 6 
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thus exclusively and only at the very end of these specific four  Chapters/Surahs above, we thus 
clearly see a multiple:   

* at the very end of Chapter/Surah 75, we thus reach 5662nd (=19x …) Verse therein;                                            
(=i.e. in Chapter/Surah No: 75 at Verse No: 40) therein;             

* at the very end of Chapter/Surah 79, we thus reach 5833rd (=19x …) Verse therein;   
(=i.e. in Chapter/Surah No: 79 at Verse No: 46) therein;             

* at the very end of Chapter/Surah 98, we thus reach 6232nd (=19x …) Verse therein;   
(=i.e. in Chapter/Surah No: 98 at Verse No: 8) therein;               

* at the very end of Chapter/Surah 114, we thus reach 6346th (=19x …) Verse therein;    
(=i.e. in Chapter/Surah No: 114 at Verse No: 6) therein;                                                         

So now we can thus perfectly see here:                                              

6346th              5833rd      

Verse No:      Chapter No:      Verse No:     Chapter No:  

6             114     46          79   

=19x … 

6232nd              5662nd  

  Verse No:    Chapter No:     Verse No:      Chapter No:  

              8          98     40         075   

=19x … 

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed these specific two Chapter No’s above:                      

(=114 & 075) in such a --(thus with regard to number of digits therein)-- perfectly equal                              
(3 digits = 3 digits) manner above.                                                                      
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So now let us clearly see all of the Chapters/Surahs of the Quran Testament that are specifically                                   
--(including all of those “Basmalahs” in the very beginning therein again)-- with “3” digit   
number of Verses therein, here thus:  

Chapter No:        Number of Verses:        Chapter No:         Number of Verses:       

2           1 + 286 =  287   15           1 + 99   =  100                          
3         1 + 200 =  201   16           1 + 128 =  129    
4         1 + 176 =  177   17           1 + 111 =  112    
5         1 + 120 =  121   18           1 + 110 =  111    
6         1 + 165 =  166   20           1 + 135 =  136    
7          1 + 206 =  207   21           1 + 112 =  113    
9         0 + 127 =  127   23           1 + 118 =  119    
10         1 + 109 =  110      26           1 + 227 =  228    
11           1 + 123 =  124   37           1 + 182 =  183    
12           1 + 111 =  112                    

 

So here are each of those Chapter/Surah No’s above, thus in their most Precise and perfect 
order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

2   3   4   5   6   7   9   10   11   12   15   16   17   18   20   21   23   26   37   “ 10”  

=19x … 

So here are each of those Number of Verses/Ayats above, thus in their most Precise and perfect 
order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

287   201   177   121   166   207   127   110   124   112   100   129   112   111   136   113   119                                

228   183   “10”  

=19x … 
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So now let us clearly see all of the Chapters/Surahs of the Quran Testament that are specifically                                   
--(including all of those “Basmalahs” in the very beginning therein again)-- with “1” digit               
number of Verses therein, here thus:  

Chapter No:        Number of Verses:        Chapter No:         Number of Verses:       

94              1 + 8 =  9   108              1 + 3 =  4                          
95            1 + 8 =  9   109              1 + 6 =  7    
97            1 + 5 =  6   110              1 + 3 =  4    
98            1 + 8 =  9   111              1 + 5 =  6    
99            1 + 8 =  9   112              1 + 4 =  5    
102             1 + 8 =  9   113              1 + 5 =  6    
103            1 + 3 =  4   114              1 + 6 =  7    
105            1 + 5 =  6              
106              1 + 4 =  5                     
107            1 + 7 =  8    

So here are each of those Chapter/Surah No’s above, thus in their most Precise and perfect 
order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

94   95   97   98   99   102   103   105   106   107   108   109   110   111   112   113   114   “07”  

=19x … 

So here are each of those Number of Verses/Ayats above, thus in their most Precise and perfect 
order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

9   9   6   9   9   9   4   6   5   8   4   7   4   6   5   6   7   “07”  

=19x … 
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*Please, note that because there are thus exactly “19”  Chapters/Surahs with “3” digit  number of 

Verses above, in the Quran Testament, therefore we have thus also specifically placed a “10”              
in the very end therein, in the first case; (on p. 10)        

and then because there are thus exactly “17”  Chapters/Surahs with “1” digit  number of                

Verses above, in the Quran Testament, therefore we have thus also specifically placed a “07”  
in the very end therein, in the second case; (on p. 11)       
thus in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, by this most Wise and 
perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here (=28/68), in the first place.     

So then please, also certainly note that because that this most specific “Chapter/Surah 1” must 
have belonged to those first set of “Chapters/Surahs” (with “3” digit  number of Verses) above, 

with regard to its specific Chapter/Surah No (=1) therein,       

but must have belonged to those last set of “Chapters/Surahs” (with “1” digit  number of 

Verses) above, with regard to its specific number of Verses/Ayaats (=7) therein,     

so we have therefore rightfully excluded it from both, therein. And then, when we have thus 

specifically placed those “10” and “07” therein, --(in the very end of those most specific                    

“19”  and “17”  Chapters/Surahs above, respectively)--                                                                                       

it has also thus most Wonderfully and perfectly compensated for that most specific 

Chapter/Surah No (=1) and its most specific number of Verses/Ayaats (=7) therein --(please, 

certainly see it again on p. 10 and on p. 11)-- by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our 
Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), also in this respect, in the first place!     
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So now let us clearly see the first “31” Chapters/Surahs of the Quran Testament that are 
specifically --(including all of those “Basmalahs” in the very beginning therein again)-- with             
“2” digit  number of Verses therein, here thus:  

Chapter No:      Number of Verses:        Chapter No:        Number of Verses:       

8           1 + 75 =  76   36           1 + 83 =  84                          
13         1 + 43 =  44   38           1 + 88 =  89    
14         1 + 52 =  53   39           1 + 75 =  76    
19         1 + 98 =  99   40           1 + 85 =  86    
22         1 + 78 =  79   41           1 + 54 =  55    
24          1 + 64 =  65   42           1 + 53 =  54    
25         1 + 77 =  78   43           1 + 89 =  90    
27         1 + 93 =  94      44           1 + 59 =  60    
28           1 + 88 =  89   45           1 + 37 =  38    
29           1 + 69 =  70             46             1 + 35 =  36          
30           1 + 60 =  61             47             1 + 38 =  39          
31           1 + 34 =  35      48             1 + 29 =  30          
32           1 + 30 =  31      49             1 + 18 =  19          
33           1 + 73 =  74      50             1 + 45 =  46          
34           1 + 54 =  55      51             1 + 60 =  61           
35           1 + 45 =  46                                                       

 

So here are each of those Chapter/Surah No’s above, thus in their most Precise and perfect 
order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

8   13   14   19   22   24   25   27   28   29   30   31   32   33   34   35   36   38   39   40   41   42    

43   44   45   46   47   48   49   50   51   “01”  

=19x … 

So here are each of those Number of Verses/Ayaats above, thus in their most Precise and 
perfect order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    
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76   44   53   99   79   65   78   94   89   70   61   35   31   74   55   46   84   89   76   86   55   54   

90   60   38   36   39   30   19   46   61   “01”  

=19x … 

So now let us clearly see thereafter the last “46” Chapters/Surahs of the Quran Testament that are 
specifically --(including all of those “Basmalahs” in the very beginning therein again)-- with                
again “2” digit  number of Verses therein, here thus:  

 

Chapter No:      Number of Verses:        Chapter No:        Number of Verses:       

52           1 + 49 =  50   75           1 + 40 =  41                          
53         1 + 62 =  63   76           1 + 31 =  32    
54         1 + 55 =  56   77           1 + 50 =  51    
55         1 + 78 =  79   78           1 + 40 =  41    
56         1 + 96 =  97   79           1 + 46 =  47    
57          1 + 29 =  30   80           1 + 42 =  43    
58         1 + 22 =  23   81           1 + 29 =  30    
59         1 + 24 =  25      82           1 + 19 =  20    
60           1 + 13 =  14   83           1 + 36 =  37    
61           1 + 14 =  15             84             1 + 25 =  26          
62           1 + 11 =  12             85             1 + 22 =  23          
63           1 + 11 =  12      86             1 + 17 =  18          
64           1 + 18 =  19      87             1 + 19 =  20          
65           1 + 12 =  13      88             1 + 26 =  27          
66           1 + 12 =  13      89             1 + 30 =  31           
67           1 + 30 =  31                         90             1 + 20 =  21   
68             1 + 52 =  53                       91             1 + 15 =  16           
69           1 + 52 =  53   92             1 + 21 =  22          
70            1 + 44 =  45   93             1 + 11 =  12          
71            1 + 28 =  29   96             1 + 19 =  20          
72           1 + 28 =  29   100             1 + 11 =  12          
73            1 + 20 =  21   101             1 + 11 =  12          
74         1 + 56 =  57                       104             1 +   9 =  10        
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So here are each of those Chapter/Surah No’s above, thus in their most Precise and perfect 
order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

52   53   54   55   56   57   58   59   60   61   62   63   64   65   66   67   68   69   70   71   72   73   
74   75   76   77   78   79   80   81   82   83   84   85   86   87   88   89   90   91   92   93   96   100 

101   104   “41”  

=19x … 

So here are each of those Number of Verses/Ayaats above, thus in their most Precise and 
perfect order in the Quran Testament, by our Supreme LORD, here thus:    

50   63   56   79   97   30   23   25   14   15   12   12   19   13   13   31   53   53   45   29   29   21   
57   41   32   51   41   47   43   30   20   37   26   23   18   20   27   31   21   16   22   12   20   12   

12   10   “41”  

=19x … 

*Please, note that because there are thus exactly “31”  Chapters/Surahs with “2” digit  number of 

Verses above, in the Quran Testament, therefore we have thus also specifically placed a “01”              
again in the very end therein, in the first case; (on p. 13-14)       

and then because there are thus exactly “46”   Chapters/Surahs with again “2” digit  number of 

Verses above, in the Quran Testament, therefore we have thus also specifically placed a “41”                

in the very end therein, in the second cases above;          
thus in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, by this most Wise and 
perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), in the first place.     
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*Please, note that we had thus specifically placed a         

“10” at the end of all of those “19” Chapters/Surahs with “3” digit  number of Verses above,  

in the Quran Testament, and then we had specifically placed a      

“07” at the end of all of those “17”   Chapters/Surahs with “1” digit  number of Verses above, 

in the Quran Testament, in the first place; (please, see it again on p. 10-12);      

so now in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner here, we have thus 
specifically placed a              

“01” at the end of all of those “31” Chapters/Surahs with “2” digit  number of Verses above,  

in the Quran Testament, and then we have specifically placed a       

“41” --(because there is also thus one digit difference between 31 and 46 here, but                      

19 and 17 were thus basically equal in this respect above) at the end of all of those “46” 
Chapters/Surahs with “2” digit  number of Verses above, in the Quran Testament, by this                  
most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), also                 
in these respects, in the first place.                                             

*And then please, also certainly note that there are thus exactly “19” Chapters/Surahs with                   
“3” digit  number of Verses above, + “1” specific Chapter/Surah (=i.e. that most specific 
Chapter/Surah 1) therein (=i.e. in total thus “20”) therein, in this regard;     
and then there are thus exactly “17” Chapters/Surahs with “1” digit  number of Verses above,                
+ “1” specific Chapter/Surah (=i.e. that most specific Chapter/Surah 1) therein again                                                          
(=i.e. in total thus “18”) therein, in this regard; (so please, see it again on p. 12)    
so there are thus exactly “31” (=i.e. 18 + 13x1) Chapters/Surahs with “2” digit  number of Verses 
above, in the Quran Testament, and then there are thus exactly “46” (=i.e. 20 + 13x2) 
Chapters/Surahs with “2” digit  number of Verses again above, in the Quran Testament, by this               
most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), also                   
in these respects, in the first place; in all of these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS 
perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD above, from the very beginning! (Quran Testament 17/88 
*so please, see it again on p. 3 now, in the first place!)                                                      
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So now we should also certainly see here that there are thus exactly “7” Chapters/Surahs whose 
total number of Verses --(including those un-numbered “Basmalahs” in the very beginning of 
those most specific “7” Chapters/Surahs therein again)-- that thus perfectly give us a multiple,  
by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD, in the whole Quran Testament,                          
here thus:    

Chapter No:        Number of Verses:               

8           1 + 75   =  76 = 19x …    

 26         1 + 227 =  228 = 19x …    

 39         1 + 75   =  76 = 19x …    

 45         1 + 37   =  38 = 19x …    

 49         1 + 18   =  19 = 19x …    

 64          1 + 18   =  19 = 19x …    

 74         1 + 56   =  57 = 19x …    

 

So let us clearly see these most specific “7” Chapters/Surahs in this respect above, in this 
specific order, now here thus:  

Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No: 

      8          39  26    74         45 49    64                                                    

            =19x … 

N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:    N. of Verses:    N. of Verses:       

     76            76           228          57           38            19           19                                            

        =19x … 
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--or/and-- thereafter we can thus clearly see it also in this specific order, here thus:  

Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No:    Chapter No: 

                8          39 45    74         26 49    64                                                   

                        =19x … 

     N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:   N. of Verses:    N. of Verses:    N. of Verses:       

              76            76            38          57          228            19           19                                           

                   =19x … 

*Please, note that those specific “Chapters/Surahs” above, whose number of Verses are thus 
perfectly equal therein (76 = 76 & 19 = 19) have thus been placed from smaller to bigger with 
regard to their Chapter/Surah No’s in the Quran Testament therein thus (8 and 39 & 49 and 64);                                 
and those specific “Chapters/Surahs” above, whose number of Verses are not equal therein                   

(38 – 57 – 228 ) have thus been placed within these two specific orders, as (=26 74 45) in the 

first case above, or/and as (=45 74 26) in the second case above, wherein this most specific 

“Chapter/Surah 74” --(because this code “19”  has thus specifically been revealed therein; 

74/30)-- has thus exclusively been placed in the very Center above, in both of those cases,                      
by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), in the 
first place!                                                     

*So now, we should also certainly see that this is another most Superb and matchless                    
“perfect and priceless Gift” of our Supreme LORD unto all of His righteous servants here 
(=32/15-17), also in this regard, now here thus:     
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=============== 

87- And definitely, We have (thus) given to you “Seven” of/as the Twoers/Pairs (=Seban min                     

al-Mathaane) (=thus an exclusive reference to those most specific “Seven” Chapters/Surahs                   

of the Quran Testament which are thus placed as/in perfect “Twoers/Pairs” --on the left side &  

on the  right side-- above, here in this case now), and thus a great “Quran” (=i.e. “Reading;”  

36/69)!  

 

(Quran Testament 15/87)           
===============         
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image credit: 19covenant19.com (The 9th Chapter/Surah of The --Quran-- Testament (=Al-Khabaru )                     
written in modern Arabic.) 
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So now, let us clearly see here these exclusive two Chapters/Surahs: “1”  & “9”  in the                       
Quran Testament --(because there is no “Basmalah” in the very beginning of these most specific 
two Chapters/Surahs; so please, see it on p. 4 and 20 now, in this regard, in the first place), 
whose missing “Basmalahs” have thus perfectly been compensated for thereafter in the very 1st 
Verse of Chapter/Surah 1, and in the 30th Verse of Chapter/Surah 27, respectively, by this               
most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again (=28/68 & 38/29), in the first 
place, now here thus:                                                            

* Chapter/Surah “1”  consists of 7 Verses, and Chapter/Surah “9” consists of 127 Verses in the 
Quran Testament. So if we write them down in this specific manner here (=i.e. with all of its              
“7” Verses of Chapter/Surah 1, and so equally and only --the very last (1), the very middle (5), 
and the very first (1) Verses-- thus in total again “7” Verses of Chapter/Surah 9), we thus clearly 
and perfectly see that: 

1 7  6  5  4  3  2  1      9  127 .. 66  65  64  63  62 .. 1 

                    =19x …                             =19x … 

 

* Then if we write them down in this specific manner here (=i.e. with all of its “7” Verses of 
Chapter/Surah 1, and so equally and only --the very first (2), the very middle (3), and the                    
very last (2) Verses-- thus in total again “7” Verses of Chapter/Surah 9), we thus clearly                     
and perfectly see that: 

1 1  2  3  4  5  6  7   9 1  2 .. 63  64  65 .. 126  127    

       =19x …                             =19x … 
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* Then if we write them down in this specific manner here (=i.e. with all of its “7” Verses of 
Chapter/Surah 1 (=i.e. specifically as 114th Chapter/Surah here, if/when we start to count from 
the very end towards the very beginning of the Quran Testament here), and so equally and only                
--the very last (3), the very middle (1), and the very first (3) Verses-- thus again in total                        
“7” Verses of Chapter/Surah 9 (=i.e. specifically as 106th Chapter/Surah here, if/when we start to 
count from the very end towards the very beginning of the Quran Testament here again), we thus 
again clearly and perfectly see that: 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1   114  127  126  125 .. 64 .. 3  2  1  106    

       =19x …                             =19x … 

 

*Please, also certainly see: Quran Testament 98/2-3 now, thus to clearly witness therein how this 
modern Arabic text of this “The --Quran-- Testament” (=“ Al-Khabaru ”) (please, see it on p. 4 
and 20 here) --with all of its “114” Chapters/Surahs and “6346” Verses/Ayaats therein; please, 
see it again on p. 7-8 here-- have thus perfectly been dictated and taught to this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and 
Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them),                  
by our Supreme LORD therein now, for all humanity, in this Final Age, and how this                      
has already thus clearly and unmistakably been prophesied by all of HIS honorable Prophets 
(=first of all, by prophet Moses, and Jesus, and David, and Muhammad here in this respect again) 
therein! (*Please, also certainly see the Introduction of the Quran Testament, and then also               
“An Amazing Miracle” document, p. 9-13 in this regard now, in the first place.)        
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So now, we should also certainly see these most critical and important Verses in the                        
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus:  

==========              
16- No, he (=a reference to such an unappreciative and arrogant person here) stubbornly refused 
Our --“19” coded-- “Signs!”                                                                                                                                                                  

17- (AL-LAH said): So --(here, if he does not immediately repent and return to HIM now;                 
4/17-18)-- I will increasingly punish him.      

18- (For) he reflected and decided.            

19- How miserable is what he (thus) decided --regarding the left side of those “19” coded             
Tables above!-- 

20- Then, how miserable is what he (thus) decided --regarding the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables above!-- 

21- Then he looked.               

22- Then he frowned and whined. 

23- Then he turned away and was arrogant. 

24- And he said: This is nothing but a striking magic --on the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables above!-- 

25- This is nothing but the word of a human being --on the right side of those “19” coded             
Tables above!-- 

26- (AL-LAH said): So I will get him into the “Uprooter” (now) –thereby thus in an ultimate 
manner to unmistakably and clearly prove again to such a disbelieving person and to all 
humanity now that this can absolutely and only be from this One and Only Real GOD                    
(=AL-LAH) here (=17/88 & 112/1-4)!    

27- And what make you perceive what the “Uprooter” is?        
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28- It does not “let last” --(but “excludes” on the left side, into the lower region therein), and                   
it does not “let stay” --(but “eliminates” on the right side, into the lower region therein).    

29- (Then) it presents “Tables” --(on that left side & on that right side, within those upper 
regions therein)-- for the humanity.            

30- Upon it (there is) “19!”         

 

(Quran Testament 74/26-30)           
====================== 

 

So we should absolutely see now each and every of these “19” coded, most Superb and 
matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” of our Supreme LORD that has thus been revealed by HIM 
unto this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” in each of these 
most critical and important Documents here, one after the other, thus to clearly and unmistakably 
witness this “Uprooter” (=74/26-30) above, in this Final Age now, in the first place! 

 

A Royal Miracle 1      Universal Magnificent Miracles 1        An Awesome Miracle 1  
A Royal Miracle 2      Universal Magnificent Miracles 2           An Awesome Miracle 2 

A Sovereign Miracle 1         An Exceptional Miracle         A Magnificent Miracle 1  
A Sovereign Miracle 2           An Amazing Miracle         A Magnificent Miracle 2 

A Regal Miracle 1          A Special Miracle          A Marvelous Miracle 1  
A Regal Miracle 2            An Extra Miracle          A Marvelous Miracle 2  

A Noble Miracle 1          A Unique Miracle          An Outstanding Miracle  
A Noble Miracle 2            Adhan Miracle 

A Prominent Miracle 1       A Majestic Miracle         A Fabulous Miracle 1  
A Prominent Miracle 2           A Celestial Miracle         A Fabulous Miracle 2  

A Beneficent Miracle 1       An Exclusive Miracle         A Breathtaking Miracle 1 
A Beneficent Miracle 2           A Festive Miracle          A Breathtaking Miracle 2 
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A Consequential Miracle 1  A Glorious Miracle         A Phenomenal Miracle 1  
A Consequential Miracle 2      A Supernal Miracle         A Phenomenal Miracle 2 

A Devastating Miracle 1  A Joyful Miracle         A Colorful Miracle  
A Devastating Miracle 2      A Glittering Miracle         A Tasteful Miracle 

A Warning Miracle 1   A Golden Ratio Miracle        An Excellent Miracle  
A Warning Miracle 2      A Golden Section Miracle        A Superb Miracle 

An Essential Miracle    A Redeeming Miracle         A Number One Miracle   
A Crucial Miracle       A Delivering Miracle          A Miraculous Seal   
A Supreme Miracle 
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image credit: stars.astro.illinois.edu (cows)                              image credit: all-free-download.com (cereals) 

 

7- In (the story of) Joseph and his brothers there are (mathematical) “Signs” for the seekers! 
(Quran Testament 12/12) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also in the story of Joseph above now), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear  
to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

==========             
46- He said: Joseph, O you truthful one! Explain for us the “seven fat cows” being eaten by 
“seven lean ones,” and the “seven green spikes (of wheat)” and others “dry !”                                     
That I may go back to people (with information) that they may thus know (its  interpretation)! 

47- He said: You will plant regularly for “seven years,” and whatever you harvest you must 
leave it in its pods, except for the little that you will eat. 

48- Then there will come after that “seven severe (years)” which will consume all that you plant 
for it except for the little that you have stored. 

49- Then after that will come a “(fruitful) year ” in which the people will have abundant rain and  
in which they will, (once again), press juice! (Quran Testament 12/49)     
========== 
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So now, first of all, we should clearly know that           
*the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of Cows (Bos primigenius): “60”                       
*the haploid (=half/single) chromosome numbers of Cows (Bos primigenius): “30”     

So now when we specifically take “30” into account for each of those “seven lean cows” above 
(=12/46), and “60” for each of those “seven fat cows” above (=12/46),                                                     
here what we AMAZINGLY see: 

lean cow    fat cow    lean cow    fat cow    lean cow    fat cow    lean cow    fat cow     

   30       60        30       60       30        60       30       60 

lean cow    fat cow    lean cow    fat cow    lean cow    fat cow    lean cow  

    30       60        30       60       30        60        30  

                =19x …           

So now, secondly, we should also clearly know that          
*the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of Wheat (Triticum aestivum): “42”       
*the haploid (=half/single) chromosome numbers of Wheat (Triticum aestivum): “21”      

So now when we specifically take “21” into account for each of those “seven dry  spikes” above 
(=12/46), and “42” for each of those “seven green spikes” above (=12/46),                                                     
here again what we AMAZINGLY see: 

dry spike   green spike   dry spike   green spike   dry spike  green spike   dry spike   green spike        

              21         42         21         42         21        42         21        42 

dry spike   green spike   dry spike   green spike   dry spike  green spike   dry spike 

                   21         42         21         42         21        42         21  

                          =19x …           
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*Please, note that in both cases above, the “lean cow” and the “dry spike” have thus been 
specifically emphasized “once” again in the very end, because they are the dominant ones who 
were thus eating (=takuluhunna) each of those “fat cows” and the “green spikes” therein, from 
the very beginning (=12/46), thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner 
above.  

And we thus clearly learn from within Torah that even after those “lean cows” (and “dry spikes”) 
have thus eaten (=takuluhunna) all those “fat cows” (and “green spikes”) therein, they were                 
in the end as “lean” and (as “dry”) as at the beginning therein, thus:    

==========             
17- Then Pharaoh said to Joseph, "In my dream I was standing on the bank of the Nile.     

18- Suddenly, seven nice-looking, well-fed cows came up from the river and began to graze 
among the reeds.              

19- Seven other cows came up behind them. These cows were scrawny, very sick, and thin. 
I've never seen such sickly cows in all of Egypt!          

20- The thin, sickly cows ate up the seven well-fed ones.        

21- Even though they had eaten them, no one could tell they had eaten them; they looked just as 
sick as before! Then I woke up.           

22- "In my second dream I saw seven good, full heads of grain growing on a single stalk.  

23- Seven other heads of grain, withered, thin, and scorched by the east wind, sprouted 
behind them.               

24-The thin heads of grain swallowed the seven good heads!       
I told this to the magicians, but no one could tell me what it meant."        

(Torah, Genesis 41/17-24)          
========== 
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So now, let us clearly see those “seven famine years” (please, see in this respect again Quran 

Testament 12/48 in the first place now, on p. 26) (=i.e. so here we will take it as “years” in which only 
“6” months worth of rain was received), and “seven normal years” (please, see in this respect again 

Quran Testament 12/47 on p. 26) (=i.e. so here we will take it as “years” in which “12” months worth 
of rain was received), and then at the end “one abundant year” (please, see in this respect again 

Quran Testament 12/49 on p. 26) (=i.e. so here we will take it as a “year” in which (6 + 12 =) “18” 
months worth of rain was thus received) therein, --(according to a regular Sun or/and Moon 
based Calendar, first of all)-- now here thus:   

famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year    famine year   normal year 

      6            12 6      12        6          12   6   12   

famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year    abundant year    

      6            12 6      12        6          12    18 

                 =19x …           

So now if we take all of these specific (seven and seven, and one) “years” above into account 
here also according to the Hebrew Calendar --(because Joseph was an Israeli Prophet (=i.e.                     
the descendant of Prophet Jacob/Israel therein, in this respect)-- we can again AMAZINGLY see 
now here thus:     

famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year    famine year   normal year 

                 6           12  6        12          6           13    6     12   

famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year   famine year   normal year    abundant year    

                 6           12  6        13          6            12      18 

                   =19x …           
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*Please, note that we have thus started specifically at a 9th year of a --(“19” year cycle)--  
Hebrew calendar above --(so please, certainly see now “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” 
document, p. 115-121, thus to clearly see therein these most fundamental “19” year cycles                       
in Hebrew calendar)-- thus in the first place, above. So at the third year (with normal rain 
therein) thereafter, and at the sixth year (with normal rain therein again) were such “leap years” 
with “13 months (worth of rain)” for/in each, in Hebrew calendar above. But for famine years we 
kept it always at “6 months (worth of rain)” because the famine was to be so “severe” no matter 
what, with not a bit of relaxation at no point therein, in the first place. (=Quran Testament 12/48) 
So now let us also clearly see it again also from within Torah, here thus: 

==========             
25- Then Joseph said to Pharaoh (of Egypt at that time): "Pharaoh had the same dream twice. 
GOD has told Pharaoh what HE is going to do.          

26- The seven good cows are seven years, and the seven good heads of grain are seven years. 
It's all the same dream.              

27- The seven thin, sickly cows that came up behind them are seven years. The seven empty 
heads of grain scorched by the east wind are also seven years. So seven years of famine are 
coming!                

28- "It's just as I said to Pharaoh. GOD has thus shown Pharaoh what HE is going to do.     

29- Seven years are coming when there will be plenty of food in Egypt.        

30- After them will come seven years of famine. People will forget that there was plenty of food 
in Egypt, and the famine will ruin the land.            

31- People won't remember that there once was plenty of food in the land, because the coming 
famine will be so severe!    

 

(Torah, Genesis 41/25-31)            
========== 
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*Please, note that all those “seven fat cows,” and “seven green spikes,” and then “seven rainy 
years” have thus clearly been mentioned in the first places in these specific Verses above 
(=12/46-48), and because that original modern Arabic text of the Quran Testament is thus 
essentially always read from “right to left,” we have thus legitimately placed them always on 
“the right sides,” as they actually appear on “the right sides” therein, in the first place, by this 
most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68) also in this respect 
now. (*So please, also certainly see that related most fundamental and important note within 
“Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 92 now in this regard, in the first place.)   

*And please, note that within those “seven fat cows & seven lean cows,” and “seven green 
spikes & seven dry spikes” (=12/46), we have thus specifically emphasized the (haploid 
chromosome numbers) of a “lean cow” and a “dry wheat” therein, in the very end (please, see it 
again on p. 27); but here within these “seven rainy years & seven famine years” (=12/47-48), 
we have thus specifically emphasized the (rain measurements) of an “abundant year” herein,            
in the very end, as it has specifically thus been pointed out to us here (=12/49), in the first place!           
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  image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Wonderful dreams of Joseph)  

 

7- In (the story of) Joseph and his (eleven) brothers there are (mathematical) “Signs” for the 
seekers! (Quran Testament 12/12) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also in the story of Joseph and his eleven brothers above now), until (thus)  
it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

==========              
4- When Joseph said to his father: My father, (in my dream) I have seen “eleven planets” (=i.e. 
thus a figurative reference to his “eleven brothers” here) and “the sun and the moon” (=i.e. 
thus a figurative reference to his “father and mother” here), I saw them prostrating before me!  

………. 

99- So when they entered upon Joseph, he took his parents to him and he said: Enter Egypt,            
AL-LAH willing, in security.           
100- And he raised his parents on the throne, and they (=his “father and mother,” and                          
his “eleven brothers” therein) fell prostrate before him. And he (=Joseph) said: My father, this 
is the interpretation of my (old) “dream” (=12/4) from before!       
My LORD has (thus) made it true, and HE has been Good to me that HE took me out of prison 
and brought you out of the wilderness after the devil had placed a rift between me and                            
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my brothers. My LORD is Most Kind towards whomever HE wills. Certainly, HE is                                     
--so now, thus especially and also with regard to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- 
the Knower, --thus especially and also with regard to the right side of those “19” coded Tables  
here-- the Wise!                          

(Quran Testament 12/99-100)            
========== 

 

So now, first of all, let us clearly see Joseph, together with his parents, and his eleven brothers 
in this specific order, here thus: 

    11      2       1             
brothers    parents    Joseph 

=19x …   

or/and when we place them separately, in this specific order, this is what we AMAZINGLY see 
again, here thus:         

   1   1       1       1         1      2         1       1       1        1       1        1       1                        
brother   brother   brother    brother      Joseph   parents      brother    brother    brother      brother    brother     brother     brother   

_____________________________________________          

            __________________________________________________________________________  

                =19x …          =19x …           

 

*Please, note that because that Joseph thus raised his parents upon the throne, by this 
Instruction of our Supreme LORD therein (=Quran Testament 12/100), they have thus a special 
place with him herein now in the center above, in this respect.          
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So now, let us also clearly see Joseph, together with his parents, and his eleven brothers                              
again in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific order now, here thus: 

 

                   (odd numbered brothers)             (even numbered brothers)  

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:         father   Joseph   mother         bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:        

   1      3       5      7      9      11       13  12   14         2      4      6       8     10    

________________________       __________       _____________________ 

 

               =19x …        =19x …                =19x …           

*Please, note that because that Joseph thus raised his parents upon the throne, by the Instruction  
of our Supreme LORD therein (=Quran Testament 12/100), they have thus a special place with 
him herein now again in the center above, in this respect.          

 

==========             
9- Then Joseph had another dream, and he told it to his brothers. "Listen," he said, "I had another 
dream: I saw “the sun” and “the moon,” and “eleven stars” prostrating before me."     

10- And he related it to his father and to his brothers; and his father rebuked him and said to him, 
"What is this dream that you have had? Shall “I ” and your “mother” and your “brothers” 
actually come to prostrate before you, to the ground?"   

11- So his brothers were jealous of him, but his father kept (this) matter in mind! 

(Torah, Genesis 37/9-11)          
========== 
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So thereafter, now when/if specifically “one” (representative) brother (from among the odd 
numbered brothers above), and specifically “one” (representative) brother (from among the even 
numbered brothers above) come to pay their respects --(thus exclusively to Joseph here now,                   
in the first place, as the chosen Messenger of AL-LAH here)-- now thus:     

bro. no:  bro. no:        father   Joseph   mother          

       3      8        13  12   14        

               =19x …    

*Please, note that “3” is in the second place among the odd numbered brothers above, and “8” --(because that                
exclusively and only “one digit” numbers are taken into account here)-- is in the last place among the even 
numbered brothers above.  

 

or/and --(when/if we take into account specifically “2 digit – 1 digit” numbered brothers, from 
among the odd numbered and the even numbered brothers again above)-- 

bro. no:  bro. no:        father   Joseph   mother          

            11     4        13  12   14          

 =19x …    

*Please, note that this time “11” is in the last place among the odd numbered brothers above, and “4” is in the 
second place among the even numbered brothers above!  
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So thereafter, now when/if specifically “two” (representative) brothers (from among the odd 
numbered brothers above), and specifically “two” (representative) brothers (from among the 
even numbered brothers above) come to pay their respects --(thus exclusively to Jacob and his 
Wife here now, in the first place, as the righteous parents of the chosen Messenger of AL-LAH 
here)-- now thus:      

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:     father   Joseph   mother          

       5      6       4      3      13  12   14        

                           =19x …    

*Please, note that “5” and “3” are in the third and the second places, respectively, among the odd numbered brothers 
above, and “6” and “4” are again in the third and the second places, respectively, among the even numbered brothers 
above!  

 

or/and --(when/if we take into account specifically “1 digit – 2 digit” numbered brothers, from 
among the odd numbered and the even numbered brothers again above)-- 

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:       father   Joseph   mother          

               1       2     10    11      13  12   14        

                                        =19x …    

*Please, note that “1” and “11” are in the first and the last places, respectively, among the odd numbered brothers 
above, and “2” and “10” are again in the first and the last places, respectively, among the even numbered brothers 
above!  
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So thereafter, now when/if specifically “three” (representative) brothers (from among the odd 
numbered brothers above), and specifically “three” (representative) brothers (from among the 
even numbered brothers above) come to pay their respects --(thus exclusively to Joseph, and his 
father Jacob and his Wife here now,  in the first place, as the chosen Messenger of AL-LAH              
and his two righteous parents here)--  now thus:     

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:     father   Joseph   mother          

   5      7       6      8       2      1      13  12   14        

                                         =19x …    

*Please, note that “5” and “7” and “1” are in the third and the fourth and the first places, respectively, among the 
odd numbered brothers above, and “6” and “8” and “2” are again in the third and the fourth and the first places, 
respectively, among the even numbered brothers above!  

or/and --(when/if we take into account specifically “1 digit – 2 digit” numbered brothers, from 
among the odd numbered and the even numbered brothers again above)-- 

                      bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:     father   Joseph   mother          

                    3      5       4      6     10    11     13  12   14        

                                                                              =19x …    

*Please, note that “3” and “5” and “11” are in the second and the third and the last places, respectively, among the 
odd numbered brothers above, and “4” and “6” and “10” are again in the second and the third and the last places, 
respectively, among the even numbered brothers above!  
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So now, we have thus unmistakably and clearly witnessed that Joseph’s father and mother, and  
all his eleven brothers have thus paid their respects to him, within this most Superb and 
matchless “Mathematical Language” of our Supreme LORD, thus as the chosen Messenger of                 
AL-LAH therein (=12/100), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS manner therein,           
in the first place. (Please, see it again on p. 34)   

Thereafter, specifically “one” (representative) brother (from among those odd and those even 
numbered brothers therein) have also thus come to pay their respects again, exclusively for 
Joseph therein, first of all, as the “one” chosen Messenger of AL-LAH therein again (=12/100), 
in this Most Amazing & Most Wondrous manner:        

bro. no:  bro. no:        father   Joseph   mother           

     3       8       13  12   14                 

   odd        even           even   

bro. no:  bro. no:        father   Joseph   mother          

            11     4        13  12   14  

                 odd       even                 even 

 

Thereafter, specifically “two” (representative) brothers (from among those odd and those even 
numbered brothers therein) have also thus come to pay their respects again, exclusively for Jacob 
and his Wife therein, first of all, as the “two” righteous parents of the chosen Messenger of                              
AL-LAH therein again (=12/100), in this Most Amazing & Most Wondrous manner:        

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:       father   Joseph   mother                   

   5      6      4       3       13  12   14                

  odd       even        even       odd            odd                    even  

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:       father   Joseph   mother         

                1       2     10     11      13  12   14 

                      odd        even       even        odd            odd                    even 
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Thereafter, specifically “three” (representative) brothers (from among those odd and those even 
numbered brothers therein) have also thus come to pay their respects again, exclusively for  
Jacob and his Wife, and Joseph therein, first of all, as the “two” righteous parents of the                   
“one” chosen Messenger of AL-LAH therein again (=12/100), in this Most Amazing &                   
Most Wondrous manner:        

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:          father   Joseph   mother           

   5      7      6       8       2      1      13  12   14                

  odd        odd        even       even        even       odd              odd      even       even  

bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:  bro. no:           father   Joseph   mother       

                3       5      4      6      10     11       13  12   14          

             odd         odd        even      even        even        odd              odd      even       even  

 

*Please, note that only brother no: “9” was not among these representative brothers in none of 
those three occurrences above, because he is the only one who has already thus perfectly paid  
his respects to Joseph therein, first of all, as the chosen Messenger of AL-LAH therein again 
(=12/100), in this most unique and exclusive manner, in the first place: 

bro. no:      Joseph    

  9       12  

=19x …    

by all of these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD 
here again (=28/68 & 38/29), and thus HIS great Blessings unto HIS chosen Servant and 
Messenger Joseph (=12/4-7, 99-101) also in these respects above, thus also here in this Final Age 
now, in the first place! 
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      image credit: en.wikipedia.org (The cave of the Seven Sleepers, Ephesus - Turkey)  

 

9- Have you reckoned (in order to clearly perceive) that the “Dwellers of the Cave” and the 
(related) “Numbers” are of Our wondrous (mathematical) “Signs!” (Quran Testament 18/9) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in the 
“Dwellers of the Cave” and the (related) “Numbers” therein above now), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!                                  
(Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

==========              
22- They will say: "Three, the fourth  is their dog."         
And they say: "Five, the sixth is their dog," thus (blindly) guessing into the unseen!    
And they say: "Seven, and the eighth is their dog."         
Say: My LORD is Best Knower of their number, none know them except for a few.   
So do not argue about them except with a --“19” coded-- ascendant Argument (=74/30),                      
and do not seek information regarding them, (after this), from anyone (of them).  

(Quran Testament 18/9, 22)             
==========  
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So now, if we specifically take that last number (=i.e. “3” and “5” and “7” ) in this most specific 

sequence therein, in this above Verse (=18/22), and thus continue now from this last number 

therein (=i.e. “7” ) for “ seven”  more odd numbers, exactly in this most specific order above, 

here what we Most AMAZINGLY and Most WONDROUSLY see, first of all, now here thus:       

 

7  9  11  13  15  17  19  

                        =19x …    

or/and 

19  17  15  13  11  9  7 

              =19x …    

 

So now we have thus unmistakably and clearly perceived by this Most AMAZING and                      
Most WONDROUS ascendant Argument (=Quran Testament 18/22 = 74/30) of our                         

Supreme LORD here, that the number of the Dwellers of the Cave were thus exactly “19”   

and so the “twentieth” was their dog, in the first place! (=Quran Testament 18/9, 22 = 74/30 = 
41/53 *please, certainly see again these Verses in the previous page.)   

So let us clearly see the other ultimate “Signs” (18/9 = 41/53) in this regard now, here thus: 
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So now, when we include the beloved “dog” of the Dwellers of the Cave herein into the account 

now in this exact same manner above (=i.e. as they say: "3, the 4th is their dog." & "5, the 6th is 

their dog." & "7, the 8th is their dog." therein in this most specific sequence above; =18/9, 22),                                  

so when we continue again from herein precisely “seven”  more steps exactly in this                              
most specific manner above, here we again Most AMAZINGLY and Most WONDROUSLY see, 
second of all, here this:       

 

        “19”   17  15  13  11  9  7 

 =19x …           =19x …    

   7 8  9 10  11 12  13 14  15 16  17 18  “ 19 20”  

                                      =19x …        =19x …    

*Please, note that when their beloved “dog” is never mentioned after the Dwellers of the Cave 
above, the numbers are thus going towards the left direction, and when their beloved “dog” is 
always mentioned after  the Dwellers of the Cave above, the numbers are thus specifically going 
towards the right direction above.          

 

So now that we have thus unmistakably and clearly perceived by these Most AMAZING and                      
Most WONDROUS Perfect “Signs” of our Supreme LORD here (=Quran Testament 18/9), that                     

the number of the Dwellers of the Cave must have thus been exactly “19”   and the “20th” 

must have been their dog therein (=Quran Testament 18/22 = 74/30 = 41/53), so now let us 
clearly see how many persons were there exactly in each of those “two groups” (herein; 18/12) 
of these young Dwellers of the Cave (=18/9-14) therein now: 
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So here are all of those “19”  Dwellers of the Cave --(without their beloved “dog” here)--                      

as/in “two groups” (herein; =Quran Testament 18/12)       

--(“12” Dwellers in the second group & “7” Dwellers in the first group)-- in this perfect order, 
first of all, now thus: 

 

Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:   Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:                                                                                                                                 

   19      18       17      16      15       14      13       12      11      10                                                                                             

Dweller no:  Dweller no:                 Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:   

    9        8                   7         6        5        4         3       2         1 

=19x …                        =19x …            

So here are all of those “19”  Dwellers of the Cave --(with their beloved “dog” here, specifically 

as the “20th” of them; 18/22)-- as/in “two groups” again (herein; =Quran Testament 18/12), with 
their beloved “dog” thus in their midst (=al-vaseed) herein (=Quran Testament 18/18)                                                                                              

--(“12” Dwellers in the second group & “7” Dwellers in the first group again)-- in this perfect  
order, finally, now thus: 

 

Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:   Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:                                                                                                                             

   19      18       17      16      15       14      13       12      11      10                                                                                             

Dweller no:  Dweller no:       beloved dog:        Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:  Dweller no:   

    9        8          20            1        2         3        4        5        6        7 

=19x …           =19x …                       
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*Please, note that when their beloved “dog” is not included in the Dwellers of the Cave above, 
the numbers are thus going again totally towards the left direction, in the first case above,                  
but when their beloved “dog” is included in the Dwellers of the Cave above, the numbers (of the 
first group: “1 2 3 4 5 6 7”) are thus specifically going totally towards the right direction again 
above!                                            
(*Because that this second group: “19 18 …… 9 8” thus perfectly gives us a multiple                       

(=19x …) even before the beloved “dog” included therein, so it should stay as going totally 

towards the left direction therein again, from the beginning, based on this basic Principle in this 
regard --(so please, see it again on p. 42), based on this most Wise and perfect Design of our 
Supreme LORD here again (=28/68), in the first place!     

**Please, note that this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” 

had mistakenly inferred that the number of these Dwellers of the Cave must have been “9” and 
the 10th must have been their dog therein (please, see Quran Testament 18/22 now, in this 
regard). So now AL-LAH has thus nullified this mistaken inference of HIS Messenger, in this 
respect, therein, and HE has thus established “The Perfect Truth” in this regard herein now, by 
clearly and unmistakably granting unto him and all righteous believers with him (=12/108)      

HIS Most AMAZING and  Most WONDROUS Perfect “Signs” above, in this regard here                  
now thus. (18/9, 22 = 74/30 = 41/53)           
(*So please, certainly see now Quran Testament 22/52-54, 55-57 to clearly witness the                    
great Wisdom and the ultimate Purpose of our Supreme LORD in this regard, in the first place.)     
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==========               
25- And they (=those Dwellers of the Cave) remained in their Cave --(perhaps, while thus 
sleeping therein; 18/16-18)-- for “three hundred years,” and they increased --(perhaps,                        
by continuously or periodically remaining therein, even when/after they were thus awakened 
therein; 18/19-20)-- “nine (more years)!”         
26- Say: (Thus) AL-LAH is the Best Knower of how long (in total) they remained (therein).             
To HIM is the Unseen of the heavens and the earth; HE (perfectly) sees and hears! ……    
   

(Quran Testament 18/25-26)            
========== 

So according to some historians --(*there are lots of different stories and contradictory sayings in this regard, 

almost in every aspect of it)-- these “Dwellers of the Cave” (=they are worldwide basically known as “Seven 

Sleepers,” which reflects the half Truth as we have clearly learned herein from our Supreme LORD (=18/22) that 

there were also thus a second group of “Twelve more Sleepers” therein)-- these Dwellers of the Cave must 
have lived around 250 AD in Ephesus, of Turkey now. So let us take it into account here as 
perfect round number and thus basically assume that these Dwellers of the Cave thus remained  
in their Cave therein from 201 AD to 500 AD (=i.e. thus “300 years” while sleeping therein;  
18/16-18) and then to 509 AD (=i.e. thus “9 more years” after they were awakened therein; 
18/25-26). So in such a “300 years” therein, first of all, there would thus be: 300 X “365” = 
109500 days + “73” days (=from each of those “73” leap years (as/of 366 days) therein--         

Thus in total:                                   

109573 days!   =19x …     109573 nights!   =19x …       

Then in such an extra “9 years” therein, secondly, there would thus be:     
9 X “365” = 3285 days + “2” days (=from each of those “2” leap years (as/of 366 days)                         
therein again--         

 Thus in total:                                           

3287 days!   =19x …   3287 nights!   =19x …                    
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So now, if we thus also think of that round “300 years” stay of the “Dwellers of the Cave” above                      
in a perfect parallel manner with that round “100 years” stay of that “Wayfarer Man” therein 
(*because both of them described their total stay therein as “one day, or a small part of one day 
(=yawman, ev bada yawmin)” thus in such a perfect parallel manner, when they were thus 
awakened by our Supreme LORD therein, at the end of those “100 years” and “300 years,” 
respectively, therein; 2/259 = 18/19),          
we thus again Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see here:    

In such a “100 year” therein, first of all, there would thus be:    

100 x “365” = 36500 days + 25 days (=from each of those “25” leap years (as/of 366 days) 
therein (so please, certainly see in this respect now “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” 
document, p. 89-90 therein, in the first place)--   

Thus in total: 

Days        Days               Nights    Nights                                        

25   36500    =19x…    25   36500  =19x…                                     

In such a “300 year” (=i.e. specifically from 201 AD to 500 AD) therein, first of all, there would 
thus be:     

100 x “365” = 36500 days + 24 days (=from each of those “24” leap years (as/of 366 days) 
therein              
100 x “365” = 36500 days + 24 days (=from each of those “24” leap years (as/of 366 days) 
therein              
100 x “365” = 36500 days + 25 days (=from each of those “25” leap years (as/of 366 days) 
therein    

So now, when we legitimately borrow here those 1 day & 1 day (=from within those specific               
“2” leap years of those extra “9” years stay of the Dwellers of the Cave therein; 18/25-26)--    
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Thus each of them, in total, again: 

 

Days       Days               Nights    Nights                                          

25   36500    =19x…    25   36500  =19x…    

Days       Days               Nights    Nights                                          

25   36500    =19x…    25   36500  =19x…   

Days       Days               Nights    Nights                                          

25   36500    =19x…    25   36500  =19x…   

 

by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our Supreme LORD herein again (2/259 = 74/30 = 
18/25-26), in the first place! 
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image credit: all-free-download.com (spikes of grain) 

 

261- The example of those who spend their possessions in the cause of AL-LAH is that of                      
a grain that produces “seven” spikes, with a “hundred” grains in each spike! And AL-LAH                     
“doubles” (it) for whomever HE wills! For AL-LAH is --so now thus especially and also due to 
the left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- Bounteous, --thus especially and also due to               
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- Knower! (Quran Testament 2/261) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“seven” spikes, with a “hundred” grains in each spike therein above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!     
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us clearly see these specific “7” spikes, with a “100” grains in each of those spikes now,  
in this specific manner, here thus: 
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For/on the left side:   

grains   grains   grains    grains    grains    grains  /  grains   spikes  

100   100   100   100   100   100  / 100     7  

                       =19x…    =19x…   

           For/on the right side:  

       grains   grains   grains    grains    grains    grains  /  grains   spikes  

    100   100   100   100   100   100  / 100     7  

                                              =19x…            =19x…   

*Please, note that because that those “spikes” above have thus specifically been emphasized 
therein as “all together” as a whole (=i.e. it is thus specifically stressed as: “in all of those spikes 
(=fee kulli  sunbulatin”) therein; 2/261), we can always keep it as a whole as “7” therein, and 
then we can write down those “100” grains (=miatu habbatin) thus “all together” as a whole, 
only once again, in exactly same manner, or as “separately” seven times. In either case, it thus 

absolutely gives us a multiple (=19x …) therein above, by this most Wise and perfect Design of 

our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), in the first place!                                 

**And please, note that here again in original Arabic Text above (=2/261) --because that it is 
essentially written from the right to the left therein,-- so a “hundred grains” (=miatu habbatin)  
thus appear on the left side, and then all of those “seven spikes” (=saba sanaabil) appear on the 
right side therein. Hence we can legitimately place all, or each of those 100 grains thus on the 
left side, first, and then all of those 7 spikes on the right side, thereafter, above; by this                     
most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), in the            
first place!                                                                 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (a marvelous sky) 

 

7- Do you not see that AL-LAH knows everything in the heavens and everything on earth?               
No “three” (people) can meet secretly without HIM being their “FOURTH ,” nor “five” without 
HIM being their “SIXTH ,” nor less than that, nor more, without HIM being there with them 
(=i.e. by thus absolutely Hearing and Seeing, and always Watching over them; 20/46 & 57/4) 
wherever they may be. Then, on the Day of Resurrection, HE will inform them of everything 
they had done. Certainly, AL-LAH is (thus) Knower of all things! (Quran Testament 58/7) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
specific and Most Specific numbers: “three” and the “FOURTH ” and “five” and the “SIXTH ” 
therein above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that               
it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us clearly see now those specific and Most Specific numbers above, within these                                 
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect Orders, one after the other, here thus:  
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“ three” (people),                         “five” (people),                                                                                                                              
and HIM  thus being their “FOURTH ”    and HIM  thus being their “SIXTH ”   
above them, here:     above them, here:  

person no:   “HIM”  person no:   person no:     person no:   person no:    “HIM”    person no:   person no:   person no:                   

    2        4         1           3        4            2        6        5            3            1                            

          >>>                  <<< 

 =19x…               =19x…   

--or/and-- thereafter,    

“ three” (people),                         “five” (people),                                                                                                                              
and HIM  thus being their “FOURTH ”    and HIM  thus being their “SIXTH ”   
above them, here:     above them, here:  

“one less than 3”               “one more than 5”  

   3             4           2               6              6            5        

persons             “HIM”    persons                         persons                “HIM”           persons 

>>>                       <<< 

 =19x…               =19x…   

*Please, note that those “2” (persons) thus represents one less (=adnaa) than those “3,” on the 
left side above, and then those “6” (persons) thus represents one more (=akthara) than those “5,”  
on the right side above, as it has also specifically thus been pointed out to us by our                        
Supreme LORD in this above Verse (=58/7) for/in this case above now!  
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--or/and-- thereafter,    

“ three” (people),                         “five” (people),                                                                                                                              
and HIM  thus being their “FOURTH ”    and HIM  thus being their “SIXTH ”   
above them, here:     above them, here:  

 

            2 = “one less than 3”          1 = “two less than 3”     

person no:   person no:   person no:      “HIM”      person no:   person no:      person no:                      

    3            2           1         4 2            1              1                             

            >>>            

   =19x…     

6 = “one more than 5”         

person no:   person no:   person no:   person no:   person no:      “HIM”      person no:   person no:    person no:   person no:    person no:                                         

    5            4           3           2           1         6    6            5            4           3            2                        

                >>>       

7 = “two more than 5”         

person no:   person no:    person no:   person no:    person no:   person no:                                                                                                    

    7            6           5             4           3            2  

         =19x… 
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*Please, note that on the right side above, among those “two” persons (=i.e. person no: 2 and 
person no: 1) therein, and then thereafter that “one” person (=i.e. person no: 1) therein                                                     
--(*these thus represent one less (=2) and two less (=1) (=adnaa) than those “3” (persons),                                       
on the right side above, in this case now; 58/7)--                         
there is (naturally) no number “3” therein, in the first places;                                                                      
and so thereafter, among those “six” persons (=i.e. from person no: 6 to  person no: 2) therein, 
and then thereafter among those “seven” persons (=i.e. from person no: 7 to person no: 2)  
therein              
--(*these thus represent one more (=6) and two more (=7) (=akthara) than those “5” (persons),                             
on the right side above, in this case now; 58/7)--                         
there is thus no number “1” therein, in the last places; thus --(in exact opposite sense here)--                 
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, by this most Wise and  
perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29), in the first place!                                                                
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Hebrew Calendar)   

 

44- We have sent down the Torah, in it is (“19” coded) “Guidance” --by unmistakably and 
clearly pointing out to the left side here,-- and (“19” coded) “Light ” --by unmistakably and 
clearly pointing out to the right side here now (=74/30-31 & 6/20 & 46/10)! The Prophets 
who have surrendered (to AL-LAH) judged with it for those who are Jews, as well as the Rabbis, 
and the Priests, for that they were entrusted of AL-LAH's Scripture (therein), and (for that) they 
were witness to it.                                 
(AL-LAH said): So do not fear the people but fear ME (now); and do not trade away                               
MY --“ 19” coded-- “Signs” (here) for a cheap price! And whoever does not judge with what                    
AL-LAH has sent down (here now), then these are the rejecters! (Quran Testament 5/44) 

68- Say: O people of the Scripture (=i.e. Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) you have no basis  
until you uphold the Torah, and the Gospel, and what was sent down to you (=i.e. the Quran) 
from your LORD. And for many of them, what is sent down to you from your LORD (here)  
may only increase them in “transgression” --against the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now,-- and “rejection” --against the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!--                
So do not feel sorry for (such) rejecting people. (Quran Testament 5/68)  
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So let us clearly see now all of the Months of (a “regular,” and then also a “leap”) Year                               
(with “354” and then “384” normal/mean number of days therein, respectively) in Hebrew 
Calendar --(which is thus essentially based on some specific Laws and Instructions in the Torah 
therein; so please, certainly see now  “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document,                   
p. 115-121 in this regard, in the first place), here thus: 

 

The “12” Months of a (regular) Year:    The “13” Months of a (leap) Year: 

1) Nisan    lasts “30” days  1) Nisan    lasts “30” days 

2) Iyar       lasts “29” days  2) Iyar       lasts “29” days 

3) Sivan    lasts “30” days  3) Sivan    lasts “30” days 

4) Tammuz   lasts “29” days  4) Tammuz   lasts “29” days 

5) Av    lasts “30” days  5) Av    lasts “30” days 

6) Elul   lasts “29” days  6) Elul   lasts “29” days 

7) Tishrei   lasts “30” days  7) Tishrei   lasts “30” days 

8) Marcheshvan  lasts “29” days  8) Marcheshvan  lasts “29” days 

9) Kislev   lasts “30” days  9) Kislev   lasts “30” days 

   19x …           19x … 

10) Tevet   lasts “29” days  10) Tevet   lasts “29” days  

11) Shevat   lasts “30” days  11) Shevat   lasts “30” days  

12) Adar   lasts “29” days  12) Adar -I-   lasts “30” days 

       13) Adar -II-  lasts “29” days 
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So let us clearly see all of the Months of --(with “normal/mean” number of days: “354”  therein)--                 
such a “regular Year” in Hebrew calendar, in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS                     
specific Order, first of all, here thus: 

 

  Month: 2              Month: 1               Month: 4 Month: 6              Month: 3       Month: 5 

   Iyar                 Nisan            Tammuz            Elul              Sivan           Av       

  29                  30                 29                29                  30              30         
days               days               days                days               days           days 

=19x…    

 

       Month: 8    Month: 7             Month: 10         Month: 12             Month: 9       Month: 11 

Marcheshvan      Tishrei           Tevet             Adar                Kislev       Shevat       

  29         30      29               29                 30          30        
days      days    days             days              days         days 

=19x…    
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So let us clearly see all of the Months of --(with “normal/mean” number of days: “384”  therein)--                 
such a “leap Year” in Hebrew calendar, in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS                     
specific Order, now here thus: 

 

  Month: 2              Month: 1               Month: 4  Month: 6                 Month: 3       Month: 5 

   Iyar                 Nisan            Tammuz            Elul                 Sivan           Av       

  29                  30                 29                29                     30              30        
days               days               days                days                  days           days 

=19x…    

 

  Month: 7 Month: 8             Month: 13        Month: 11        Month: 9        Month: 12     Month: 10 

 Tishrei           March…        Adar II          Shevat         Kislev         Adar I         Tevet       

  30      29    29            30        30               30                29    
days   days  days           days      days           days          days 

=19x…    
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So we should absolutely see again now these most critical and important Verses in the                   
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus: 

==========             
10- Say: What if it is (=thus a specific reference here to those “19” coded, most Superb and 
magnificent “Symmetrical Miracles” within those Sun based calendar, as we have clearly 
witnessed it in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 99-102 before this)--                         
from AL-LAH and you disbelieved in it? And a witness from the Children of Israel has borne 
witness to a similar phenomenon (=thus a specific reference here to those “19” coded,                       
most Superb and magnificent “Symmetrical Miracles” within those Moon based Hebrew 
calendar, as we have clearly witnessed it here on p. 55-57 now)-- and he has (thus) believed, 
while you have turned arrogant. Surely, AL-LAH --(here, in this case now; 41/5)-- does not 
guide (such) wicked people.         

11- And those who have rejected said regarding those who have believed: If it were anything 
Good, they would not have accepted it before us! And because that they are not guided by it, 
they will say: This --(“19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” here; 
74/26-31)-- is just an old fabrication! 

12- And before this (there is) the Written-Document of Moses, as a “Leader” --by clearly 
pointing out to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and a “Mercy” --by clearly 
pointing out to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-- (So please, certainly see: 
Torah, Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4 within “A Festive Miracle” document, on p. 19-20 now, in the 
first place; and then please, also and certainly see in this respect again “The Words of Moses” 
document in its entirety, thereafter.)            
And this is (thus) a confirming/fulfilling Written-Document, in an Arabic tongue, so that you 
may “Warn ” those who have transgressed --thus first of all and especially by/on the left side of 
those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and to give “Good News” --thus first of all and especially 
by/on the right side of those 19” coded Tables here now-- to the righteous!      
(Quran Testament 46/10-12)   

48- But when the --“19” coded-- “Truth ” (=74/26-31) came to them from Us (now), they said: If 
only “he” (=thus a reference here to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. the long 
awaited and anticipated Mahdee and Messiah descendant of prophet Muhammad and prophet 
David here; peace be upon both of them)-- was given the same that was given to Moses! Have 
they not rejected what was given to Moses before? They said: These are two works of magic 
supporting one another --(as we have clearly witnessed it now also in that most specific respect 
above!) And they said: So we reject all of it.          
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49- Say: Then bring forth a Written Document from AL-LAH that would be better than                             
two of them (=i.e. Torah and Quran Testament above) in “Guidance” that I may follow it, if you 
are truthful!    

50- But if they fail to respond to you, then know that they follow only their desires. And who is 
more astray than one who follows his desire, without (such) a --“19” coded, most Superb and 
matchless-- “Guidance” (here; 74/26-31) from AL-LAH? Then certainly, AL-LAH --(as long as               
they act in this rude, arrogant and stubborn manners now: 41/5)-- does not guide (such) wicked 
people.           

(Quran Testament 28/48-50)             
========== 

 

*So please, also certainly see here again that most critical and important “Good News” and 
“Warning” to all of the Children of Israel, in this regard, in this Final Age now,                                             
within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 123, in this respect here, in the first 
place.    
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (matzo, bread of affliction)  

 

1- (Prophet Moses said to the Children of Israel): You shall observe the month of Abib and 
celebrate the Passover to HE your GOD, for in the month of Abib HE your GOD brought you 
out of Egypt by night.                                                             

2- You shall sacrifice the Passover-offering to HE your GOD from the flock and the herd, in the 
place where HE chooses to establish HIS Name.  

3- You shall not eat leavened bread with it; seven days you shall eat with it unleavened bread, 
the bread of affliction --for you came out of the land of Egypt in haste, so that you may 
remember all the days of your life the day when you came out of the land of Egypt.  

4- For seven days no leaven shall be seen with you in all your territory, and none of the flesh 
which you sacrifice on the evening of the first day shall remain overnight until morning.                       

(Torah, Deuteronomy 16/1-4) 

 

133- And they said: If only he would bring us a Sign from his LORD!                                                            
Has not --“19” coded--“PROOF” (=74/30-31) already come to them (now) which is (also) in the                
previous Pages? 

18- Certainly, this --“19” coded--“PROOF” (=74/30-31) is (also) in the previous Pages.   
19- Pages of Abraham (=thus a specific reference to the “Book of Genesis” wherein mainly             
the story of Abraham is already thus clearly related therein) and Moses (=thus a specific 
reference to the “Book of Deuteronomy” wherein mainly the story of Moses is already thus 
clearly related therein)! 

(Quran Testament 20/133 & 87/18-19) 
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So here are those most specific “seven days” (=in month of Abib , at these                                 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20th nights therein, or/and 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21st days therein;                
so please, also certainly see in this regard now Torah, Exodus 12/14-20) of Fasting thus                  
granted unto the Children of Israel by AL-LAH therein in this Most AMAZING &                       
Most WONDROUS specific order, now here thus: 

Year   night  night  night  night  night  night  night   

  1         1         2         3         4        5         6         7                                                                               

     = 19x…    

Year   Abib   Abib   Abib  Abib  Abib  Abib   Abib   

  1      14        15       16       17      18       19       20         

     = 19x…     

--or/and-- 

      day     day      day   day    day    day     day     Year   

        7         6          5        4        3        2         1        19   
                

      = 19x…      

Abib   Abib   Abib  Abib  Abib  Abib   Abib   Year   

      21       20        19      18       17      16       15       19 
                          

      = 19x…     
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully taken those “seven nights” (=i.e. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20th nights therein) of Fasting above (Torah, Exodus 12/16-20) thus specifically for/within 

the very First (=1st) Year of such a most fundamental “19”  year cycle of Hebrew Calendar                     

(so please, certainly see it again in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 115-121 
now, in this regard, in the first place), and then we have thus rightfully taken those                             
“seven days” (=i.e. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21st days therein) of Fasting above (Torah, 

Deuteronomy 16/1-8) thus specifically for/within the very Last (=19th) Year of such a                       

most fundamental “19”  year cycle of Hebrew Calendar therein again, in the first place.  

**Please, note that these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Perfect Designs of our 
Supreme LORD on these specific “seven nights” and “seven days” of month of Abib  (=first 
Month of the Hebrew calendar) above is thus absolutely and perfectly valid also for/on those 
specific “seven nights” and “seven days” of month of Tishrei (=seventh Month of the Hebrew 
calendar) thereafter, in which the “Festival of Huts” (=Sukkot) is thus celebrated by the 
Commandment of our Supreme LORD again therein. (=Torah, Deuteronomy 16/1-8 & 13-15)    
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183- O you who believe (in Makkah, Arabia; please, see Quran, Shoora 7 & Fussilat 3), fasting 
is decreed for you as it was decreed for those before you (=i.e. for those Jews, and those 
Christians therein), that you may (learn) self-restraint. 

184- (For) a certain number of days (you shall fast); ……  

185- (In) the month of Ramadan, in which the Quran is revealed; as a Guidance to the people and 
(presenting) Clear-Proofs of the Guidance and the Criterion (therein). Therefore, whoever of you 
witnesses the Month, then let him fast therein! ……         

(Quran, Baqarah 183-185) 

 

3- HE has sent down unto “you” (=thus a reference to this long awaited and anticipated                 
Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both 
of them) here; i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here 
now) the --“19” coded-- Written-Document (here; 74/30) with the Truth , thus 
confirming/fulfilling the previous (Scriptures); and HE sent down the Torah and the Gospel,    

4- before this, as a --“19” coded-- “Guidance” for the people, and HE sent down (in the same 
manner) the Criterion (=the Quran) --therein. ……    

(Quran Testament 3/3-4) 
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So here are those most specific “29 or/and 30 days” of the month of Ramadan, in which                                                
Fasting was thus granted unto the Children of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) by AL-LAH therein 
(Quran, Baqarah 127-129) in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific order,                
now here thus: 

Year     day               day              day             day              day             day               day   

  1         1     ..      14            15           16           17           18     ..     29                                                                              

       = 19x…    

Year   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   

  1         1     ..     14            15           16           17           18     ..      29    

     

       = 19x…     

--or/and-- 

    day               day              day             day              day             day               day       Year   

    30     ..      19           18           17           16           15      ..      1         33 
                  

= 19x…      

 Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan   Ramadan    Year   

30     ..     19           18           17           16           15      ..      1          33 
                          

= 19x…     
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully taken those “29 days” (=because the month of 
Ramadan can last “29 days” in a regular Year) of Fasting into account above thus specifically 

for/within the very First (=1st) Year of such a most fundamental “33”  year cycle of Arabic 

Calendar (so please, certainly see it again in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on  
p. 124-130 now, in this regard, in the first place), and then we have thus rightfully taken those                             
“30 days” (=because the month of Ramadan can also last “30 days” in such a regular Year)                 

of Fasting into account above thus specifically for/within the very Last (=33rd) Year of such a                         

most fundamental “33”  year cycle of Arabic Calendar therein again, in the first place.  

And we have thus taken into account only “7” specific days of those “29” or/and “30” days of 
the month of Ramadan above for the Children of Ishmael therein (Quran, Baqarah 127-129)                 
thus in perfect parallel manner with that of “7” specific days and nights of the month of Abib  
before this, for the Children of Israel therein (please, see it again on p. 61).     
(*Because for the Children of Ishmael only “the days of the Fasting” are thus specifically 
emphasized in this fundamental Verses (=Quran, Baqarah 183-185) in this regard therein, in             
the first place;                                                          
and for the Children of Israel “the nights and the days of the Fasting” are thus specifically 
emphasized in this fundamental Verses (=Torah, Exodus 12/14-20) in this regard therein, in            
the first place. 

The Hebrew calendar is getting into -near- perfect sync with Solar calendar at every “19”  years;                         

The Arabic calendar is getting into -near- perfect sync with Solar calendar at every “33” years.                       

Hence we have rightfully placed those “1”  and “19”  --for the Fasting of the Children of Israel,             

and “1”  & “33”  --for the Fasting of the Children of Ishmael therein, thus in such a perfect 
parallel manner also in this respect, in the first place!         
The moon based Hebrew calendar and again the moon based Arabic calendar have thus been 
granted unto the Children of Israel and unto the Children of Ishmael by AL-LAH therein. (So 
please, certainly see again “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, p. 115-121 & 124-130 
now in this regard, in the first place.)            
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**And we should also certainly remember here that prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)  

by emphasizing his prayers specifically for “19” consecutive days, and then by participating 

specifically in “19” holy wars against those barbaric and hostile pagan Arabs therein (please, see 
it in Bukhari now, in this regard);          
and then by thus basically observing these 

  main/faradah rakaahs:                extra/sunnah rakaahs: 

  2  _  4  _  4  _  3  _  4      2  _  6  _  4  _  2  _  9 

  =19x…            =19x…  

thus to glorify and serve ALLAH within his Five daily Prayers therein, throughout all his life,   
by the Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein,  

has also thus specifically bequeathed these two number: “19”  & “19”  therein, thus to 

absolutely “believe in” (=latuminunna bihi ) --for/on the left side here now,-- and to strongly 
“support” (=latansurunnahu) --for/on the right side here now-- his long awaited and 
anticipated Mahdee descendant, i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of 
the Covenant of ALLAH” here now (so please, see again:        
Quran, Ali Imraan 81  = Ahzaab 7-8 in this regard), in the first place!          

*So then please, certainly see “A Supernal Miracle” document, p. 20-28 now, in the first place, 
and also each of those other Most Miraculous Documents thereafter, thus to clearly witness 
therein the firm Belief and the strong Support (through his most miraculous Prophecies therein 
again) of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) unto his long awaited and anticipated 
Mahdee descendant, i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant 
of ALLAH” here again now (Quran, Ali Imraan 81  = Ahzaab 7-8), by this Commandment of 
AL-LAH unto him therein.      

**So please, last of all, also certainly see here again that most critical and important                          
“Good News” and “Warning” to all of the Children of Ishmael, in this regard, in this Final Age 
now, within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 130, in this respect again,                              
in the first place.    
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183- O you who believe, fasting is decreed for you as it was decreed for those before you (=i.e. 
for those Jews, and Christians, and Arabs), that you may (attain) self-restraint. 

184- (In) counted number of days (=i.e. thus in specific “seven days” here); however, if any of 
you is ill or traveling, then the same number from different days; and as for those who can do so 
but with difficulty, they may redeem by feeding a needy-one. And whoever does good 
voluntarily, then it is better for him. And if you --(thus always feed the needy; 76/8-9 and 
when/if you are healthy; 24/61 also)-- fast, it is best for you, if you knew. 

185- The month of “Ramadan” (=i.e. it means: “Warm/Hot ” Month in Arabic; thus the                     

9th Month: “September” in this chosen City now; 27/91), in which the --“19” coded-- 
“Reading” has (thus) been revealed; as a “Guidance” to the people and thus (presenting)                 
Clear Proofs of --so now thus on those “19” coded Tables here, on the left side-- the “Guidance” 
and --on the right side-- the “Criterion ” (=74/26-30, 31)!        
Therefore, whoever of you witnesses the Month, then let him fast therein (=in those counted  
number of days above). And whoever is ill or traveling, then the same number from different 
days. AL-LAH wants to bring you ease and not to bring you hardship; and so that you shall  
complete the count (=those specific “seven days” again above) and glorify AL-LAH for that  
HE has (thus) guided you, and that you may be thankful! 

(Quran Testament 2/183-185) 
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So now, let us clearly see these most specific “seven days” of the month of September, in this 
respect here (=2/183-185), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific order                 
now, here thus: 

 September     September     September    September     September     September      September 

      18      17           16         19     20           21            22 

     =19x…              =19x…    

 Day               Day                Day              Day                Day               Day                 Day 

   5        1    3          4th        6    2             7 

     =19x…              =19x…    

*Please, note that the Days above are thus placed in this specific order therein thus essentially              
to give us basic “seven days” of Fasting therein, they do not necessarily correspond to the           
actual no. of those specific days of the month of September above, except that most specific                  

4th Day in the very middle --which thus also actually and exactly corresponds to the 4th Day of 

the Fasting in September (=19) above, in the very Center therein!                                                      

And then please, note that all the Days above are thus placed in this most specific precise order  
“on the left side & on the right side,” therein thus: 

     3   (+3)   6        

    1     (+1)     2            

  5       (+2)       7     

by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=28/68 & 38/29),                  
in the first place!                                                                  
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And please, note that on that most specific number “19”  in the very Center above, those 

individual numbers therein thus also perfectly indicate to us each “1”  year and “9th”  Month 

therein (=i.e. the Fasting shall thus be observed by all believers here (=2/183-184)                                   

in each “1”  year and always within the “9th”  Month therein, by this  most Wise and perfect 

Commandment of our Supreme LORD herein again (=2/185) also in this respect, in the                    
first place!     

*So please, note that this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of 
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them), i.e. this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now has thus absolutely confirmed --by those                                      
Most WONDROUS & Most AMAZING Miracles above-- and thus strongly recommended those 
specific Fasting observances exclusively for the Children of Israel (please, see it again on                           
p. 60-62) and exclusively for the Children of Ishmael (please, see it again on p. 63-66) by this                              
most fundamental and basic Commandment of AL-LAH in this respect herein now                     
(=Quran Testament 5/48, 68);           
and he will thus essentially observe and strongly recommend this specific Fasting observance  
(as we have clearly seen it above, on p. 67-68) for all the other Nations on earth now                  
(=21/107-108) by this most fundamental and basic Commandment of AL-LAH unto him                          
in this respect again herein now. (=5/48-50) (*So please, certainly see again now:                            
Quran Testament 5/44-48, 68 in this regard, in the first place.)       
And please, certainly see again “An Amazing Miracle” document, p. 9-13 now, thus to clearly 
witness therein the firm Belief and the strong Support of prophet David and prophet Muhammad 
(peace be upon both of them), --(by their most miraculous Prophecies therein again)-- by the 
Commandment of AL-LAH unto them therein, for this most critical and important 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” also in this respect now therein, in the first place.)            

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

              ========== () ========== 

 

133- And they said: If only he would bring us a Sign from his LORD!                                                            

Has not --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31) already come to them (now),                

which is (also) in the previous Pages? 

---------- 

18- Certainly, this --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31) is (also) in the            

previous Pages!                              

19- (In those) Pages of Abraham (=thus a specific reference to the Torah, 

“Book of Genesis” therein, in which mainly the story of the Patriarchs and 

especially Abraham is already thus clearly related therein),                                    

and (in those) Pages of Moses (=thus a specific reference to the Torah,  

“Book of Deuteronomy” therein, in which mainly the story of Moses is already 

thus clearly related therein)! 

        (Quran Testament 20/133 & 87/18-19) 

 

     ========== () ========== 
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14- HE GOD said to the serpent: Because you have done this, cursed are you more than all 
animals, and more than every beast of the field! On your belly you will go, and dust you will eat 
all the days of your life.  

15- And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed;                
he shall --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, on the right side-- “bruise” you on the 
head, when/if you --on the left side-- “bruise” him on the heel!                                                

(Torah, Genesis 3/14-15) 

 

So here are the total (=2n, diploid) “chromosome number” of humans: 46        
So here are the total (=2n, diploid) “chromosome number” of snakes: (=it ranges from) 74 to 78   

So if such a venomous snake     an innocent human may defensively   
strikes an innocent human    strike an assailing snake     
thus on the heel:       thus on the head: 

2 .. 74  2 .. 46         2 .. 46  2 .. 78 

   =19x…       =19x…    
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14- (GOD said to Noah): Make for yourself an Ark of gopher wood; you shall make the Ark  
with rooms, and shall cover it inside and out with pitch.                          

15- This is how you shall make it: the length of the Ark “ three hundred cubits,” its breadth 
“ fifty cubits ,” and its height “thirty cubits .”         

16- You shall make a window for the Ark, and finish it to a cubit from the top; and set the door 
of the Ark in the side of it; you shall make it with “lower,” “ second,” and “third ” decks.                                    

17- Behold, I am about to bring the flood of water upon the earth, to destroy all flesh in which is 
the breath of life, from under heaven; everything that is on the earth shall perish!  

(Torah, Genesis 6/14-17)  

 

So here are those precise width , and the length, and the height of the Ark above, by the                   
most Wise and perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD therein, in this specific order,  
now here thus: 
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   the width      the length      the height 

  050     300     030                 
   cubits            cubits             cubits 

             =19x… 

And here are those precise “lower,” “ second,” and the “third ” decks of the Ark above, by the 
most Wise and perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD therein, in this specific order,   
now here thus: 

   deck no:     deck no:    deck no: 

   01     02     03     
            lower        second         third 

              =19x… 
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1- Then HE said to Noah: Enter the Ark, you and all your household, for you alone I have seen   
to be righteous before Me in this time.           

2- You shall take with you of every pure animal as “seven and seven,” a male and his female; 
and of the animals that are not pure “two,” a male and his female;         

3- also of the birds of the sky, as “seven and seven,” male and female, thus to keep offspring 
alive on the face of all the earth!   

(Torah, Genesis 7/1-3)  

So here are all of those pure animals and pure birds as “seven (males) and seven (females),”                
in this specific order, now here thus: 

animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:                              

    7        6         5          4            3           2           1                          

  male          male         male          male          male         male         male             

   =19x… 
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animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:   animal no:                              

            7        6         5          4            3           2           1                   

  female       female       female       female         female       female        female             

                   =19x… 

 
bird no:        bird no:       bird no:         bird no:         bird no:        bird no:      bird no:   

   7       6        5          4            3           2          1                          

  male          male         male           male          male         male         male             

   =19x… 

   bird no:        bird no:       bird no:         bird no:         bird no:        bird no:      bird no:   

     7         6         5           4            3            2          1                   

  female        female       female        female        female         female      female             

                   =19x… 

*Please, note that we have thus lawfully “excluded” & “eliminated” those “two” animals above (as male 
and female therein again; Genesis 7/2) here, because that they are specifically described as “not pure” 
therein, (=i.e. now thus in this respect here, “not designated” for/on the left side, or for/on the right side of 
those “19” coded Tables here, based on this most fundamental and basic Verse (=74/28) herein again,                 
now in this respect, in the first place. (So please, certainly see these most fundamental and basic Verses 
(=74/26-30) in this regard now, on p. 1-2).       
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4- (GOD said to Noah): For in yet “seven days,         
I will send rain on the earth “forty  days” and “forty  nights;” and I will thus blot out from the 
face of the land every living thing that I have made!                            

5- And Noah did according to all that HE had commanded him.  

(Torah, Genesis 7/4-5)                    

 

So here are those first “seven days” above, before the start of the Deluge, in this specific order 
again, first of all, here thus:       

Day no:   Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:         

          7        6  5         4        3         2         1       

                               =19x… 

So here are those “ forty  days” and “forty  nights” of the Deluge, in this specific manner (=i.e. by  
taking into account exclusively the first and the last “seven” days and the “seven” nights therein) 
now, here thus:                        
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Day no:   Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:                    Day no:   Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:    Day no:         

   

  40      39       38       37      36       35      34   ………   7        6         5         4        3         2        1 

=19x…     =19x… 

Ngt no:  Ngt no:    Ngt no:     Ngt no:   Ngt no:     Ngt no:    Ngt no:                       Ngt no:   Ngt no:    Ngt no:     Ngt no:    Ngt no:     Ngt no:   Ngt no: 

 

  40     39       38       37      36       35      34    ………   7        6         5         4        3         2        1 

=19x…     =19x… 

And thereafter, now also if/when we take those “seven days” before the start of the Deluge                          
--(with its perfect “seven days” and “seven nights” therein), and then those “ forty  days” and 
“ forty  nights” of the Deluge therein above (Genesis 7/4), here what we AMAZINGLY see: 

days   nights    days    nights        

  7   +    7     +   40   +   40     =   “94” 

So thus after these “94” consecutive days and nights above, exactly on the 95th Day  

            before (its) noon                 or/and   after (its) noon  

=19x…     =19x… 

is thus sunny and clear again therein, by this most Wise and perfect Commandment of our                         
Supreme LORD herein again (Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 87/18-19), in the first 
place!  
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Then GOD spoke to Noah and to his sons with him, saying:        
9- Now behold, I Myself do establish My Covenant with you, and with your descendants after 
you;                
10- and with every living creature that is with you, the birds, the cattle, and every animal of the 
earth with you; of all that comes out of the Ark, to every animal of the earth.        

11- I establish My Covenant with you; so all flesh shall never be cut off by the water of the 
Flood, there shall not be a (worldwide) Flood to destroy the earth.         

12- GOD said: This is the “Sign” of the Covenant which I am making between Me and you and 
every living creature that is with you, for all successive generations;        

13- I set My bow in the cloud, and thus it shall be for a “Sign” of the Covenant between Me 
and the earth.                                                                                                                                           
14- It shall come about, when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow will be seen in the 
cloud,                
15- and I will remember My Covenant, which is between Me and you and every living creature 
of all flesh; and never shall the water become a (worldwide) Flood to destroy all flesh.     

16- When the bow is in the cloud, then I will look upon it, to remember the everlasting 
Covenant between GOD and every living creature of all flesh that is on the earth.      

17- And GOD said to Noah: This is the “Sign”  of the Covenant which I have established 
between Me and all flesh that is on the earth!   

(Torah, Genesis 9/9-17) 
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Rainbow is only seen (=please, certainly see again in this respect Genesis 9/14 above) by 
humans here when it reaches to the eye at an angle of 42o --(*this is for the top arc of the 
Rainbow, which is basically red in color), and 41o --(*for the middle arc of the Rainbow, which 
is basically green in color), and 40o --(*for the bottom arc of the Rainbow, which is basically 
blue in color). Among these, only these two thus -(together)- perfectly gives us  a mutiple, in the 
first place: 

         the middle arc:    the top arc: 

         41o        42o     = 19x… 

                     

                 image credit: askabiologist.asu.edu/recipe-rainbows 

so thereafter, only these two again thus perfectly gives us a multiple: 

49o      41o      90o        90o      42o      48o     

   =19x…         =19x…       

thus on both sides, in such a perfectly Symmetrical manner above, by this most Wise and                
perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again (Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 41/53 &  
20/133 = 87/18-19), in the first place!   

*Please, note that we have thus lawfully “excluded” here that “bottom arc” of the Rainbow (which is 
basically blue in color at the bottom therein above) from the left side, or/and from the right side of those 
“19” coded Tables here, based on this most fundamental and basic Verse (=74/28) herein again, now in 
this respect, in the first place. (So please, certainly see it again (=74/26-30) in this regard now, on p. 1-2).       
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image credit: sciencelakes.com (oak tree)  

 

1- Now when Abram was ninety years and nine years old,  

1 .. 90     1 .. 9 

     = 19x…     = 19x… 

HE (GOD) was seen by Abram, and (HE) said to him: I am GOD Almighty; walk before Me, 
and be wholehearted.            
2- I will establish My “Covenant” between Me and you; and I will multiply you exceedingly! 

(Torah, Genesis 17/1-2) 

 

9- GOD said further to Abraham: Now as for you, you shall keep My “Covenant,” you and your 
descendants after you throughout their generations.           

10- This is My “Covenant,” which you shall keep, between Me and you and your descendants 
after you: every male among you shall be circumcised.         

11- And you shall be circumcised in the flesh of your foreskin, and it shall be the “Sign” of the 
Covenant between Me and you!             

12- Thus every male among you who is “eight  days”  old shall be circumcised throughout your 
generations, (every male) who is born in the house, or who is bought with money from any 
foreigner, who is not of your descendants.          
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13-         Circumcised,   yes,               Circumcised  

                     shall be   

    “your house-born,”       and “your money-bought;”  

thus shall My “Covenant” be in your flesh for an everlasting “Covenant!”      

14- But an uncircumcised male who is not circumcised in the flesh of his foreskin, that person 
shall be cut off from his people; he has broken My “Covenant!”   

(Torah, Genesis 17/9-14) 

So let us clearly see those “eight days” --(the last of which will thus specifically be 
“shortened/circumcised” here one hour (=i.e. it will be placed as: “23” hours at the very last 
“eighth day” (=the day of circumcision; Genesis 17/12) therein-- also in this respect now, for 
those “house-born” --on the left side-- above, in this perfect order, now, first of all, here thus: 

Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours  

 1    24    2    24    3   24    4    24    5    24    6   24    7    24    8    23 

     =19x…    

So let us clearly see those “eight days” --(the last of which will thus specifically be 
“shortened/circumcised” here one hour (=i.e. it will be placed as: “23” hours again at the very 
last “eighth day” (=the day of circumcision; Genesis 17/12) therein-- also in this respect now, for 
those “money-bought” --on the right side-- above, in this perfect order, now here thus: 

  hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day   hours   Day     _______________       

     23   8   24    7  24    6   24    5   24    4    24   3      _______________          

        =19x…    
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*Please, note that because that those “house-born” males --on the left side above-- were 

(naturally) in the house from the very 1st day, we have thus rightfully started as (=1  24 …) 

therein, on the left side, but those “money-bought” males --on the right side above-- may not              

have been in the house from the very 1st day, but perhaps, were afterwards welcomed therein 

from/on the 3rd day, --(*please, note that we think of it in this specific manner here because              

“1”  and “3”  are both exclusively odd numbered starting points in a perfectly complementary 

way above), we have thus rightfully started as (= … 24  3) therein, on the right side, in the first 

place.       
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (an awesome sunset) 

 

7- And GOD said to (Abraham): I am HE Who brought you out of Ur of the Chaldeans, to give 
you this land to possess it.             

8- (Abraham) said: O HE, how may I know that I will possess it?       

9- So GOD said to him: Bring Me a “three year old heifer,” and a “three year old female goat,” 
and a “three year old ram,” and a “dove,” and a “young pigeon.”       

10- Then he brought to Him all these. And (then) he halved them down the middle (therein), 
putting  

each one’s “half,”      toward its “neighbor;” 

but the birds he did not halve.            

11- The “vultures” came down upon the carcasses, and Abram drove them away! 

…… 

17- It came about when the sun had set, that it was very dark, and behold, there appeared a 
smoking oven and a “fiery torch” which passed between those pieces!     
18- On this day HE (thus) made a “Covenant” with Abram. …… 

(Torah, Genesis 15/7-11, 17-18) 
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So let us clearly see here those specific “halves” of those sacrificial animals and birds --(which 
were thus lawfully sacrificed therein thus to be redeemed and immediately be taken into Paradise 
by the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD therein; please, see: Quran Testament 6/38)-- 
above, in this specfic order, now here thus:    

         halves:          ages   ages    halves: 

   heifer  3      3  heifer 

goat             3      3  goat 

ram    3      3  ram 

young pigeon 1      5  dove 

*Please, note that because that no “age” has openly been mentioned for that “young pigeon” and 
“dove” in the very last row above, we have thus exclusively taken into account a one year old 
young pigeon (=i.e. exactly – 2) and a five year old dove (=i.e. exactly + 2)                                                                   
after those three year old heifer, female goat, and ram above, thus in perfectly parallel and 
absolutely complementary manner, on both sides, by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of 
our Supreme LORD herein again (Quran Testament 74/30 = 20/133 = 87/18-19), in the                      
first place!                
So here is what we AMAZINGLY and WONDROUSLY see now:     

                 3 3   3 3   3 3   1 5        =19x…    

   or/and 

  3 3 

  3 3 

  3 3 

              1 5 

               _______________ 

        =19x…    
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And thereafter, if we take the total (=2n, diploid) “chromosome numbers” of each of these 
sacrificial animals and birds into account here, in that exact same manner above, here what we 
AMAZINGLY and WONDROUSLY see again: 

halves:           c.numbers       halves: 

   heifer  60   60     heifer 

goat             60   60     goat 

ram    54   54     ram 

young pigeon 80   72 .. 78    dove   

      60 60   60 60   54 54   80 74        =19x…    

   or/and 

60 60 

60 60 

54 54 

            80 76 

               _______________ 

        =19x…    

*Please, note that we have thus legitimately taken into account a dove with “74” chromosomes in the first 
case above, and with “76” chromosomes in the second case above --(absolutely five year old again,                       
of course, for/in each case)-- (because the diploid chromosome numbers of these “doves” basically can 
range from 72 to 78), in the first place. 

*And please, note that we have thus lawfully “excluded” here those “vultures” --(because they are thus 
immediately “driven away” in this respect by Abraham therein; Genesis 15/11) on the left side, or/and on 
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here, based on this most fundamental and basic Verse (=74/28) 
herein again, now in this respect, in the first place. (So please, certainly see it again (=74/26-30) in this 
regard now, on p. 1-2).       
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 image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Sodom and Gomorrah) 

 

22- Then the “men” (=thus a specific reference to those “angels” who were sent to there                    
in the form of “men,” by AL-LAH then; so please, certainly see Quran Testament 15/51-60             
in this respect, in the first place now) turned away from there and went toward Sodom, while 
Abraham was still standing before “He” (=thus a specific reference to the leader Angel therein, 
who is thus called by/under the Title of the LORD therein, because he is thus a prominent 
Servant of the LORD who thus always acts absolutely and only by/under the Commandments of 
HIM therein; please, see in this respect now Exodus 23/20-21 in the first place.)     

23- Abraham came near and said: Will you indeed sweep away the righteous with the wicked?  

24- Suppose there are “fifty ” righteous within the city; will you indeed sweep it away and not 
spare the place for the sake of the “fifty ” righteous who are in it?  

25- Far be it from you to do such a thing, to slay the righteous with the wicked, so that the 
righteous and the wicked are treated alike; far be it from you. Shall not the Judge of all the earth 
deal justly?  

26- “He” (=thus a specific reference to that leader Angel therein again, …) said: If I find in 
Sodom “fifty ” righteous within the city, then I will spare the whole place --(by the 
Commandment of the LORD unto him therein)-- on their account.  

27- And Abraham replied: Now behold, I have ventured to speak to the Leader, although                      
I am but dust and ashes.  

28- Suppose the “fifty ” righteous are lacking “five,” will you destroy the whole city because of 
“ five?” And he said: I will not destroy it --(by the Commandment of the LORD unto him therein  
again)-- if I find “forty-five ” there!  
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29- He spoke to him yet again and said: Suppose “forty ” are found there? And he said: I will not 
do it --(by the Commandment of the LORD unto him therein again)-- on account of the “forty !”  

30- Then he said: Oh may the Leader not be angry, and I shall speak; suppose “thirty ” are found 
there? And he said: I will not do it --(by the Commandment of the LORD unto him therein 
again)-- if I find “thirty ” there!  

31- And he said: Now behold, I have ventured to speak to the Leader; suppose “twenty” are 
found there? And he said: I will not destroy it --(by the Commandment of the LORD unto him 
therein again)-- on account of the “twenty!”   

32- Then he said: Oh may the Leader not be angry, and I shall speak only this once; suppose 
“ ten” are found there? And he said: I will not destroy it --(by the Commandment of the LORD 
unto him therein again)-- on account of the “ten!”  

33- “He” (=thus a specific reference to that leader Angel therein again, …) departed after  
speaking to Abraham, and Abraham returned to his place. 

(Torah, Genesis 18/22-33)  

 

So here are those “specific numbers” that have thus been emphasized one after the other above,              
in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific order, now here thus: 

     30  20  10  5  40  50  45  

              =19x…    

                 or/and 

45  50  40  5  10  20  30  

                         =19x…    
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*Please, note that 5 is the only number that is basically different (=i.e. it refers to those “five” 

lacking from “fifty ” therein; Genesis 18/28), we have thus specifically placed it in the very 
center above, in both cases;              

and because that 45 is the only number that is essentially different (=i.e. it is the only number 

that does not have a 0 in it therein), we have thus specifically placed it at the very end, in the 

first case above, and at the very beginning, in the second case above. 

And then all those other numbers have thus specifically been placed, in this perfect order,                       
as:      

       30  20  10  (..)  40  50  (..)         

       <<<       >> 

                    or/and 

(..)  50  40  (..)  10  20  30  

                      <<                       >>> 

thus --(in exact “opposite” directions)-- perfectly parallel and absolutely Symmetrical manner 
therein above, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again             
(Quran Testament 74/30 = 20/133 = 87/18-19), in the first place!       
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image credit: c-queen.co.uk (human hands) 

 

11- The angel of HE said to her (=Hagar): Behold, you are with child, and you will bear a son; 
call his name “Ishmael” (=i.e. GOD hearkens), because HE has thus given heed to your affliction 
--(by granting unto her this righteous son --of Abraham, therein). 

12- He will be a “wild-ass” (=i.e. most courageous) of a man (=*this “wild ass” is allegorically 
used again also to describe the most blessed “courage” of Joseph among all of his brothers 
therein; Genesis 49/22-24), his hand will be against all, and all’s hand will be against him; and 
thus he will live in the presence of all his brothers.  

(Torah, Genesis 16/11-12) 

 

So because that Ishmael’s hand had “5” fingers, the hand of all therein must have had                     

at least “70” fingers thus to give us a multiple therein, in this manner (=5 70 = 19x …), in the 

first place, or/and “700” fingers (=5 700 = 19x …) thereafter, or/and “7000” fingers (=5 7000 =                

19x …) thereafter, in these most specific orders here, limitlessly!       

So thus against this most courageous “one” son of Abraham in this respect therein, there must 
have been at least “fourteen” (=i.e. 70 / 5 fingers = 14) such most cowardly and barbaric pagans 
therein, or/and “140” (=i.e. 700 / 5 fingers = 140), or/and “1400” (=i.e. 7000 / 5 fingers = 1400) 
in these most specific orders here again, limitlessly; thus to represent those “all” above! 

So now, we can thus clearly see that:     
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 “fingers”                 “fingers”     “hand”                     “hand”     
of Ishmael:             of those All:   of Ishmael:              of those All:  
           

      5                      70         1              14 

=19x…        =19x…    

or/and 

 “fingers”                 “fingers”     “hand”                     “hand”     
of Ishmael:             of those All:   of Ishmael:              of those All:  
           

      5                     700         1             140 

=19x…        =19x…    

 

………………..               ………………..    
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Sons of Ishmael & Makkah, Arabia) 

 

20- (GOD said to Abraham): As for Ishmael, I have heard you; behold, I will bless him, and will 
make him fruitful and will multiply him exceedingly. He shall become the father of “twelve 
princes,” and I will make him a great nation! 

(Torah, Genesis 17/20) 

17- GOD heard the lad crying; and the angel of GOD called to Hagar from heaven and said to 
her: What is the matter with you, Hagar? Do not fear, for GOD has heard the voice of the lad 
(=Ishmael) where he is.  

18- Arise, lift up the lad, and hold him by the “hand;” for (GOD said): I will make a great nation 
of him (=Ishmael)!  

(Torah, Genesis 21/17-18) 

So here are those “twelve princes” of Ishmael, in this most specific order, now here thus: 

(odd numbered)                            (even numbered) 

prince no:  prince no:  prince no:  prince no:  prince no:  prince no:                prince no:  prince no:  prince no:  prince no:  prince no:  prince no: 

    11         9          7          5           1          3            12         10         8          6           2          4 

          =19x…       =19x…    
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So here are those blessed “fingers” of the “hand” of Hagar who helped him (=Ishmael) above,              
by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto her therein, in this most specific order,                                       
now here again thus: 

(odd numbered)                             (even numbered) 

              finger no:      finger no:      finger no:      finger no:      finger no: 

 5     3       1         2            4     

                                 =19x…   
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image credit: mountainprofessor.com (a great mountain) 

11- But the angel of HE called to him from heaven and said, “Abraham, Abraham!” And he said, 
“Here I am.”  

12- He said: Do not stretch out your “hand” against the lad, and do nothing to him;                                       
for now I know that you fear GOD, since --(GOD said): you have not withheld your son, your       
only son (by Sarah), from Me.               

13- Then Abraham raised his eyes and looked, and behold, behind him a “ram” caught in the 
thicket by his “horns;” and Abraham went and took the “ram” and offered it up for an                         
offering up in the place of his son. 

14- Abraham called the name of that place “HE Will Provide,” as it is said to this day:                           
“In the Mount of HE it will be provided.” 

15- Then the angel of HE called to Abraham a second time from heaven,  

16- and said: --This is the Utterance of HE: By Myself I have sworn; because you have done              
this thing and have not withheld your son, your only son (by Sarah),  

17- indeed I will greatly bless you, and I will greatly multiply your seed as the stars of the 
heavens and as the sand which is on the seashore; and your seed shall possess the gate of their 
“enemies!”  
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18- Through your “seed” (=a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated Messiah 
“descendant” of prophet Abraham and prophet Isaac (peace be upon both of them) here, i.e. this 
most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now)-- all the nations 

of the earth shall find --“19” coded-- “Blessing” (=Deut. 18/17-19), because you have obeyed 

My Voice!  

(Torah, Genesis 22/11-18) 

 

So here is the total (=2n, diploid: full/double) “chromosome numbers” of a ram: “54”                           
It is thus most Wisely and specifically designed as “27 pairs” by our Supreme LORD therein,             
in the first place! So here they are in this perfect order now: 

 

 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10     1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10   
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20     11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20                        
21 22 23 24 25 26 27      21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

=19x…        =19x…   

And here are those blessed “fingers” of the “hand” of Abraham who lawfully sacrificed that   
special “ram” above (who was specifically caught in the thicket by its “two horns” (=i.e. may 
thus also be a specific extra hint at those “paired chromosomes” above therein again, in the  
first place), instead of his son, by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto him therein, in this 
perfect order, now here thus: 

                  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

     5      4       3        2           1    

                                 =19x…   
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*Please, note that the chromosomes of that special “ram” and the fingers of the “hand” of 
Abraham are going in exact opposite direction above (to the right X to the left) therein;                                         
but if it were his son, both of them would have had to go in exact same direction, in that case.                 
*Please, also certainly see again p. 84 now, to see the promised most beautiful abode                               
for each and every of these “sacrificial animals,” by the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD 
unto each and every of them therein (=Quran Testament 6/38), in the first place. 

**And please, in order to clearly witness how the “seed” (=i.e. “descendants”) of Abraham and 
Isaac (=Genesis 22/15-17) have already possessed “the gate of their enemies” herein specifically                                     
--in “mathematical/allegorical” sense-- now, in this Final Age,                                                           
certainly see now “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 & 15-16 in this respect 
therein now!    
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image credit: worldwind.arc.nasa.gov (latitudes and longitudes) 

12- He (=Jacob) had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the earth with its top reaching to 
heaven; and behold, the Angels of GOD were ascending and descending on it.  

13- And behold, HE was --(*perhaps, exclusively and only behind such a curtain of “Fire and 
Clouds” again, and absolutely and only with HIS Voice also therein again; Exodus 33/20 & 
Deut. 4/15-18)-- standing over against him, and said: I am HE, the GOD of  your father Abraham 
and the GOD of Isaac; the land on which you lie, I will give it to you and  to your seed.  

14- Your seed will be like the dust of the earth, and you will spread out to                                                  
the “West” and to the “East,” and to the “North ” and to the “South;” and through you and 
through your “seed” (=a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated Messiah 
“descendant” of prophet Abraham and prophet Isaac and prophet Jacob (peace be upon each of 
them) here, i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant”                    

here again now)-- shall all the families of the earth (thus) find --“19” coded-- “Blessing” 

(=Deut. 18/17-19)!  

(Torah, Genesis 28/12-14)  

 

So --(if/when we take a broadest approach here in this respect)-- there are basically 90 degrees of 
Latitudes from the North  pole to the equator, and 90 degrees of Latitudes from the equator to the 
South pole; and then there are basically 180 degrees of Longitudes from the prime meridian 
(Greenwich) to the West, and 180 degrees of Longitudes from the prime meridian (Greenwich) 
to the East; so let us clearly see them in this most specific order now, here thus:     
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(Here are the most specific Latitudes, when we are going) From “the North” to the equator & 
from the equator to “the South:”   

       

90o  …   40o  …    40o  …    90o        

 (-5  &  -5  after and before the halfway:  45
o
  &   45

o
)  

=19x…   

(Here are the most specific Longitudes, when we are going) From “the West” to the prime 
meridian & from the prime meridian to “the East:” 

       

180o  …   93o  …   93o  …   180o 

 (+3  &  +3  before and after the halfway:  90
o
  &  90

o
)  

=19x…   

 

*Please, note that now when/if we place those (+3 & +3) and (-5 & -5) in this exact same 

specific manner above, here what we perfectly see again: 3 .. 5 .. 5 .. 3 = 19x …          
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**And please, in order to clearly witness that “ladder with its top reaching to heaven and                        
the Angels of GOD ascending and descending on it” (=Genesis 28/12) herein --in 
“mathematical/allegorical” respect-- now, in this Final Age,       
and how all the nations on earth have already thus found an immensely great “Blessing”                               
from our Supreme LORD (=Genesis 28/14) through the “seed” of Jacob (=a specific reference  
to this long awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant” of prophet Jacob (peace be upon him)  
i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now)-- 

certainly also see now “A Majestic Miracle” document, p. 8 in this respect, in the first place!    
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (awesome sky; gates of heaven) 

 

7- These are all the years of Abraham’s life that he lived, “one hundred and seventy-five 
years.”               
8- Abraham breathed his last and (thus) died in a ripe old age, …… (Torah, Genesis 25/7)   

28- Now the days of Isaac were “one hundred and eighty years.”        
29- Isaac breathed his last and (thus) died, and was gathered to his people (in heaven), …… 
(Torah, Genesis 35/28) 

So here are  

father Abraham    his son Isaac   

                       175                      180           

                                  =19x…   

28- Jacob lived in the land of Egypt “seventeen years;” so the length of Jacob’s life was                         
“one hundred and forty-seven years.” …… (Torah, Genesis 47/28) 

2- Joseph, when “seventeen years” of age, was pasturing the flock with his brothers while he 
was still a youth (in the land of Israel), …… (Torah, Genesis 37/2) 

26- So Joseph died at the age of “one hundred and ten years;” and he was embalmed and 
placed in a coffin in Egypt. (Torah, Genesis 50/26) 
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So here are  

         father Jacob    his son Joseph   

                        130       17          17        93           

                                 (in Israel)    (in Egypt)     (in Israel)    (in Egypt)                                                     

                          =19x…   

  ********************************************** 

 

And then also, now here are 

              father Jacob   his son Joseph     his son Joseph   father Jacob       

                     130                  93                      17     17 

                               (in Israel)                 (in Egypt)                     (in Israel)                       (in Egypt)                                              

                         =19x…   

                or/and 

              father Jacob   his son Joseph          his son Joseph   father Jacob       

         130                  17                        93                   17 

                      (in Israel)                 (in Israel)                    (in Egypt)                        (in Egypt)                                              

                         =19x…   
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7- These are all the years of Abraham’s life that he lived, “one hundred and seventy-five 
years.” …… (Torah, Genesis 25/7)   

1- Now Sarah lived “one hundred and twenty-seven years;” these were the years of the life of 
Sarah. …… (Torah, Genesis 23/1) 

28- Now the days of Isaac were “one hundred and eighty years.” …… (Torah, Genesis 35/28) 

So here are  

father Abraham   mother Sarah   son Isaac   

                     175                     127               180           

                                     =19x…   

28- … so the length of Jacob’s life was “one hundred and forty-seven years.” ……                     
(Torah, Genesis 47/28) 

19- So Rachel died and was buried on the way to Ephrath (that is, Bethlehem). ……                        
(Torah, Genesis 35/19) 

26- So Joseph died at the age of “one hundred and ten years;” …… (Torah, Genesis 50/26) 

So here are  

father Jacob   mother Rachel   son Joseph   

                        147                     38                 110           

                                     =19x…   

*Please, note that at the time of her death Rachel’s age was not openly mentioned in Torah, Genesis above. 

Among the Jews some say she was 36, or 37, or 45 years old at the time of her death therein.                                                  

Now we know that she must have been exactly “38” by this most Wise and perfect Design above, and the                

absolute Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again (Quran Testament 74/30 = 20/133 = 87/18-19), in the first 

place!           
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16- (GOD said to Abraham): I will bless her (=Sarah), and indeed I will give you a son by her. 
Then I will bless her, and she shall be a mother of nations; kings of peoples will come from her.   
17- Then Abraham fell on his face and laughed, and said in his heart: Will a child be born to a 
man “one hundred years old?” And will Sarah, who is “ninety years old,” bear a child? …… 
(Torah, Genesis 17/16-17) 

5- Now Abraham was “one hundred years old” when his son Isaac was born to him.                           
(Torah, Genesis 21/5) 

 

So when Sarah died and was thus taken to heaven --(37 years later after the birth of Isaac)-- at 
the age of “127” years old therein (=please, see again Torah, Genesis 23/1),  

father Abraham   mother Sarah   son Isaac   

          was    was             was 

                   137                        127              37           

                        =19x…   

So then, when Abraham died and was also thus taken to heaven --(75 years later after the birth of 
Isaac)-- at the age of “175” years old therein (=please, see again Torah, Genesis 25/7),  

father Abraham   mother Sarah   son Isaac   

          was             -had been-    was                 

                         175                        127                 75           

                                         =19x…   
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17- These are the years of the life of Ishmael, “one hundred and thirty-seven years;” and                  
he breathed his last and died, and was gathered to his people (in heaven). ……                                   
(Torah, Genesis 25/17)  

28- Now the days of Isaac were “one hundred and eighty years.”        
29- Isaac breathed his last and died, and was gathered to his people (in heaven), ……                      
(Torah, Genesis 35/28) 

So here are 

    elder brother Ishmael    younger brother Isaac 

      137                180 

        =19x…   

39- Aaron was “one hundred and twenty-three years old” when he died on Mount Hor. 
(Torah, Numbers 33/39) 

7- Moses was “one hundred and twenty years old” when he died, yet his eyes were undimmed 
and his vigor unabated. (Torah, Deuteronomy 34/7) 

So here are 

    elder brother Aaron     younger brother Moses 

      123               120 

        =19x…   
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7- Moses was “one hundred and twenty years old” when he died, …… (Torah, Deut. 34/7) 

7- These are all the years of Abraham’s life that he lived, “one hundred and seventy-five 
years.” …… (Torah, Genesis 25/7)   

So here are 

   descendant Moses   ancestor Abraham 

   120      175 

             =19x…   

17- These are the years of the life of Ishmael, “one hundred and thirty-seven years;” ……                                           
(Torah, Genesis 25/17)  

1- Muhammad was “sixty three years old” when he died; …… (The Book of story of the 
Prophet)   

So here are 

descendant Muhammad   ancestor Ishmael      

 63               137 

             =19x…   

*Prophet Abraham and Prophet Ishmael (peace be upon both of them) were two specifically “chosen                

Messengers of GOD,” therefore who were thus circumcised on the very same day here (=Genesis 17/26),                  

in the first place; and thereby AL-LAH has thus made a “great Nation” of Abraham by granting “Torah” unto his 

descendant Moses thereafter, for all Jews; and HE has thus made a “great Nation” of Ishmael by granting “Quran” 

unto his descendant Muhammad thereafter, for all Arabs, as it was thus promised to them by AL-LAH here 

(=Genesis 12/1-2 & 21/13, 18), in the first place. (So please, also certainly see now: “Quran Testament 38/45-48”  

in this regard, thus to better understand the exclusive position of these two ancestral “chosen Messengers of 

GOD” (=Abraham and Ishmael) in this respect, therein in the first place.) 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (star of david)   image credit: clker.com (crescent of muhammad) 

*The leadership was granted by AL-LAH unto His servant David (peace be upon him)                            
at the age of “thirty”  (Samuel II 5/4) 

*The leadership was granted by AL-LAH unto His servant Muhammad (peace be upon him)                
at the age of “forty”  (The Book of story of the Prophet)  

Prophet David     Prophet Muhammad 

               30           40 

                  =19x…   

*The leadership of prophet David (peace be upon him) lasted here, by the Grace of                                
AL-LAH unto him therein, for “forty-one” years (=7 years and 6 months in Hebron (=i.e.                     
“8”  years in/as perfect round number), and “33”  years in Jerusalem). 

*The leadership of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) lasted here, by the Grace of                        
AL-LAH unto him therein, for “twenty-three” years (=12 years and 6 months in Makkah (=i.e. 
“13”  years in/as perfect round number), and “10”  years in Medina). 

Prophet David     Prophet Muhammad 

41           23              

  (in total)             (in total) 

                  =19x…   
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Prophet David       Prophet Muhammad 

       8           33                13            10          

        (in Hebron)   (in Jerusalem)          (in Makkah)      (in Medina)  

                  =19x…   

*Prophet David (peace be upon him) died and was thus taken to heaven here, by the 
Commandment of AL-LAH therein, at the age of “seventy-one” years old (=i.e. as we have seen 
above, after those “8”  years (in/as perfect round number) in Hebron, and “33”  years in 
Jerusalem, thus in total: 30 + 8 + 33 = “71”  years therein). 

*Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) died and was thus taken to heaven here, by the 
Commandment of AL-LAH therein, at the age of “sixty-three” years old (=i.e. as we have seen 
above, after those “13”  years (in/as perfect round number) in Makkah, and “10”  years in 
Medina, thus in total: 40 + 13 + 10 = “63”  years therein). 

Prophet David       Prophet Muhammad 

              71             63                 

                  =19x…   

**Please, note that this “Star of David” and the “Crescent of Muhammad” --(at the top of the 
previous page)-- have been presented therein exclusively and only as simple and basic 
“symbols” which MUST always cause us to clearly and unmistakably remember that:                  
“AL-LAH is the One and Only Creator and the One and Only Possessor of all the “Stars” 
and the “Moons,” and all of the other “earthly or heavenly Objects” therein, in all Universe/s.            
So there is absolutely and only One God, and One Creator, and One Redeemer, and                     

One Helper: AL-LAH !             

(*Therefore, we MUST certainly and absolutely understand that to use these simple and basic “symbols” above               

as something that could “redeem” or “help,” in any situation, would be an unforgivable Sin and idol worshipping  

that every truthful believer MUST refrain from, in the first place, and always!)      
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**Please, note that prophet David (p.b.u.h.), by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto him,                        
has thus unmistakably and clearly foretold about his “Messiah” descendant, i.e. this long awaited 

and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here, in the Psalms (=118/19-26),                           

in the first place. (So please, certainly see it now within “A Regal Miracle 1” document,                        
on p. 19-20, and then within “A Supernal Miracle” document, on p. 17-19, in the first place.)       

**Please, note that prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.), by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto him, 
has thus unmistakably and clearly foretold about his “Mahdee” descendant, i.e. this long awaited 
and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here, in the Quran (=Ali Imraan 81-82 
= Ahzaab 7-8), in the first place. (So please, certainly see it now within “A Supernal Miracle” 
document, on p. 20-27, and then “A Regal Miracle 1” document, on p. 21-22, in the first place.)     

 

(*Please, note that “Judah” (=i.e. Ancestor of prophet David and his long awaited “Messiah” descendant here) thus 

directed our attention to “Ishmaelites” here in this most specific --(*whose outcome turned out to be                       

absolutely very positive in the end therein)-- context in the Torah, in the first place, here (=Genesis 37/25-28);                         

so this was thus also an unmistakable and clear “first Sign” that this long awaited “Messiah” descendant of  

prophet David would also be a descendant of prophet “Ishmael” (=Ancestor of prophet Muhammad), as it was 

already thus decreed by our Supreme LORD therein, from the very beginning.       

And prophet Muhammad has also thus strongly confirmed this fact, by clearly and unmistakably directing our 

attention to prophet David, in his most miraculous Prophecies, in such a most specific --(absolutely positive)-- 

context therein.              

(*So please, thus also certainly bear in mind all of these extraordinary details above (=Genesis 37/25-28), before                         

seeing all of those “irrefutable & essential Proofs” in each of those “Most Miraculous Documents” referred to, 

above.)                                 
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1- So Israel set out with all that was his, and when he reached Beersheba, he offered sacrifices to 
the GOD of his father Isaac.            
2- And GOD spoke to Israel in a vision at night and said: “Jacob, Jacob.” He said: Here I am.   
3- He said: I am GOD, the GOD of your father. Do not be afraid to go down to Egypt, for I will 
make you into a great nation there!            
4- I will go down to Egypt with you, and I will surely bring you “up,” yes, “up” again.                        
And Joseph shall put his “hand” on your --left & right-- “eyes!” 

(Torah, Genesis 46/1-4) 

So here are those blessed “fingers” of the “hand” of Joseph above, by the Commandment of our 
Supreme LORD unto him, for/on the --left & right-- “two eyes” of his father Jacob, here thus: 

finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

5          4           3          2          1            5          4           3          2          1                       

               =19x…           =19x…    
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21- Then Israel said to Joseph: Behold, I am about to die, but GOD will be with you, and bring 
you back to the land of your fathers.           
22- And I give you “one portion more” above your brothers, which I took from the hand of                   
the Amorite --thus also and especially, on those “19” coded Tables, for/on the left side here-- 
with my (mathematical/allegorical) “sword,” and --for/on the right side here-- with my 
(mathematical/allegorical) “bow!”  

(Torah, Genesis 48/21-22) 

So here is that most specific “2” portion  (=i.e. “one portion” above all of his brothers) of 
Joseph, which was given to him by prophet Jacob above, by the Commandment of AL-LAH               
unto him therein (=Torah, Genesis 48/3-7), now here thus: 

first of all, above all of his --(according to their birth no.’s)-- first “five” brothers:                                     
--(specifically, with that “sword” of Jacob above)--  

one portion of   one portion of   one portion of   one portion of   one portion of      two Portions of     

   Reuben      Simeon       Judah        Dan        Naphtali        Joseph                                                    

      1     1           1              1        1                2 

                =19x…    
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second of all, above all of his --(according to their birth no.’s)-- second “five” brothers:                                  
--(specifically, with that “bow” of Jacob above)--   

one portion of   one portion of   one portion of   one portion of   one portion of       two Portions of     

                 Gad          Asher      Issachar    Zebulun   Benjamin       Joseph                                                   

                   1     1            1                1          1                 2 

                        =19x…    

*Please, note that “Levi” (=the third son of prophet Jacob by his wife Leah) has no portion                       
in this regard above, because HE (=i.e. the Words and the Regulations of HE) is “his Heritage” 
as it was specifically thus promised to him here, in the first place, in this respect (=Torah, 
Deuteronomy 18/2 = 33/10)!    
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28- All these are the “twelve” tribes of Israel, and this is what their father (=Jacob) said to them 
when he blessed them. He blessed them, every one with the blessing appropriate to him.                    
(Torah, Genesis 49/28) 

So here are those blessed “twelve” sons of Israel, in this most specific order (=Torah,                  
Genesis 49/1-27) here thus:  

1) Reuben                
2) Simeon               
3) Levi               

4) Judah               
5) Zebulun               
6) Issachar               
7) Dan  

Jacob said: “I wait in hope for Your Deliverance, O HE!” (=Torah, Genesis 49/18)   
(*by this most specific Prayer here; the seven Sons have thus already been blessed above; and 
the five Sons will thus be blessed now!)   

1) Gad              
2) Asher              
3) Naphtali              

4) Joseph              

5) Benjamin 

So all of them are here now, in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS manner, thus: 

Dan  Issachar  Zebulun  Judah   Levi  Simeon  Reuben                    Benjamin  Joseph   Naphtali  Asher  Gad      

  7       6           5          4      3       2         1                5            4          3         2       1 

                      =19x…                  =19x…    

*Please, note that because that the original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from “the right to the 

left,” we may thus legitimately place all the names of the Sons of Israel above specifically from “the right to the 

left” in this specific context here.  
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*Please, note that the leadership has thus been granted by AL-LAH primarily unto HIS Servant 

“Judah” among those seven brothers above (=i.e. number “4”  therein) (=Genesis 49/8-10),                
and ultimately unto HIS Servant “Joseph” among those five brothers above (=i.e. thus exactly 

number “4”  in this respect, therein again!) (=Genesis 49/22-26)       

So therefore, this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,”                                  
i.e. this long awaited and anticipated “Messiah” descendant of Judah (=i.e. Ancestor of                
prophet David) here shall thus serve as the “Primary Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” 
that has thus come with the Salvation of AL-LAH  (=i.e this Quran Testament) for all Nations, 
generation after generation, on earth now (Torah, Genesis 49/8-12 & Psalms 61/6-9 = 118/22-26) 
(Quran Testament 21/105-108),     

until that “Ultimate Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. that long awaited and 
anticipated “Messiah” descendant of Joseph --(and also Benjamin, David and Muhammad 
therein again)-- shall thus be sent by AL-LAH in the future, before the End of this world.  
(Torah, Genesis 49/10 = 26) (*So please, also certainly see again now: Quran Testament 3/81-82 
= 33/7-8 in this regard, in the first place.)      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

              ========== () ========== 

 

133- And they said: If only he would bring us a Sign from his LORD!                                                            

Has not --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31) already come to them (now),                

which is (also) in the previous Pages? 

---------- 

18- Certainly, this --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31) is (also) in the            

previous Pages!                              

19- (In those) Pages of Abraham (=thus a specific reference to the Torah, 

“Book of Genesis” therein, in which mainly the story of the Patriarchs and 

especially Abraham is already thus clearly related therein),                                    

and (in those) Pages of Moses (=thus a specific reference to the Torah,  

“Book of Deuteronomy” therein, in which mainly the story of Moses is already 

thus clearly related therein)! 

        (Quran Testament 20/133 & 87/18-19) 

 

     ========== () ========== 
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13- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): Choose for your tribes wise, understanding, and 
experienced men, and I will appoint them as your heads.  

14- And you answered me: The thing that you have spoken is good for us to do.  

15- So I took the heads of your tribes, wise and experienced men, and set them as heads over 
you, commanders of “thousands,” commanders of “hundreds,” commanders of “fifties,” 
commanders of “tens,” and officers, throughout your tribes! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 1/13-15)  

 

So let us clearly see all of those most specific “numbers” above, in this perfect order,                                     
now here thus: 
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biggest number    smallest number    bigger number    smaller number 

  1000          10         100         50  

              =19x…   

--or/and-- when/if we ignore all of the “0” s, in this respect, therein: 

                  biggest number    smallest number    bigger number    smaller number 

  50               10              1000           100   

                       =19x… 

*Please, note that this absolutely perfect phenomenon (=1000 10 100 50) above is exactly valid 
for each and every of those “twelve” tribes of Israel, as/in six “perfect pairs” therein,                            
--for/on the left side & for/on the right side, therein again-- in the first place (=Torah, Deut. 
1/15)! 
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22- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): Then all of you came near me and said: Let us send 
men before us, that they may explore the land for us and bring us word again of the way by 
which we must go up and the cities into which we shall come.  

23- The thing seemed good to me, and I took “twelve” men from you, “one” man from each 
tribe!  

24- And they turned and went up into the hill country, and came to the Valley of Eshcol and 
explored it.  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 1/22-25)  

 

So let us clearly see those “one” man from each of those “twelve” tribes of Israel above, in these 
perfect orders, now here thus:  
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Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man          

  12      1    11     1     10     1      9      1      8      1     7      1       

       =19x…   

    man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:   man   Tribe no:    

                        1      6       1     5       1     4      1      3       1     2       1     01      

             =19x…   

*Please, note that because that there is thus only one specific number with a “0” in it (=i.e. 10)               

within those six Tribes of Israel --on the left side-- above, in the first place, we have thus 

legitimately placed only one specific number with a “0” in it (=i.e. 01) also within those                      

six Tribes of Israel --on the right side-- above, thus in a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely 
complementary manner therein; by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD 
therein again (=Quran Testament 74/30-31 & 20/133 = 87/18-19 & 46/12-14), in the first place!   
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                                               image credit: clker.com (two hands) 

7- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): For HE your GOD has blessed you in all the “Works” 
of your --left & right-- hands! He knows your travels in this great wilderness. These “forty  
years” HE your GOD has been with you. You have not lacked a thing!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 2/7)  
 

So here are those blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of the Children of Israel                     
in those “40”  years, by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD unto them therein, in these              
most specific orders, now here thus:  

finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

4          1           3          2          5            4          1           3          2          5                              

               =19x…           =19x…    

    for/within first twenty years therein                  for/within second twenty years therein               

20  19  18 ……… 8  7  6  4  1 2  3  5          20  19  18 ……… 8  7  6  4  1 2  3  5 

            =19x…           =19x…    
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13- (When GOD said unto the Children of Israel): Now rise up and go over the Wadi Zered!                
(Moses said): So we went over the Wadi Zered.  

14- And the time from our leaving Kadesh-barnea until we crossed the Wadi (=i.e. “dry riverbed 
between --left & right-- two Hills” alongside therein) Zered was “thirty-eight ” years, until that 
entire generation, that is, the men of war, had perished from the camp, as HE had sworn to them.  

15- For indeed the “Hand” (=i.e. this is an allegorical term here that essentially refers to those 
Ultimate “Five” Powers of GOD in this respect therein)-- of HE was against them, to destroy 
them from the camp, until they had perished.   

(Torah, Deuteronomy 2/13-15) 

 

So here are those Most Superb and Matchless --left & right-- “Hand” (=i.e. those Ultimate 
“Five” Powers of GOD in this respect therein)-- of our Supreme LORD,                                                      
and then those “38”  years of the Children of Israel at that specific Wadi above, by the 
Commandment of  our Supreme LORD again therein, in these most specific orders,                            
now here thus:  
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Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:     Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

5        4        3        2        1           5        4        3        2       1                              

               =19x…           =19x…    

for/within first “nineteen” years therein            for/within second “nineteen” years therein               

   19  18 ……… 8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1           19  18 ……… 8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1  

            =19x…           =19x…    

 

*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Finger/s, or the Hand/s, or the Eye/s, or                 
the Ear/s of AL-LAH” that have thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel, 
and the Quran, and finally here also in the Quran Testament now, are only “allegorical terms” 
that thus essentially refer to “Ultimate --Inscribing or Recording, or Punishing or Rewarding, 
or Seeing, or Hearing, etc.-- all of those Most Superb and Matchless Powers” of AL-LAH.   
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,    

because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;         
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;         
and there is absolutely none that could be compared to HIM;       
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.          

*So please, certainly see in this respect now: (Quran Testament 112/1-4 & 42/11) (Torah, 
Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18), in the first place!     
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24- (GOD said unto the Children of Israel): Arise, march on and cross the Wadi (=i.e. “dry 
riverbed between --left & right-- two Hills” alongside therein) Arnon! See, I have given into    
your “hand” Sihon king of Heshbon, the Amorite, and his land. Begin to take possession, and 
contend with him in --so now here in mathematical/allegorical respect-- “War !” 

25- This “Day” (=i.e. thus a most specific reference to this Last “Thousand Years/Millennium” 

here now; please, see: Psalms “90/4 = 118/22 .. 24 .. 26” in this respect, in the first place now)                  
I will begin to put --so now thus on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- the 
“dread” of you, and  --on the right side therein-- the “fear” of you on those peoples who are 
under all the heavens --therein, who shall hear the report of you and shall --on that left side-- 
“ tremble,” and --on that right side-- “writhe ” before you --therein! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 2/24-25) 

 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hand” of all of those truthful believers 
who shall wage this --mathematical/allegorical-- “War ” --on that left side & on that right side 
of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in this Final Age: 

     finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

    5          4           3          2           1            5           4           3          2          1                              

               =19x…           =19x…    
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As prophet Isaiah thus clearly foretold by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto him therein                 
that the --physical/actual-- War  shall cease in this Final Age, for all of those truthful believers 
who will earnestly hearken to this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated “Messiah” descendant of prophet David here 

now (Torah, Deuteronomy 18/18-19 = Psalms 118/22 .. 24 .. 26), and so henceforth, they shall 
mainly always wage only --mathematical/allegorical-- War  on those aggressive and despotic 
Kings (=i.e. like Sihon above, or Og, Pharaoh, etc.) and their armies now (=Isaiah 2/2-5)!    

So please, certainly see now “A Fabulous Miracle 1” document, p. 13, and then                                               
“A BreathTaking Miracle  1” document, p. 13, and then also “A Glorious Miracle ” document, 
p. 14 in the first place now, thus to clearly witness therein how this                                                                       
--mathematical/allegorical-- War shall earnestly be waged therein by all of those truthful 
believers in this Final Age now!  
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3- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): And HE our GOD gave into our “hand” Og king of 
Bashan as well, and all his fighting people; we struck him until there was not left him any 
remnant.       

4- We conquered all his towns at that time, there was no city that we did not take from them, 
“sixty towns,” all the region of Argob, the kingdom of Og at Bashan.        

5- All these were fortified towns with a high Wall, “double gated” with a bar, aside from the 
towns of the open country dwellers, very many!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 3/3-5)  

 

So here are those well fortified “sixty towns” thus all with “double gates” therein above, in this                   
most specific --on the left side & on the right side-- “double side” perfect arrangement,                       
now here thus: 

   “thirty ” towns               “thirty ” towns 

    10 .. 20 .. 30            10 .. 20 .. 30       

       =19x…              =19x…    

  5 .. 10 .. 15      5 .. 10 .. 15              5 .. 10 .. 15      5 .. 10 .. 15    

 =19x…    =19x…          =19x…    =19x…    
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11- Moses said to the Children of Israel: For only Og the king of Bashan was left of the remnant 
of the Rephaim. Behold, his bed was a “bed of iron .” Is it not in (the city of) Rabbah of the 
Ammonites? “Nine cubits” was its length, and “four cubits” its breadth, by the cubit of a man! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 3/11) 
 

So let us clearly see that “iron bed” of Og the king of Bashan, in this perfect order, now here 
thus: 

        >     9 cubits  >          
________________________________________________ 

^                 ^ 

4 cubits                   cubits 4 

v                 v 

________________________________________________    

>     9 cubits  > 

  

    4   9   4      or/and              4   9   4                    

=19x…            =19x…    
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        image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (Two Tablets) 

 

11- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): And you came near and stood at the foot of the 
Mountain, while the Mountain burned with Fire up to the very heart of the heavens, in darkness, 
cloud, and fog.  

12- Then HE spoke to you out of the midst of the Fire. You heard the sound of Words, but saw 
no form; there was only a Voice!  

13- And He declared to you His Covenant, which He commanded you to perform, that is,                     

the “10 Words/Commandments,” and He wrote them --for/on the left side & for/on the right 
side-- on “Two Tablets” of stone! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 4/11-13) 

So here are those most fundamental “10 Words/Commandments” of our Supreme LORD              
unto the Children of Israel above, in this Most WONDROUS & Most AMAZING perfect order, 
now here thus:  
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         (odd numbered)                         (even numbered) 

Words/Commandments   Words/Commandments   

     1                 2 

     3                 4 

     9                 6 

     7                 8 

     5               10 

    < < < < < < < < < <           > > > > > > > > > > > 

            5   7   9   3   1          2   4   6   8   10 

           =19x…          =19x…    

 

So if all of the descendants of Israel --(those who live in Israel, or/and those who may be living  
in all of the other Lands of the world as well)-- in this Final Age now (Torah, Deut. 4/29-31)                  

thus immediately listen and earnestly hearken to these most fundamental “10 
Words/Commandments” of HE above, and keep His most critical and important “Covenant” 

here (=Torah, Deut. 18/17-19),                                                           

then HE will remember the “Covenant” with their ancestors (=Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob), as 
HE thus promised to them here (=Torah, Deuteronomy 30/15-20)! But those who fail to hearken 
to HIS Voice may inevitably witness these admonitions of HE here (=Torah, Deuteronomy 
31/28-29 = 32/1-6) in this Final Age now.       
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9- (GOD said unto the Children of Israel): You shall not bow down to them (=carved images), 
you shall not serve them; for I, HE your GOD am a jealous GOD, visiting the iniquity of the 
parents on the children --(when/if they insist on committing the same sins and transgressions 
therein; Deut. 24/16)-- to the “third ” and “fourth ” generation of those who hate Me,  

10- but showing steadfast love to “thousands” of those who love Me and keep My 
Commandments! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 5/8-10) 

So let us clearly see those blessed “thousands,” by this Instruction of our Supreme LORD               
unto the Children of Israel therein, in this specific order, --for/on the left side & for/on the right 
side-- now here thus: 

1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000 

=19x…                        

             1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000 

                  =19x…       

*Please, note that these blessed “thousands” above can thus go on --for/on the left side & for/on 
the right side-- in this specific order, limitlessly, by the infinite Grace and infinite Mercy of our 
Supreme LORD here again, in the first place.  
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9- (GOD said unto the Children of Israel): You shall not bow down to them (=carved images), 
you shall not serve them; for I, HE your GOD am a jealous GOD, visiting the iniquity of the 
parents on the children --(when/if they insist on committing the same sins and transgressions 
therein; Deut. 24/16)-- to the “third ” and “fourth ” generation of those who hate Me, ……                             
(Torah, Deuteronomy 5/9) 

9- Know therefore that HE your GOD is (the One and Only) GOD, the trustworthy GOD Who 
keeps Covenant and steadfast love with those who love Him and keep His Commandments,                     
to the “thousandth” generation; …… (Torah, Deuteronomy 7/9) 

 

So let us clearly see now those reprimanded “third ” and the “fourth ” generation by our 
Supreme LORD above, in these most specific orders, --for/on the left side & for/on the right 
side-- now here thus: 

generation no:   generation no:   generation no:         generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:    

     01     2           3         1           2      3          04 

=19x…               

or/and 

  

        generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:         generation no:   generation no:   generation no:    

                04      3           2      1     3          2              01 

                         =19x…               
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So let us clearly see now those blessed “thousanth” generation by our Supreme LORD above,  
in these most specific orders, --for/on the left side & for/on the right side--                                        
(in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS manner) here again now thus: 

 

generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:       

    001         100        200         300          400         500      600         700                                        

generation no:   generation no:   generation no: 

    800         900        1000 

=19x…               

or/and 

 

     generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:   generation no:       

        1000         900         800         700          600 500        400         300                                        

                       generation no:   generation no:   generation no: 

                               200         100         001 

                  =19x…               
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                           image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (two armchairs) 

 

13- For “six” days you shall labor and do all your work,        
14- but the “seventh” day is a Sabbath to HE your GOD. On it you shall not do any work, you or 
your son or your daughter or your male servant or your female servant, or your ox or your 
donkey or any of your livestock, or the sojourner who is within your gates; that your                            
“male servant” --thus especially on the left side here-- and your “female servant” --thus 
especially on the right side here-- may rest as well as you!  

15- You shall remember that you were a serf in the land of Egypt, and HE your GOD brought 
you out from there --so now thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the right 
side here-- with a Strong “Hand,” and --on the left side here-- with an Outstretched “Arm !” 
Therefore HE your GOD commanded you to keep the Sabbath day!       

(Torah, Deuteronomy 5/13-15) 

So here are those “six” days of work and “seventh” day of rest, by the Commandment of our 
Supreme LORD unto the Children of Israel above, in this perfect order, now here thus: 

  for each and every “male” above       for each and every “female” above      

  in each                in each              

and every     day       day       day       day       day       day       day  and every      day       day       day       day       day       day       day    

  1    1       2      3      4      5      6      7       1    1       2      3      4      5      6      7  

  Week         work      work    work    work    work    work     rest         Week         work      work    work    work    work    work     rest     

            =19x…      =19x…               
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So now because that an outstretched “arm” of a human has “5” essential bones therein (=i.e. 
clavicle, scapula, humerus, radius, ulna), and a strong “hand” of a human has “27” essential 
bones therein (=i.e. 8 carpal bones + 5 metacarpal bones + 14 phalanges), we shall thus take this 
specific terms into account here again as an Outstretched “Arm ” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical 
term here that essentially refers to those “Ultimate “5” Powers” of GOD in this respect now)-- 
and as a Strong “Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical term here that essentially refers to those 
“Ultimate “27” Powers” of GOD in this respect now)-- here thus:     

 

     Outstretched “Arm ”               Strong “Hand”   

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:                  Power no:   Power no:                Power no:    Power no:   Power no:    

5        4        3        2        1         1       2  ………  25      26     27                             

               =19x…            =19x…    

 

*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Arm/s, or the Hand/s, or the Eye/s, or                 
the Ear/s of AL-LAH” that have thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel, 
and the Quran, and finally here also in the Quran Testament now, are only “allegorical terms” 
that thus essentially refer to “Ultimate --Saving or Destroying, or Punishing or Rewarding,           
or Seeing, or Hearing, etc.-- all of those Most Superb and Matchless Powers” of AL-LAH.    
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,    

because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;         
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;         
so there is absolutely none that could be compared to HIM;       
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.        
   

*So please, certainly see in this respect now: (Quran Testament 112/1-4 & 42/11) (Torah, 
Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18) again, in the first place!     
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1- When HE your GOD brings you into the land that you are entering to take possession of it, 
and thus clears away many nations before you, the Hittites, the Girgashites, the Amorites, the 
Canaanites, the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, “seven” nations more numerous and 
mightier than you,  

2- and when HE your GOD thus gives them before you, and you strike them down: You are to 
devote them --so now thus on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side here-- to “destruction,” 
yes, --thus also on the right side here-- to “destruction!” You are not to cut with them any 
“Covenant,” you are not to show them any “Mercy” --therein! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 7/1-2) 

So here are those barbaric “seven” wicked nations thus to be devoted to “destruction” --on the 
left side & on the right side here-- by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD above,             
now here thus: 

 

--------------------------------------      ------------------------------------ 

Hittites Girgashites Amorites Canaanites Perizzites Hivites Jebusites          Hittites Girgashites Amorites Canaanites Perizzites Hivites Jebusites    

   7      6      5     4          3        2       1  7         6          5          4          3        2       1 

               =19x…            =19x…    
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6- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): For you are a people holy (servants) to HE your GOD. 
It is you that HE your GOD has chosen for Him as a “treasured” people from among all (those) 
peoples who are on the face of the soil.  

7- It was not because you were more in number than (those) other people that HE desired you 
and chose you, for you were the fewest of all (those) peoples,  

8- but it is because HE loved you --(for their loyalty to HIM therein)-- and is thus keeping the 
Oath that He swore to your fathers. That is why HE has thus brought you out with a Strong 
“Hand” and redeemed you from the house of slavery, from the “hand” of Pharaoh king of 
Egypt!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 7/6-8)  

 

So here is the people of Israel thus specifically chosen and “treasured” by our Supreme LORD  
among all those (other) “seven” peoples on the face of the soil then therein, now, first of all,  
here thus: 

      Israel  Hittites   Girgashites   Amorites   Canaanites   Perizzites   Hivites   Jebusites           

     1        1          2           3           4           5         6        7 

         =19x…    
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And here is the Strong “Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical term here again that                  
essentially refers to those Most Superb and Matchless “Straightforward “5” Powers ” of GOD 
in this respect herein now)-- that thus utterly defeated and humiliated that weak “hand” (=i.e. 
thus an allegorical term here that basically refers to those most despotic and ruthless              
“crooked “5” powers” of Pharaoh in this respect therein now), here thus: 

     

                    Strong “Hand” of HE    

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:        

       5   4   3   2  1       

    =19x…    

 

                crooked “hand” of Pharaoh 

power no:   power no:   power no:   power no:   power no: 

    5         3          1          2          4   

 

  =19x…    
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23- HE your GOD will --so now thus on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- “give 
them” (=those barbaric nations; please, see again Deut. 7/1-2 on p. 132 in this regard) before 
you, and He will --on the right side-- “panic them” with a great panic, until they are (all) 
destroyed --therein!  

24- And He will (also) give their kings into your “hand,” and you shall cause their name to 
“perish” --on the left side therein-- from under heaven. No one shall be able to stand against you 
until you have caused them to “perish” --also on the right side therein!  

25- The carved images of their gods you shall burn with fire --therein. You shall not yearn for                   
--on the left side-- the “silver,” or --on the right side-- the “gold” that is on them and take it for 
yourselves, lest you be ensnared by it, for it is an abomination to HE your GOD!  

26- So you shall not bring an abominable thing into your “House” --therein, and become devoted 
to destruction like it. You shall --again on the left side therein-- utterly “detest” it, and                     
--on the right side therein-- utterly “abhor” it, for it is something devoted to destruction --therein!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 7/23-26) 

 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hand” of all of those truthful believers 
above, who shall thus wage this --mathematical/allegorical-- “War” --on that left side & on 
that right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- in this Final Age, now here thus: 
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     finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

    5          4           3          2           1            5           4           3          2          1                              

               =19x…           =19x…    

And here are those abominable pieces of “silver” and abominable pieces of “gold” (on those 
carved images/idols above) that shall utterly be devoted to destruction --on that left side & on 
that right side of those “19” coded Tables above again-- in this Final Age, now here thus: 

 

“nine” pieces of “silver”      

atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:     

    47      47         47         47          47         47         47          47    47 

=19x…    

    “nine” pieces of “gold” 

 atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:     

            79       79         79          79          79         79         79         79     79 

      =19x…    

*Please, also certainly see again now those most fundamental and important Verses in the Torah, 
and the Quran Testament --(on p. 122)-- with regard to this --mathematical/allegorical-- War  
that shall thus be waged by all truthful believers in this Final Age therein now.  
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                           image credit: en.wikipedia.org (two feet) 

 

2- And you shall remember the whole way that HE your GOD has led you these “forty  years”              
in the wilderness, that He might humble you, testing you to know what was in your heart, 
whether you would keep His Commandments or not.  

3- And He humbled you and let you hunger and fed you with manna, which you did not know, 
nor did your fathers know, that He might make you know that man does not live by bread alone, 
but man lives by all (Commandments/Words/Judgements) that issues at HE’s Order!  

4- Your clothing did not wear out on you and your “foot” did not swell these “forty  years.”  

5- Know then in your heart that, just as a man disciplines his son, so HE your GOD disciplines 
you (=i.e. HIS servants).  

6- So you shall keep the Commandments of HE your GOD, --now thus also and especially                   
on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side here-- “to walk in His Ways,” and --on the right side 
here-- “to hold Him in awe!” 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 8/2-6) 

  

So here are those protected “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of the Children of Israel in 
those “40”  years in the wilderness, by the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD unto them 
therein, in this most specific order, now here again thus:  
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finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

4          1           3          2          5            4          1           3          2          5                              

               =19x…           =19x…    

   for/within first twenty years therein                  for/within second twenty years therein               

20  19  18 ……… 8  7  6  4  1 2  3  5          20  19  18 ……… 8  7  6  4  1 2  3  5 

            =19x…           =19x…    
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7- For HE your GOD is bringing you into a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains 
and springs, flowing out in the valleys and hills,  

8- a land of “wheat” and “barley,” of “vines” and “fig” trees and “pomegranates,” a land of 
“olive” trees, oil and honey,  

9- a land in which you will eat bread without scarcity, in which you will lack nothing, a land 
whose stones are “iron ,” and out of whose hills you can dig “copper!”  

10- And you shall eat and be full, and you shall bless HE your GOD for the good land He has 
(thus) given you! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 8/7-10) 

 

So now --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of these blessed “fruits ” above, based on that original text,                          
specifically going from the left to the right herein now, we see that: 

no: 1 is “olive” & no: 2 is “pomegranate” & no: 3 is “fig” & no: 4 is “grape” & no: 5 is 
“barley” & no: 6 is “wheat” therein, in the first place.  

So here are those blessed “fruits ” in the good land promised to the Children of Israel by our 
Supreme LORD above, in this most specific order, now here thus:  
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According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

Fig      Wheat      Barley      Olive      Grape      Pomegranate 

   3      6           5    1       4       2 

                          =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” here: 

Fig      Wheat      Barley      Olive      Grape      Pomegranate 

  26     42          14   46       40      18 

                          =19x…    

 

Or/and if we exclusively take into consideration their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome 
numbers” here: 

 

Fig      Wheat      Barley         Olive      Grape      Pomegranate   

26     42          14      46        40      18 

        =19x…                =19x…    
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*Please, note that on the left side above, “wheat” and “barley” are basically similar grains,               
and the “fig” is the special/different one therein, in the first place;      
and then on the right side above, “grape” and “pomegranate” are basically similar fruits,                   
and the “olive” is the special/different one therein again, in the first place;      
thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner also in this respect above.  

*And please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “grape” and 
“pomegranate” are discovered in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our               
Supreme LORD therein again, from the very beginning, as “38” or “40,” and “16” or “18,” 
respectively now. We have thus lawfully taken into account here the bigger ones (=i.e. “40” and 
“18”), in this respect, in both cases above, respectively.    

 

And now, here are those blessed “metals” in the good land promised to the Children of Israel by 
our Supreme LORD above, in these most specific orders, now here again thus:  

According to their basic “atomic numbers” herein, first of all: 

      Copper    Iron 

          29           26 

         =19x… 

         and then again    

  

 “nine” pieces of “Copper”      

atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:     

    29         29          29         29          29         29          29         29         29   

=19x…    
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    “nine” pieces of “Iron ” 

 atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:   atomic no:     

           26          26         26          26         26          26         26          26         26   

       =19x…    

*Please, note that those abominable “nine” pieces of “silver,” and abominable “nine” pieces of 
“gold” in that specific context before this (please, see it again on p. 136) did not give us a 

multiple (with regard to their atomic no’s = “ 47  79”) therein, in the first place;     
but here these lawful “nine” pieces of “Copper,” and lawful “nine” pieces of “Iron ” in this 
specific context here does give us a multiple (with regard to their atomic no’s =                                            

“ 29  26” = 19x …) thus in the first place above, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our 

Supreme LORD here again (Quran Testament 74/30-31 = 46/12-14 = 41/53), from the very 
beginning! 
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11- (Moses said to the Children of Israel:) Take care lest you forget HE your GOD by not 
keeping His Commandments, His Rules and His Laws, which I command you today,  

12- lest, when you have eaten and are full and have built good houses and live in them,  

13- and when your “herds” and your “flocks” become many, and “silver” and “gold” become 
much for you, with all that belongs to you becoming much,  

14- then your heart be lifted up, and you forget HE your GOD, the One Who brought you out of 
the land of Egypt, from a house of serfs,  

15- The One Who led you through the great and terrifying wilderness, with its fiery “serpents” 
and “scorpions,” and thirsty ground where there was no water; the One Who brought forth water 
for you, from a flinty rock,  

16- The One Who fed you in the wilderness with manna that your fathers did not know, that               
He might humble you and test you, for it to go well with you in your future.  

17- Beware lest you say in your heart: My power and the might of my “hand” have gotten me 
this wealth!  

18- You shall remember HE your GOD, He was the One Who gave you that “power” to get 
wealth, that He may confirm His Covenant that He swore to your fathers, as it is this Day.  
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19- And if you forget HE your GOD and go after other gods and serve them and prostrate 
yourselves to them, I solemnly warn you today that you shall surely perish.  

20- Like those (barbaric pagan) nations that HE makes to perish before you (=Deut. 7/1-2),                  
so shall you perish, because you would not obey the Voice of HE your GOD --(thus also and 

especially with regard to His most specific “Covenant” here now = Deuteronomy 18/17-19 = 

31/28-29 = 32/1-6)! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 8/11-20) 

So here are those blessed “cows” and “sheep,” and “silver” and “gold” that have thus been 
granted unto the Children of Israel by our Supreme LORD above, in this most specific manner, 
now here thus: 

Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of 

      Cows       Sheep 

         60     +    54         (=114)        

         =19x…    

Atomic mass of 

      Silver          Gold   

     107.87    +    196.97  (=304.84)   

         =19x…    

And here are those burning “snakes” and “scorpions” from whose venoms and bites the 
Children of Israel have thus been protected, by the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD unto 
them therein above, in this most specific manner again, now here thus:   
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Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of 

snakes        scorpions 

     78       +        36        (=114)        

       =19x…    

*Please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “snakes” can range from 
“74 to 78,” and “scorpions” from “10 to 150” in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design 
of our Supreme LORD therein again, in the first place. We have thus specifically chosen “78” for 
the “snakes,” and then “36” for the “scorpions” above, that this (cows + sheep = 114 &                                     
snakes + scorpions = 114) phenomenon can thus equally and perfectly be observed therein now. 

And here is that blessed “hand” power that has thus been granted unto the Children of Israel             
by our Supreme LORD therein above, in this most specific (.. + ..) manner again, now here thus: 

The number of all (fingerlike) “bones” (=i.e. “5”  metacarpals + “14”  phalanges) of   

        the “left” hand         or/and   the “right” hand         

 5 + 5 + 4 + 5           5 + 5 + 4 + 5                    

=19x…          =19x…      

     
image credit: en.wikipedia.org (hand bones) 
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                 image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (Two Tablets) 

 

10- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): And HE (your GOD) gave me the “Two Tablets” of 
stone (thus) written with the finger of GOD, and on them were all those “(10) 
Words/Commandments” that HE (your GOD) had (thus) spoken with you on the Mountain, out 
of the midst of the Fire, on the day of the assembly.  

11- And at the end of “forty  days” and “forty  nights” HE (your GOD) thus gave me the “Two 
Tablets” of stone, the Tablets of the Covenant!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 9/10-11) 

 

We have already thus clearly witnessed --(on p. 125-126)-- those most fundamental “10 
Words/Commandments” of our Supreme LORD above, on those “Two Tablets” of the 
Covenant, therein --(in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS manner)-- thus: 

         (odd numbered)                         (even numbered) 

Words/Commandments    Words/Commandments   

  5   7   9   3   1          2   4   6   8   10 

           =19x…            =19x…    
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So let us also clearly see those most critical and important “40” days and “40” nights of                 
prophet Moses (peace be upon him) in this respect above, in this most specific order, now here 
thus:   

 

 days      nights 

  1 .. 10 .. 20 .. 30 .. 40   1 .. 10 .. 20 .. 30 .. 40  

=19x…           =19x…    

 

*Please, note that because that we have perfectly written those most fundamental and important 

“10 Words/Commandments of our Supreme LORD above --for/on that left side-- precisely 
with “five” numbers, and --for/on that right side-- precisely with “five” numbers,                                    
so we have thus perfectly placed these most critical and important “40” days and “40” nights 
thereafter above --for/on that left side-- precisely with “five” numbers and --for/on that right 
side-- precisely with “five” numbers again, thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely 
complementary manner, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein 
again (Quran Testament 74/30-31 = 46/12-14), in the first place!      
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image credit: hubblesite.org (stars of the heavens) 

 

15- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): But on your fathers (=Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob)                  
HE had a delight to love them (as His truthful servants therein) and so He chose their offspring 
after them, you for (the benefit of) all peoples, as this Day.   

16- Circumcise therefore the foreskin of your “heart,” and your “neck” --(*please, also certainly 
see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, p. 55-57 & p. 52-54 in this respect therein 
now, in the first place)-- you are not to keep hard any more! 

17- For HE your GOD is --so now, thus also and especially due to those “19” coded Tables, on 
the left side therein-- the “GOD” of gods (=i.e. all authorities), and --on the right side therein--              
the “LORD” of lords (=i.e. all authorities), the Great, the Mighty, and the Awesome GOD, Who  
lifts up no face and takes no bribe.  

18- (Thus) He executes justice for the orphan and the widow, and loves the sojourner, giving him 
food and clothing.  

19- Love the sojourner, therefore, for you were sojourners in the land of Egypt.  

20- You shall fear HE your GOD. You shall serve Him and hold fast to Him, and by His Name 
you shall swear.  

21- He is your Praise; He is your GOD, Who has done for you these --so now thus also                                 
and especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side here-- “Great,” and --on the right 
side here-- “Awe Inspiring” things that your eyes have seen!  

22- Your fathers went down to Egypt as “seventy” persons, and now HE your GOD has made 
you like the “stars of the heavens” for multitude! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 10/15-22) 
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So let us clearly see those most specific “seventy” persons above, first of all, now here thus:  

All those that Leah bore to Jacob were “thirty three ” persons; (=Genesis 46/8-15)   
All those that Zilpah bore to Jacob were “sixteen” persons; (=Genesis 46/16-18)      
All those that Rachel bore to Jacob were “fourteen” persons; (=Genesis 46/19-22)    
All those that Bilhah bore to Jacob were “seven” persons. (=Genesis 46/23-25)  

Thus all the people comprising Jacob’s family who had come to Egypt amounted to “seventy” 
persons therein in all! (=Genesis 46/8-27) 

So here are those most specific “seventy” persons who had thus come to Egypt therein by the 
Commandment of our Supreme LORD above, in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS              
specific orders, now here thus: 

by Bilhah    by Rachel    by Leah    by Zilpah  

        7           14          33        16          

    persons         persons        persons      persons 

=19x…    

        or/and 

by Bilhah     by Leah    by Rachel    by Zilpah  

                      7           33         14         16          

               persons        persons        persons       persons 

                   =19x…    

*Please, note that those blessed “concubines” of prophet Israel (=i.e. “ Bilhah”  and “ Zilpah” ) 
are on the left and the right sides in both cases above, and those blessed “wifes” of prophet Israel 
(=i.e. “ Leah”  and “ Rachel” ) are in the middle/center of them, therein, in both cases above.    
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6- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): And (remember) what He did to Dathan and Abiram 
the sons of Eliab, son of Reuben, how the earth opened its mouth and swallowed them up, with 
their households, with their tents, and all existing things that were under their “feet,” in the midst 
of all Israel.  

7- For your eyes have (thus) seen all the great Deeds of HE that He did! 

8- You shall therefore keep all the Commandment that I command you today, that you may be 
strong, and go in and take possession of the land that you are going over to possess,  

9- and that you may live long in the land that HE swore to your fathers to give to them and to 
their offspring, a land flowing with --so now thus also and especially on those “19” coded 
Tables, on the left side therein-- “milk ” and --on the right side therein-- “honey!” 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 11/6-9)  

So here are those condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of Dathan and Abiram who 
were thus rightfully reprimanded by our Supreme LORD above, in this specific manner,                   
now here thus: 

finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

5           3          1          2          4            5           3          1          2          4                         

             =19x…          =19x…    
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*Please, note that this irregular  order above (=i.e. 5 3 1 2 4) is thus also a specific indication          
to those “crooked and wrongful ” deeds of Dathan and Abiram and their followers above, in this 
most specific context here.  

And now, here are those blessed “milk ” and “honey” (=Deut. 11/9) and then also “new wine” 
and “olive oil” (=Deut. 11/14) in the good land promised by our Supreme LORD for all of              
His truthful servants therein above, in this specific manner, now here thus: 

Density (kg/m3) of 

(whole)                                                 
Milk      Honey 

         1030       1420 

          =19x…    

    (average)                          

New Wine     Olive Oil 

     978                918 

          =19x…    

*Please, note that the perfect Commandments of our Supreme LORD with regard to “new wine” 
and/or “light intoxicants” (=sakaran) in general are clear now for all believers here (=Quran 
Testament 4/43 & 16/67)! Therefore, to consume (even one sip of) such --light or heavy-- 
intoxicants and --(by acting or driving under influence thereupon)-- thus endangering human, or 
animal or plant life (=please, see: Quran Testament 2/205) would be such a horrendous Sin that 
every truthful believer ABSOLUTELY and MUST avoid committing! (=Quran Testament 
25/68-70 & 5/32) 

*So please, also certainly see now “A Tasteful Miracle” document, p. 8-9 thus to clearly witness 
therein --in mathematical/allegorical sense again-- the promised good Land by AL-LAH                     
for all of His truthful servants, flowing with “milk ” and “honey,” and also “new wine” and 
“olive oil” therein, in this respect now, in this Final Age!       
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (days of rainfall ) 

 

11- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): But the land into which you are about to cross to 
possess is a land of hills and valleys, it drinks water from the Rain of Heaven (*please, also 
certainly see now “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, p. 30 to see this most Superbly 
and precisely measured Rains of Heaven by our Supreme LORD therein, in the first place),  

12- a land for which HE your GOD cares; the eyes of HE your GOD are always on it, from the 
beginning of the year until the afterpart of the year.  

13- It shall come about, if you listen obediently to my Commandments which I am commanding 
you today, to love HE your GOD and to serve Him --so now thus also and especially due to  
those “19” coded Tables, on the left side here-- with all your “heart,” and --on the right side                 
here-- with all your “being,”  

14- that He will give the rain for your land in its season, the early rain and the late rain, …… 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 11/11-14) 

 

So here are all of those specific Months of the beginning of the year and the afterpart of the 
year in this perfect order, now here thus: 
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    the beginning of a (regular) year   the afterpart of a (regular) year 

      Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   Month   

       1       2       3       4        5       6      7       8        9      10     11     12 

                  ̂           ^          
        ^           ^ 

So here are those --(thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely corresponding manner)-- selected 
“ three representative Months” above, on both sides, now here:  

  1   3   6                     7   10   12 

So here they are in this ultimate --(perfectly parallel and absolutely corresponding)--                            
specific order, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD from the very 
beginning, here now: 

  3   6   1              10   12   7 

  =19x…           =19x…    
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             image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (Ten Words/Commandments) 

 

18- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): You shall therefore place these My “Words” (=thus a 
specific reference to those (“Ten”) Words/Commandments granted unto Moses by our             
Supreme LORD in this most specific perfectly corresponding manner --on the left side & on the 
right side-- therein, in the first place; so please, certainly see it again on p. 125-126)                            

--so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- upon your “heart,” and                                  
--on the right side therein-- upon your “being;” and you shall bind them --on the left side   
therein-- as a “sign” on your hand, and they shall be --on the right side therein-- as “frontlets”              
on your forehead!  

19- You shall teach them to your children, talking of them when you “sit” in your house and 
when you “walk” along the road, and when you “lie down” and when you “rise up.”  

20- You shall write them on the “doorposts” of your house and on your “gates,”  

21- so that your days and the days of your children may be multiplied on the soil which HE  
swore to your fathers to give them, as long as the days of the heavens over the earth.  

22- For if you are careful to keep all this Commandment which I am commanding you to do,               
to love HE your GOD, to walk --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables again, on the left side 
therein-- in all His Ways, and --on the right side therein-- to hold fast to Him, 
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23- then HE will drive out all these “nations” from before you, and you will (thus) dispossess 
“nations” (=thus a specific reference again to those barbaric “seven” wicked “nations” therein, 
in the first place; so please, see it again on p. 132-134) greater and mightier than you! 

24- Every place on which the sole of your “foot” treads shall be yours; your border will be from 
the Wilderness to the Milk-Land, and from the river, the river Euphrates, as far as the western 
Sea. (*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, thus to clearly 
witness therein this “promised Land,” with all of these --mathematical/allegorical-- “Rivers” 
and “Fruits” therein now!)   

25- No man will be able to stand before you; HE your GOD will lay --so now, thus on those  
“19” coded Tables again, on the left side therein-- the “dread” of you, and --on the right side 
therein-- the “fear” of you on all the land on which you set “foot,” as He has promised to you! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 11/18-25) 

 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “foot” of all of those truthful believers 
who shall thus wage this --mathematical/allegorical-- “War” --on that left side & on that right 
side of those “19” coded Tables here again now-- in this Final Age: 

     finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

    5          4           3          2           1            5           4           3          2          1                              

               =19x…           =19x…    

*So please, certainly see again now those most fundamental and important Verses in the Torah, 
and the Quran Testament --(on p. 122)-- with regard to this --mathematical/allegorical-- War  
that shall thus be waged in order to attain the Approval and the eternal Rewards of our            
Supreme LORD therein, by all truthful believers in this Final Age now!  
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                  image credit: enchantedlearning.com (human hand) 

 

5- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): But you shall seek HE at the Place which HE your 
GOD will choose from all your tribes, to establish His Name there, to have it dwell, and there 
you shall come.  

6- There you shall bring your burnt offerings, your sacrifices, your tithes, the contribution of 
your hand, your votive offerings, your freewill offerings, and the firstborn of --so now, thus also 
on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- your “herd” and of --on the right side 
therein-- your “flock.” (*So please, certainly see “A Joyful Miracle” document, p. 19-23 now, 
thus to clearly witness therein this “promised Land,” with all of these                                                             
--mathematical/allegorical-- “herd” and “flock” animals therein, in the first place!)   

7- There you and your households shall eat before HE your GOD, and (thus) rejoice in all the 
enterprises of your “hand” in which HE your GOD has blessed you! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 12/5-7) 

 

So here are those blessed “fingers” --and then also all of those (fingerlike) “bones” therein--                                    
of the --left & right-- “hand” of the Children of Israel therein, by our Supreme LORD above,              
in these perfect orders, now here thus:  
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     finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

    5          4           3          2           1            5           4           3          2          1                              

                 =19x…           =19x…    

    bone no:    bone no:                     bone no:    bone no:    bone no:               bone no:    bone no:                        bone no:    bone no:    bone no:      

   19        18      ………      3          2          1            19        18      ………       3          2          1 

              =19x…           =19x…    

 

*Please, see all of those --(“finger” and “fingerlike”)-- 19 essential “bones” of a human hand on            

p. 145 again, in this respect, in the first place. 
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22- You shall surely tithe all the produce from what you sow, which comes out of the field   
every year.  

23- You shall eat in the presence of HE your GOD, at the Place where He chooses to establish 
His Name, the tithe of your “grain,” your “new wine,” your “shining oil,” and the firstborn of 
your “herd” and your “flock,” so that you may learn to hold HE your GOD in awe, all the days. 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 14/22-23) 

 

So now --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of these blessed “animals” and “fruits ” above, based on that 
original text, specifically going from the left to the right again herein now (*so please, certainly 
see again in this respect p. 139-141, in the first place), we clearly see that: 

no: 1 is “flock” --(of sheep) & no: 2 is “herd” --(of cows) & no: 3 is “oil” --(of olive) & no: 4 is 
“new wine” --(of grapes) & no: 5 is “grain” --(of wheat or/and rice) therein, in the first place.  

  

So here are those blessed “animals” and “fruits ” in the good land thus promised to the Children 
of Israel by our Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, now here again thus:  
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According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

Grape      Herd      Wheat      Olive      Flock      Rice 

     4          2            5       3          1           5 

                          =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” here: 

Grape      Herd      Wheat      Olive      Flock      Rice 

     38         60          42     46        54          24 

                          =19x…    

 

Or/and if we exclusively take into account their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” 
here again now: 

 

Grape    “ Herd”      Wheat         Olive    “Flock”     Rice 

38      60          42      46       54         24 

        =19x…                =19x…    
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*Please, note that because the “grain” above is not specified here by our Supreme LORD (as it 
was exclusively specified as “wheat” and “barley” for/in that specific case before this; please 
see it again on p. 139), we have thus lawfully taken into account here again “wheat” (=diploid 

chromosome number: 42) first of all, and then “rice” (=diploid chromosome number: 24) here 

in this case, thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, in this respect,               
by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD herein again, in the first place.  
         

(*Rice was an essentially grown “grain” in the promised Land in Biblical times, and --in small 
amounts-- also now in the present Age.) 
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21- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): If the place which HE your GOD chooses to put                 
His Name there is too far from you, then you may slaughter of your “herd” and of your “flock” 
which HE has given you, as I have commanded you; and you may eat within your gates 
what/if/when your soul desire.  

22- Just as a “gazelle” or a “deer” is eaten, so you may eat it; the unclean and the clean alike 
may eat of it.  

23- Only be sure not to eat the blood, for the “blood” is the life, and you shall not eat the life 
with the flesh.  

24- You shall not eat it; you shall pour it out on the ground like “water.”  

25- You shall not eat it, so that it may be well with you and your children after you. Indeed, you 
are (thus) to do what is Right in the Eyes of HE.  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 12/21-25) 

 

So here are those blessed “cows” and “sheep,” and “gazelle” and “deer” that have thus been 
emphasized above, in this specific manner, now, first of all, here thus: 
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Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of 

      Cows       Sheep 

         60     +    54         (=114)        

         =19x…    

   Gazelle       Red Deer   

       46       +       68  (=114)   

         =19x…    

*Please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “gazelle” can range from 
“30 to 58” in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD therein 
again, in the first place. We have thus specifically chosen “46” above, that this (cows + sheep = 
114 &  gazelle + deer = 114) phenomenon can thus equally and perfectly be observed                  
therein now. 

And then finally, here are --(at 20o C)-- the Density (kg/m3) of that                        
                               

  blood        water 

      1035     +       998 

          =19x…    
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28- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): Be careful to listen to all these “Words” (=thus a 
specific reference to those “(Ten)” Words/Commandments granted unto Moses by our             
Supreme LORD in this most specific perfectly corresponding manner --on the left side & on the 
right side-- therein, in the first place; so please, certainly see it again on p. 125-126)                           
which I command you, so that it may be well with you and your children after you, into the ages, 
when you do --on the left side therein-- what is “Good,” and --on the right side therein-- what is 
“Right” in the Eyes of HE your GOD! 

32- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): So everything --(by the Commandment of HE                  
unto him therein)-- that I command you, thus you are to take care to observe; you shall not --on 

the left side therein-- “add” unto it --(thus to corrupt that “19”  coded “perfect Measurment/s” 
therein), you shall not --on the right side therein-- “diminish” from it (thus to corrupt that              

“19”  coded “perfect Measurment/s” therein)! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 12/28, 32) 

         (odd numbered)                          (even numbered) 

Words/Commandments    Words/Commandments   

  5   7   9   3   1          2   4   6   8   10 

           =19x…            =19x…    
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28- At the end of every “third ” year you shall bring out all the “tithe” of your produce in that 
year, and shall deposit it in your town. 

29- The Levite, because he has no portion or inheritance among you, and the sojourner, the 
orphan and the widow who are in your town, shall come and eat and be satisfied, in order that 
HE your GOD may bless you in all the “Work” of your “hand” that you do! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 14/28-29) 

 

So here are those blessed “three” years and the “tithe” (=ten percent) obligatory charity therein 
that has thus been granted unto the Children of Israel by our Supreme LORD above, in this 
specific order, now, first of all, here thus: 

year   year   year   percentage  

      3     2      1       10 

                        =19x…    
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And it shall be given, in this specific order therein, as it has precisely thus been emphasized 
above, always to these: 

person no:   person no:   person no:   person no: 

       2           4        1     3 

        a sojourner    a widow      a Levite       an orphan 

     =19x…    

*Please, note that the numbers above are thus always going from the right to the left (=i.e. as             
3 2 1 in the first case, and as 2 1 and 4 3 in the second cases above, in this respect.)      
<<<                 <<        <<   

 

Thereupon our Supreme LORD has thus promised to bless all the good Works of the --left & 
right-- charitable “hand” of these righteous believers above (Deut. 14/29), in this specific order 
here again, now thus:   

          the left “hand”                      the right “hand”  

finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

5          4           3          2          1            5          4           3          2          1  

       <<<<<        <<<<<                              

               =19x…           =19x…    
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1- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): At the end of every “seven years” you shall make                    
a Release (of debts).   

2- This is the manner of the Release: every creditor shall release what he has loaned to his 
neighbor; he shall not exact it of his neighbor and his brother, because the Release of HE           
has been proclaimed. 

…… 

9- Beware that there is no base thought in your heart, saying: The “seventh year,” the year of 
Release is near,” and your eye is hostile toward your poor brother, and you give him nothing; 
then he may cry to HE against you, and it will be a sin in you.  

10- You shall generously give to him, and your heart shall not be grieved when you give to him, 
because for this thing HE your GOD will bless you in all your Work and in all the enterprises of 
your “hand!”  

11- For the poor will never cease to be in the land; therefore I command you, saying: You shall 
freely open your “hand” to your brother, --so now, thus also and especially due to those                       
“19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- to your “afflicted-one,” and --on the right side 
therein-- to your “needy-one” in your land! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 15/1-2, 9-11) 

 

So here are those blessed “six” years and the most blessed “seventh” year (=the year of                
Release) in this respect therein now, that has thus been granted unto the Children of Israel by our 
Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, now here thus: 
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Year   year   year   year   year   year   year  

      7     6       5       4       3      2       1     
   (of Release) 

<<<<<<<  

                      =19x…    

And then here is that blessed “fingers” of the --left or/and right-- “hand” of all of those                 
righteous Children of Israel above (Deut. 15/11) which they shall thus open --on the left side-- to 
the “needy-one,” and --on the right side-- to the “afflicted-one” therein, or abroad (=Deut. 15/11,  
4/27-30), now here again thus:   

 

                       finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

                  5           4          3          2           1                               

   <<<<<            

         =19x…    
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12- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): If your kinsman, a hebrew male or a hebrew-female,  
is sold to you, and serves you “six years,” now in the “seventh year” you shall set him free.  

13- When you set him free, you shall not send him away empty-handed.  

14- You shall furnish him liberally from your “flock” --(of goats or/and sheep) and from your 
“ threshing floor” --(of wheat or/and barley), and from your “vat” --(of grapes or/and 
pomegranates) you shall give to him as HE your GOD has blessed you.  

15- You must bear in mind that a serf were you in the land of Egypt, and HE your GOD 
redeemed you; therefore, I command you this Word today! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 15/12-15) 

So here is that most blessed “seventh” year (=the year of Release) in this respect therein now, 
that has thus been granted unto the Children of Israel by our Supreme LORD above, in this 
specific order, now here again thus: 

 for a “hebrew-male” above             for a “hebrew-female” above 

Year   year   year   year   year   year   year   Year   year   year   year   year   year   year  

 7     6        5       4       3      2       1    7     6      5       4       3      2       1                       

(of Release)      (of Release) 

                     =19x…              =19x…    
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So now --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of those blessed “animals” and “fruits ” above, based on that 
original text, specifically going from the left to the right herein again now, we clearly see that: 

no: 1 is “vat” --(of grapes or/and pomegranates) & no: 2 is “threshing floor” --(of wheat 
or/and barley) & no: 3 is “flock” --(of goats or/and sheep) therein, in the first place.  

(*Please, note that we have specifically chosen “wheat” or/and “barley,” and then “grapes” 
or/and “pomegranates” above, because they have already thus clearly been pointed out to us            
by our Supreme LORD here (=Deuteronomy 8/8 --on p. 139-141), in the first place.)   

So here are those blessed “animals” and “fruits ” in the good land promised to the Children of 
Israel by our Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, now here thus:  

 

According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

Sheep   Pomegranate   Barley   Grape   Goat   Wheat                              

        3              1               2          1         3         2 

                           =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” here: 

Sheep   Pomegranate   Barley   Grape   Goat   Wheat                              

        54     16            14   38    60       42 

                             =19x…    
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Or/and if we exclusively take into account their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” 
here again: 

 

Pomegranate   “Sheep”   Barley     Grape   “Goat”    Wheat                              

   16           54     14           38        60         42 

                  =19x…                =19x…       

     

*And please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “pomegranate” and 
“grape” are discovered in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our                         
Supreme LORD therein, from the very beginning, as “16” or “18,” and “38” or “40,” 
respectively. We have thus lawfully taken into account here the smaller ones (=i.e. “16” and 
“38”) in this respect, in both cases above, respectively. (*So please, also certainly see what we 
have lawfully done --(in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner also   
therein)-- in this respect again before this, on p.141)!    
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (oxen)       image credit: en.wikipedia.org (sheep) 

 

19- You shall set apart for HE your GOD all the firstborn  males that are born of your “herd” 
and of your “flock;” you shall not work with the firstborn  of your “ox,” and you shall not shear 
the firstborn  of your “sheep!” 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 15/19) 

So here are those most blessed firstborn  of “ox,” and firstborn  of “sheep,” in this respect, by 
our Supreme LORD above, with their diploid (=full/double: in pairs) “chromosome numbers” 
(=60 and 54) here perfectly as:  

ox (=30 and 30) & sheep (=27 and 27) 

in these most specific orders, now here thus: 

 chromosomes            No:          chromosomes                  chromosomes             No:            chromosomes  

       > 1 2 .. 29 30         1      > 1 2 .. 29 30           >> 3 4 .. 26 27          1      >> 3 4 .. 26 27     

    “ox”  of a herd         “sheep” of a flock 

           =19x…                =19x…          =19x…                   =19x…           
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i. credit: en.wikipedia.org (the Festival of “Matzot,”            and “Shavuot,”                       and “Sukkot” ) 

 

2- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): You shall sacrifice the Passover-Offering to HE               
your GOD from the flock and the herd, in the place where HE chooses to establish His Name.  

3- You shall not eat leavened bread with it; “seven days” you shall eat with it “unleavened 
bread” (=Matzot), the bread of affliction --for you came out of the land of Egypt in haste, so that 
you may remember all the days of your life the day when you came out of the land of Egypt.  

4- So for “seven days” no leaven shall be seen with you in all your territory, ……  

------ 

9- You shall count “seven weeks” for yourself; you shall begin to count “seven weeks” from the 
time you begin to put the sickle to the standing grain.  

10- Then you shall celebrate the Festival of “Weeks” (=“Shavuot,” after that most specific 
Festival of “Matzot” above)-- to HE your GOD with a tribute of a freewill offering of your hand, 
which you shall give just as HE your GOD blesses you; ……  

12- You are to bear in mind that a serf were you in Egypt; so you shall --so now, thus also and 
especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side here-- “take care,” and --on the right side 
here-- “observe” these Laws! 

------ 

13- You shall celebrate the Festival of “Huts” (=“Sukkot,” after that most specific Festival of 
“Shavuot” above)-- for “seven days,” when you have gathered in from your threshing floor and 
your vat;  
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14- and you shall rejoice in your Festival, you and your son and your daughter and your male 
and female servants and the Levite and the sojourner and the orphan and the widow who are       
in your towns.  

15- Thus “seven days” you shall celebrate a Festival to HE your GOD in the place which HE 
chooses, because HE your GOD has been blessing you in all your produce and in all the Work of 
your “hands,” so that you will be altogether joyful. 

16- Thus at “three points” in a year all your males shall be seen at the presence of HE your GOD 
in the place which He chooses:  

= at the Festival of “Unleavened Bread” (=Matzot),         
= at the Festival of “Weeks” (=Shavuot),          
= at the Festival of “Huts” (=Sukkot),  

and they shall not be seen at the presence of HE empty-handed.  

17- Every man shall give according to the capacity of his “hand,” according to the blessing of 
HE your GOD which He has given you. 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 16/2-4, 9-12, 13-17) 

 

So here are those most fundamental and important “three” Pilgrimage Festivals (=i.e.    
seven days of Matzot (=Uneavened Bread) & one day of Shavuot (=Weeks) &     
seven days of Sukkot  (=Huts)           
that have thus been granted unto the Children of Israel therein, by our Supreme LORD above,                
in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect order, now here thus:    
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Here are those most specific “three” points that were thus emphasized by prophet Moses (peace 
be upon him) therein (=Deut. 16/16), first of all, now here thus: 

point no:     point no:                  point no:  

     01             02                     03 

                   =19x…    

“seven days” of Matzot   “one day” of Shavuot     “seven days” of Sukkot 

      7 6 5 4 3 2 1                        1             1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

      <<<                 =19x…        >>> 

“seven days” of Matzot   “one day” of Shavuot     “seven days” of Sukkot 

      in the first Month at          in the third Month at           in the seventh Month at  

21 20 19 18 17 16 15               7             15 16 17 18 19 20 21  

     <<<                   =19x…      >>>    

 

*Please, note that among the Jews some claim that the Festival of “Shavuot” above must be 

celebrated at the 6th day of the third Month (=i.e. Sivan) therein, and some others claim that it 

must be celebrated at the 7th day therein. Now by these “19” coded, Most AMAZING & Most 
WONDROUS Perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD above, we can unmistakably and clearly 

see that it should definitely be celebrated at the 7th day of the third Month (=i.e. Sivan) therein!      
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So we should also certainly see these most critical and important Verses in the Quran Testament, 
in this respect, now here thus: 

==========             
76- This --“19” coded-- “Reading” (=74/26-30, 31) narrates (the right Answer) to the Children 
of Israel in many of that which they were disputing over (=e.g. the exact age of Rachel therein 
before this; so please, see it again on p. 101 now, and the exact date of the Festival of Shavuot 
above now). 

77- For it is certainly --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein--                     
a “Guidance,” and --on the right side therein-- a “Mercy” for the believers! 

78- Certainly, your LORD decides between them by His Judgment. For HE is --so now, thus also 
and especially, due to the left side herein-- the Mighty, --also and especially, due to the right 
side herein-- the Knower! 

79- So put your trust in AL-LAH, for you are following the Clear Truth. 

80- You cannot make the dead hear, nor can you make the deaf hear the Call when they turn their 
backs and flee. 

81- Nor can you guide the blind from their misguidance.        
You can only make those who believe in Our --“19” coded-- “Signs” (=74/26-30, 31) hear,                  

for they are (henceforth thus) Surrenderers --(to AL-LAH  here, in this rightful manner: 

3/84-85)!            

(Quran Testament 27/76-81)           
========== 

 

So here are those most specific “seven weeks” that must perfectly be counted by the Children               
of Israel therein, by this Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto His honorable messenger 
and servant Moses above (=Deut. 16/9), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS               
perfect order, now here thus:    
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Year    Week  Week  Week  Week  Week  Week  Week        Week  Week  Week  Week  Week  Week  Week     Year  

 1        1      2      3     4     5      6      7              7      6     5      4      3     2      1      19   

      =19x…                           =19x…    

Or/and if we write it more openly, thereafter, in this most specific manner again, now here thus: 

 

        Week (1)                      Week (2)                      Week (3)                     Week (4)                      Week (5)                     Week (6)            

1 2 3 4 5 6 7    1 2 3 4 5 6 7   1 2 3 4 5 6 7   1 2 3 4 5 6 7   1 2 3 4 5 6 7   1 2 3 4 5 6 7      

        Week (7)               Year 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7           1   

         =19x…                       

                     Week (6)                        Week (5)                       Week (4)                       Week (3)                      Week (2)                        Week (1)            

   7 6 5 4 3 2 1    7 6 5 4 3 2 1    7 6 5 4 3 2 1    7 6 5 4 3 2 1    7 6 5 4 3 2 1    7 6 5 4 3 2 1          

                           Year                          Week (7) 

          19             7 6 5 4 3 2 1    

  =19x…                      
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully taken those most specific “seven weeks” into account 

above (=Deut. 16/9) --on the left side therein-- thus specifically for/within the very First (=1st) 

Year, and --on the right side therein-- for/within the very Last (=19th) Year of such a                                 

most fundamental “19”  year cycle of Hebrew Calendar (so please, certainly see it again                         
in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 115-121 now, in this regard, in the first 
place).                 

(*And please, also certainly see again p. 61-62 here in this regard now, thus to remember those                         
“19” coded, Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Superb Miracles of our Supreme LORD                       
with regard to those “seven days” of the Festival of Matzot and also the Festival of Sukkot,                 
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner therein again, in this respect, 
in the first place.)     
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         image credit: enchantedlearning.com (human hands) 

 

6- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): On the evidence of “two witnesses” or “three 
witnesses,” he who is to die --(e.g. when/if he purposely comitted a horrendous sin like murder;                       
Deut. 19/11-13)-- shall be put to death --(*only when/if  the closest kin of the victim is not 
willing to choose the best option: i.e. “to forgive that murderer” now; Quran Testament 5/45                   
= 17/33 = 42/40-41)-- he shall not be put to death on the evidence of one witness!  

7- The “hand” of those “(two, or three)-- witnesses” shall be first against him to put him to 
death (therein), and afterward the hand of all the people. So (thus) you shall purge the evil                         
--(exclusively, in this case above; 17/6)-- from your midst. 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 17/6-7) 

So here are those “two witnesses,” or “three witnesses” above, in this most specific order, first 
of all, here thus: 

witness no:   witness no:   witness no:   or   witness no:   witness no:    

       1        2     3        1                2 

                   =19x…                       

(*Please, note that because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the 
right to the left, those “three witnesses” thus appear in the first place, on the left side therein, and 
those “two witnesses” appear in the second place, on the right side therein; hence we can also 
legitimately place those witnesses here in this specific order above.) 

So here are all those fairly justified “fingers” of the “hands” of each of those “ two witnesses,” or 
“ three witnesses” above, --(exclusively, in this case again above (=Deut. 17/6)-- in this                       
most specific order, now here thus: 
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the (one) “hands” of those    the (one) “hands” of those      
“ two” witnesses   or  “three” witnesses 

  fingers:         fingers:      fingers:         fingers:          fingers: 

5 4 3 2 1   5 4 3 2 1       5 4 3 2 1   5 4 3 2 1   5 4 3 2 1        

     =19x…                  =19x…                       

(*Please, note that because that in the original Hebrew text of the Torah those “two witnesses” 
have thus been mentioned first, and those “three witnesses” have thus been mentioned secondly 
therein; hence we can legitimately place those witnesses here also in this specific order above.)    

So now that we have thus legitimately placed all these “witnesses” and all of those fairly justified 
“fingers” of their “hands” --(exclusively and only in such a case above again; Deut. 17/6)-- 
therein, in these specific orders above, finally we can see that those “two witnesses” (=1 2) and                          
the “fingers” of their “hands” (=5 4 3 2 1), and then those “three witnesses” (=1 2 3) and                       
the “fingers” of their “hands” (=5 4 3 2 1) can thus legitimately go in “opposite directions”   
(=i.e. from smaller to bigger X from bigger to smaller) therein, as they are rightfully placed in 
“opposite sides” above, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD                                   
--(especially and first of all, with regard to that original Hebrew text of the Torah)-- herein again, 
from the very beginning!    
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                       image credit: en.wikipedia.org (bovine genome) 

 

1- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): You are not to slaughter an offering to HE your GOD 
of an “ox,” or a “sheep,” that has a defect on it, anything ill, for that (kind of practice) would be 
an abomination to HE your GOD!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 17/1)       

So if we take their haploid (=half/single) chromosome numbers of such an “ox” (=30) and                     
such a “sheep” (=27) here, we see that  

    ox       sheep               ox       sheep                          

30   +    27     30   +    27 

=19x…                        =19x…                       

So these kind of handicapped --herd or flock-- animals above have thus been kept totally free of 
such an obligation (=being carried away a long distance to be offered as a sacrifice therein) by 
the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD unto them in this respect therein. So they are under 
full protection (=i.e. heavy burden/work cannot be laid on them)-- of AL-LAH until they die of 
natural causes in their own region/habitat, or may lawfully be eaten therein before they die 
(Deut. 12/15-16); and -in either cases- they are thus immediately gathered before HIM, thus to be 
immensely blessed by HIM in paradise, in the hereafter. (=Quran Testament 6/38 & 24/61) 
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image credit: 19covenant19.com (The first page of THE --QURAN-- TESTAMENT (=AL-KHABARU )                                                    
written in modern Arabic.) 

 

18- (GOD said to Moses): I will raise up a Messenger from among their brothers like you, and              
I will put MY WORDS in his mouth, and he shall speak to them all that I command him.  

19-  It shall come about that whoever will not listen to MY --“19”  coded-- “WORDS” which              

he shall (thus) speak in My Name, I Myself will require from him!  

20- But a (false) messenger who speaks a word presumptuously in My Name which I have not 
commanded him to speak, or which he speaks in the name of other gods, that (false) messenger 
shall die.  

21- You may say in your heart: “How will we know the (false) word which HE has not 
spoken?”  

22- Should a messenger speak in the Name of HE, but the word --so now, thus on the                            

“19”  coded Tables, on the left side therein-- canNot “come about,” or --on the right side  

therein-- canNot “come true,” that is the (false) word which HE has not spoken. With 
presumption did a (false) messenger has spoken it; you are not to be in fear of him! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 18/18-19-20-21-22) 

So here is how prophet David (peace be upon him) has unmistakably and clearly foretold about 
this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” above, by the Commandment of 
AL-LAH unto him therein, now here thus:  
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19-  Open for me --“19”  coded-- Gates of  Righteousness; I will enter them and thank GOD.                  

20- This is the --“19”  coded-- Gate of GOD (above); the righteous shall (thus) enter                 

through it!                                                                       
21- I thank You, (O GOD), for You have answered me; and You have been for me a Salvation.   

22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down                
to prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.), the honorable ancestor of this “Messenger of the Covenant,”                    
in Literary and Metaphorical manner therein) has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference 
here to this “Quran Testament” (=Al-Khabaru, in modern Arabic above)                                              
which is given to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the long awaited and anticipated (Messiah 
and Mahdee) descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of 
them) now, as a new Scripture by/from AL-LAH in Mathematical and Scientific manner herein.) 
(So please, also certainly see again “Quran Testament,” the “Introduction” therein, in this respect 
now.)                                  

23- This has been done by GOD; and it is wondrous in our eyes!      
24- This is the Day (=i.e. Millennium; 90/4)-- GOD has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.  
25- Please, O GOD, then --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above-- save (us) now; 
please, O GOD, then --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- help (us) now!                

26- Blessed is he (=a reference again to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the long 
awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad; peace be upon 
both of them) who comes (as HIS promised Servant here now) under the Name of GOD;                             
we (=all honorable Prophets therein, by all of their such most miraculous Prophecies here 
now)-- thus bless you from the House of GOD!         

(Psalms 118/19-26)               

So in order to unmistakably and clearly witness the fact that:       
how all of those WORDS that have thus been put by HE in the mouth of His long awaited and 

anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” (=please, see again Deut. 18/18-19 above) --so now, 

thus on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- has absolutely and perfectly “come 
about,” and --on the right side therein-- has absolutely and perfectly “come true” (=please, see 
again Deut. 18/21-22 above, in this respect), please, certainly see now the “Quran Testament,” 
first of all, and then all of those Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Superb Miracles,                
one by one therein --(please, see them on p. 23-25)-- in this Final Age!    
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (human blood)  

 

8- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): Now if HE your GOD enlarges your territory, just as 
He has sworn to your fathers, and gives you all the land which He promised to give your 
fathers—  

9- if you carefully observe all this Commandment which I command you today, --so now, thus 
on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- to love HE your GOD, and --on the right 
side therein-- to walk in His Ways, all the days— then you shall add “three” more cities for 
yourself, besides these “three.”  

10- So that innocent blood not be shed in the midst of your land which HE your GOD gives you 
as an Inheritance, and there be blood-guilt upon you.  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 19/8-10) 

 

So here are those specific six “cities” (=i.e. as “three” and “three”) of refuge above, by the 
Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto the Children of Israel therein, in these perfect 
orders, now here thus: 

City no:    City no:    City no:     City no:    City no:    City no:   

    01         02         03         01         02         03 

             =19x…               =19x…                       
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (a flowing stream) 

 

1- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): If a slain person is found lying in the open country                  
in the land which HE your GOD gives you to possess, and it is not known who has struck him,  

2- then your elders and your judges shall go out and measure the distance to the cities which are 
around the slain one.  

3- It shall be that the city which is nearest to the slain man, that is, the elders of that city, shall 
take a “heifer” of the herd, which has not been worked and which has not pulled in a yoke;  

4- and the elders of that city shall bring the “heifer” down to a valley with a flowing stream,               
which has not been plowed or sown, and shall break the heifer’s neck there in the valley. 

5- Then the priests, the sons of Levi, shall come near, for HE your GOD has chosen them to 
serve Him and to bless in the Name of HE; and every dispute and every assault shall be settled 
by their mouth --(which should thus absolutely and only proclaim the “Words/Judgements of 
HE,” never adding unto it, and never subtracting from it; Deut. 4/2).  

6- All the elders of that city which is nearest to the slain man shall wash their “hands” over            
that “heifer” whose neck was broken in the valley;  

7- and they shall answer and say: Our “hands” did not shed this blood --(of that slain person 
above), nor did our eyes see it.  

8- Forgive Your people Israel whom You have redeemed, O HE, and do not place the guilt of 
innocent blood in the midst of Your people Israel. And so they shall be atoned of the blood.  
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9- So you shall remove the guilt of innocent blood from your midst, when you (thus) do what is 
right in the Eyes of HE!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 21/1-9) 

 

So there are in total “207” bones in such a “heifer” whose neck was thus broken above (21/4),                      
--and so thereupon it is immediately brought into heaven thus to immensely be blessed therein               
in eternal paradise (=Quran Testament 6/38), by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD 
above, in this specific order, now here thus:                

all the “bones” of such a “heifer”  

207 .. 197 .. 187 .. 177 .. 167 .. 157 .. 147 .. 137 .. 127 ..    
 117 .. 107 .. 97 .. 87 .. 77 .. 67 .. 57 .. 47 .. 37 .. 27 .. 17 .. 07  

 =19x…                       

And here are all of those “19” (fingerlike) “bones” (please, see it again on p. 145) of the --left 
or/and right-- “hands” of those elders above (=Deut. 21/6), who would thus in a most rightful 
and merciful manner observe the Commandment of our Supreme LORD therein (=Quran 
Testament 5/44 & 6/38), in this specific order, now here thus:   

 

“bones” of the left “hand”    “bones” of the right “hand” 

19 18 17 16 15 14 13      19 18 17 16 15 14 13    
 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1    12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

=19x…                =19x…                       
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                image credit: en.wikipedia.org (gold coins)  

15- If a man has two wives, the one loved and the other hated, and both the loved and the hated 
have borne him sons, if the firstborn son belongs to the hated,        
16- then it shall be in the day he wills what he has to his sons, he cannot make the son of the 
loved the firstborn before the son of the hated, who is the (actual) firstborn.  

17- But he shall acknowledge the (actual) firstborn, the son of the hated, by giving him              
“ two-thirds ” of all that he has, for he is the beginning of his strength; to him belongs the right  
of the “firstborn !”  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 21/15-17) 

So here are those specific “two-thirds ” and “one-third” rightful share of those two sons above,             
by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto the Children of Israel therein, in this specific 
manner, now here thus: 

for the firstborn :                     for the secondborn: 

               2  1  3                      1  2  3 

                   =19x…                       

And here are the blessed “fingers” of the “hand” of their father who will thus give his two sons  
their rightful share, in this --perfectly corresponding-- specific manner, here thus:  

    “fingers” of the “hand”                 “fingers” of the “hand”  

5 3 1 2 4                     5 4 3 2 1 

  =19x…                          =19x…                       
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i. credit: differencebetween.co.in (ox)       en.wikipedia.org (icelandic sheep)          en.wikipedia.org (donkey)  

 

1- You are not to see the “ox” of your brother or his “sheep” wandering away and hide yourself 
from them; you are to return, yes, return them to your brother. 

4- You are not to see the “donkey” of your brother or his “ox” fallen by the wayside, and hide 
yourself from them; you are to raise, yes, raise it up with him.   

(Torah, Deuteronomy 22/1, 4)  

 

So because that “ox” is thus mentioned twice above, and that “sheep” and “donkey” are each 
mentioned once, by the most Wise and perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD therein,             
in those specific --exactly same/similar-- context above, now let us clearly see them in this 
perfect order, now here thus: 

diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of an “ox”    =  60               
diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of a “sheep”     =  54           
diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of a “donkey”  =  62           

 

sheep    ox    ox                 or/and  ox    ox    donkey 

   54       60    60    60    60        62 

    =19x…                          =19x…                       
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (silver coins) 

 

18- So the elders of that city shall take the man (who falsely claimed that his new wife was not           
a virgin therein)-- and chastise him,            
19- and they shall fine him a “hundred units of silver” and give it to the girl’s father, because  
he publicly defamed a virgin of Israel. And she shall remain his wife; he is not allowed to send 
her away, all his days. 

28- If a man finds a girl who is a virgin, who is not engaged, and seizes her and lies with her and 
they are discovered,            
29- then the man who lay with her shall give to the girl’s father “fifty  units of silver,” and she 
shall become his wife because he has humbled her; he is not allowed to send her away, all his 
days. 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 22/18-19, 28-29) 

 

So now if we take those “hundred” and thereafter --exact half of it-- “fifty ” units of silver 
above, by this most Wise and perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto the Children of 
Israel therein, in this specific order here, we thus see that: 

  full            full              full                  half of it   half of it    half of it 

 .. 20 .. 50 .. 100                .. 10 .. 25 .. 050 

             ̂^           ^^ 

    =19x…                              =19x…                       
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3- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): An illegitimate-one is not to enter the assembly of HE; 
even to the “tenth generation” no one from him is to enter the assembly of HE.     

4- An Ammonite or a Moabite is not to enter the assembly of HE; even to the “tenth generation” 
no one from them is to enter the assembly of HE, for the ages, 

5- on account that they did not greet you with food and with water on the way, at your going out 
from Egypt, and because he hired against you Balam son of Beor from Pethor, in Aram of the 
Two-Rivers, to curse you. 

6- But HE your GOD was not willing to hearken to Balam, and HE your GOD turned for you the 
curse into a blessing, for HE your GOD loves you. 

7- You are not to seek their peace or their well-being, all your days, for the ages! 

8- You are not to abominate an Edomite, for he is your brother; you are not to abominate an 
Egyptian, for you were a sojourner in his land. 

9- Children that are born to them, in the “third  generation,” may enter from them the assembly 
of HE. 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 23/3-9) 

 

So because that “one generation” is basically to be taken into account as “120 years” therein,                
by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here (=Genesis 6/3), in the first 
place, therefore now we can clearly see that:  
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     an illegitimate-one  10 generations     10 generations         an illegitimate-one          

     an Ammonite   10 generations     10 generations         a Moabite 

        an Edomite       2 generations       2 generations         an Egyptian 

          _____________    _____________ 

22 generations      22 generations 

 

So thus after those 22 generations (=i.e. 22 x 120 = 2640 years) above, for/on both sides,   
thus --(in the “eleventh” and again the “eleventh” and then the “third ” generations therein, 
for/on both sides; Deut. 23/3-4, 9)--          

so therefore, thus exactly in the 2641st Year, in this respect, therein: 

 

   2641          2641 

       =19x…        =19x…                       

all those (repentant and righteous) descendants of such an (through his mother, or through                      
his father) -hostile- illegitimate-ones, or/and such an -hostile- Ammonite or a Moabite, or/and 
such an -hostile- Edomite or an Egyptian above (Deut. 23/3-9) would thus lawfully enter the 
assembly of HE therein above, by this perfect Design and immense Mercy of our                        
Supreme LORD herein again (=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 = 46/10-14), in the first place! 
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19- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): You shall not charge interest to your brother:                
interest on silver, interest on food, or interest in anything for which you could charge interest.  

20- You may charge interest to a “foreigner” (=i.e. in broadest sense: anyone among/of all the 
nations on earth who does Not acknowledge the authenticity of this Torah (and this Quran 
Testament here now), and he charges interest to all other people);                                              
but to your “brother” (=i.e. in broadest sense: anyone among/of all the nations on earth who does 

acknowledge the authenticity of this Torah (and this Quran Testament here now; Deut. 17-19), 

and he does Not charge interest to no other people) you shall Never charge interest, so that HE 
your GOD may bless you in all the enterprises of your “hand” in the land which you are entering 
to possess! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 23/19-20) 

So here are those blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hand” of all of those truthful believers 
who --(as the best option always and in each and every case now; Quran Testament 42/40-41)--                 
will Never charge interest to no other people among/of all the nations on earth, by this  
Commandment of our Supreme LORD here now (=Psalms 15/5 & Quran Testament 2/275-281), 
now here thus: 

     finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

    5          4           3          2           1            5           4           3          2          1                              

                 =19x…           =19x…    
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25- When you enter your neighbor’s vineyard, then you may eat “grapes” until you are fully 
satisfied, but you shall not put any in your basket. 

26- When you enter your neighbor’s standing grain, then you may pluck the heads with                     
your “hand,” but you shall not wield a sickle in your neighbor’s “grain.” 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 23/25-26) 

So because that specifically and only one “hand” has thus been emphasized above, by our                       
Supreme LORD, within the second Verse therein, we will thus take into account at most nine 
heads of “grain” (=i.e. below “ten” which are the number of all “fingers” of two “hands”) 
for/on the right side, and --(because there is no such specific restriction therein)-- at least ten 
“grapes” for/on the left side above, in this perfect order, now here thus: 

diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “grape”    =  38               
diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “wheat”     =  42        

         ten “grapes”                 nine (heads of) “grain” 

38   38   38   38   38   38   38   38   38   38       42   42   42   42   42   42   42   42   42 

                   =19x…                  =19x…                       

*Please, also note that:  “ten”  + “nine”   =  “19”  above, now in the first place!  
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1- When a man takes a wife and marries her, and it happens that she does not find favor in his 
eyes because he has found some indecency in her, and he writes her a certificate of divorce and 
puts it in her “hand” and sends her away from his household,  

“fingers” of her “hand”                  

 5 3 1 2 4      (*this specific irregular order here thus also to indicate the crookedness,                                

         indecency committed by her “hand” above)   

         =19x…                       

2- and she leaves his house and goes and becomes another man’s wife,  

3- and if the latter husband dislikes her --(because of such an indecency which may have been 
comitted by her herein again)-- and writes her a certificate of divorce and puts it in her “hand” 
and sends her away from his household, or if the latter husband dies who took her to be his wife,  

    “fingers” of her “hand”                  

(*this specific irregular order here thus also to indicate the crookedness,    5 3 1 2 4                               
indecency committed by her “hand” herein again)             

or                                 

(*this specific regular order here thus also to indicate the straightforwardness,           

decency when/if she repented and totally reformed herself here now)                          5 4 3 2 1   

                                 =19x…                       
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4- then her former husband who sent her away --(if she has not already repented and reformed 
herself, but still continues to commit that same indecency above)-- is not allowed to take her 
again to be his wife, since she has become defiled --(by still deliberately and constantly 
committing that same indecency therein above); for that is an abomination before HE,                                      
--(*so please, also certainly see Quran Testament 2/230 in this respect now)--                                              
and you shall not bring sin on the land which HE your GOD gives you as an Inheritance!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 24/1-4) 
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14- You shall not withhold from a “hired-hand” who is poor and needy, whether he is  

 one of your “brothers,”      or one of your “sojourners”  

“fingers” of his “hand”                     “fingers” of his “hand”                  

           5 4 3 2 1       = =         5 4 3 2 1 

      =19x…                                         =19x…                       

who is in your land in your towns.  

15- You shall give him his wages on his day before the sun sets, for he is poor and for it he lifts  
his life breath; so that he will not cry against you to HE and it become sin in you! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 24/14-15)  
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18- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): But you shall remember that you were a serf in Egypt, 
and that HE your GOD redeemed you from there; therefore I am commanding you --so now,        
thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- to observe                                    
this “Word!”       

19- When you reap your “harvest” in your field and have forgotten a sheaf in the field, you shall 
not go back to get it; it shall be for the sojourner, for the orphan, and for the widow, in order that 
HE your GOD may bless you in all the Work of your “hands!” 

20- When you beat your “olive” tree, you shall not go over the boughs again; it shall be for      
the sojourner, for the orphan, and for the widow. 

21- When you gather (the “grapes”) of your vineyard, you shall not go over it again; it shall be 
for the sojourner, for the orphan, and for the widow.  

22- You shall remember that you were a serf in the land of Egypt; therefore I am commanding 
you --so now, thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the right side therein-- to 
observe this “Word!” 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 24/18-22) 
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So now --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of these blessed “fruits ” above, based on that original text, 
specifically going from the left to the right herein again now, we clearly see that: 

no: 1 is “grapes” & no: 2 is “olives” & no: 3 is “harvest” --(of wheat or/and rice) therein, in the 
first place.  

*Please, note that we have specifically chosen “wheat” or/and “rice” above, for/within the 
“harvest” here in this case again, because “rice” is still one of the most widely grown cereals                  
in the whole world today, and was an essentially grown cereal also in the promised Land in 
Biblical times --(and -in small amounts- also now again in the present Age). (So please, also 
certainly see again p. 159-160 in this respect, in the first place.)  

So here are those blessed “fruits ” in the good land thus promised to the Children of Israel by our 
Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, now here thus:  

According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

Olive   Grape   Wheat   Grape   Olive   Rice                              

      2          1          3          1         2        3 

                        =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” now: 

Olive   Grape   Wheat   Grape   Olive   Rice                              

     46       38        28        40       46       24 

                          =19x…    
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Or/and if we exclusively take into account their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” 
here again: 

                 (durum)          

 Olive   Grape   Wheat      Grape   Olive   Rice                              

 46        38        28             40        46      24 

                   =19x…             =19x…       

     

*And please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “grapes” are found                  
in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD therein, from the very 
beginning, as “38” or/and also “40”                                           
We have thus lawfully taken into account here “38” for/on the left side above, and “40” for/on 
the right side above. And then now, finally we thus also clearly see that: 

the difference between that olive and grape with regard to those specific chromosome              

numbers (=46 40) in the first places above is thus = 6        

and then the difference between that grape and olive with regard to those specific chromosome 

numbers (=38 46) in the second places above is thus = 8        
and then the difference between wheat and rice with regard to those specific chromosome 

numbers (=28 24) in the third places above is thus = 4     

  

          6 8 4  

       = 19x…     

by all of these most Wise and perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD herein again                             
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 & 20/133 = 87/18-19 &  46/12-14), in the first place!  
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1- When there is a quarrel between men, they are to approach the Court of Justice, and they 
(=judges) are to render Justice --(by the Commandments of HE in this Torah therein; Deut. 4/2)-- 
to them; they are to declare the innocent the innocent-one, and to declare the guilty the                 
guilty-one.              
2- And it shall be: if deserving of strokes the guilty-one, the judge is to have him lie-fallen and is 
to have him struck, in his presence, according to his guilt, by number!  

3- “Forty ” times he is to be struck, not adding any, lest you add by striking him too many 
strokes to these, and your brother be worthy of insult in your --left & right-- eyes! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 25/1-3) 

So here are those lawful “strokes” that shall thus precisely (=i.e. not “adding” unto it & not 
“subtracting” from it, thus also here in this respect now; Deut. 4/2 = 25/3) be given to                   
a guilty-one (that he may sincerely repent and truly reform himself), by this most Wise and 
merciful Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto the Children of Israel above, in this 
specific order, now here thus: 

on the “left” section of his back      on the “right” section of his back     

20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13      20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13   
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 4 1 2 3 5     12 11 10 9 8 7 6 4 1 2 3 5 

=19x…                =19x…      

(*This specific irregular order here in the very last “five” digits above, on both sides, are thus also to indicate that crookedness, 

injustice which was committed by his “hands” therein above, also in this case now, in the first place.)   
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12- When you have finished tithing all the “tithe” of your increase in the third year, the year of 
“ tithing ,” then you shall give it to the Levite, to the sojourner, to the orphan, and to the widow, 
that they may eat in your towns and be satisfied.  

13- You shall say before the presence of HE your GOD: I have removed the “holy-portion” 
(=that tenth part  above) from the house, and also have given it to the Levite and the sojourner, 
the orphan, and the widow, according to all Your Commandments which You have commanded 
me; I have not transgressed or forgotten any of Your Commandments.  

14- I have not eaten of it while mourning, nor have I removed any of it while I was unclean, nor 
offered any of it to the dead.            
I have listened --so now, thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side 
therein-- to the Voice of HE my GOD; I have done --on the right side therein-- according to all 
that You have commanded me!  

15- Look down from Your holy Abode, from heaven, and bless Your people Israel, and the soil 
which You have given us, a Land flowing with “milk ” and “honey” (*please, see this                                   
--mathematical/allegorical-- “promised Land” in this respect now, on p. 150-151 again, here             
in the first place), as You swore to our fathers. 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 26/12-15) 

 

So now, let us clearly see those special “tithes” (=tenth part  of the income) which must be 
given by every person of each of those “twelve tribes” of Israel, by the Commandment of our 
Supreme LORD unto the Children of Israel above, in this specific order, now here thus:     
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         each person from the “tribe no: 7”              each person from the “tribe no: 11”      

coin     coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin      coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin     coin         

  1 -- 1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1       1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1  --  1     
(1/10)                          (1/10)                             

               =19x…     

         each person from the “tribe no: 9”              each person from the “tribe no: 5”      

coin     coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin      coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin     coin         

  1 --  1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1       1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1  --  1     
(1/10)                          (1/10)                             

               =19x…     

         each person from the “tribe no: 8”              each person from the “tribe no: 4”      

coin     coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin      coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin     coin         

  1 --  1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1       1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1  --  1     
(1/10)                          (1/10)                             

               =19x…     
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       each person from the “tribe no: 12”              each person from the “tribe no: 2”      

coin     coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin      coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin     coin         

  1 --  1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1       1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1  -- 1     
(1/10)                          (1/10)                             

               =19x…     

           each person from the “tribe no: 1”              each person from the “tribe no: 3”      

coin     coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin      coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin     coin         

  1 --  1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1       1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1  --  1     
(1/10)                          (1/10)                             

               =19x…     

        each person from the “tribe no: 6”              each person from the “tribe no: 10”      

coin     coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin      coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin   coin     coin         

  1 --  1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1       1     1     1      1     1     1     1     1      1  --  1     
(1/10)                          (1/10)                             

               =19x…     
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So each and every person from these specific “twelve tribes” of Israel above shall thus give his 
or her “tithe” (=tenth part  of whatever he or she lawfully earns or receives or inherits as a 
lawful and regular income or allowance) in these specific manner above, by the most Wise and 
perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again, in the first place! So now, all of these tribes     
--on the left side & on the right side-- above, are here: 

tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:        tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:    

   7        9        8       12       1        6               11       5        4        2        3       10 

         =19x…                      =19x…     

shall thus give those 1/10’s (=i.e. “one” of each and every of those “ten” coins they may have 
thus lawfully earned or received therein) above, to these    

          person no:  person no:  person no:  person no:    

            2           4            1           3     

                   a sojourner     a widow     a Levite     an orphan                (=Deut. 26/12)     

                        =19x…           

(*Please, note that those “blue” numbers are all “even” numbers, and those “green” numbers are all “odd” numbers 
above.)    

 

by all of these most Wise and perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD above, herein again  
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 & 20/133 = 87/18-19 &  46/12-14), in the first place!  
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16- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): This “Day” (=i.e. thus a prophetic reference to this 
“Thousand Year/Millennium” now here; so please, see Psalms 90/4 in this respect, in the first 
place)-- HE your GOD commands you to observe these Statutes and Ordinances. You shall 
therefore be careful to observe them --so now, thus also and especially on those “19” coded 
Tables, on the left side therein-- with all your “heart,” and --on the right side therein-- with all 
your “being!”  

17- You have this “Day” declared HE to be your GOD, and that you would walk in His Ways 
and keep His Statutes, His Commandments and His Ordinances, and listen to His “Voice” (=thus 

especially in this regard, first of all, here now: Deut. 18/17-19, so please, certainly see it again  

on p. 181-182)!  

18- HE has this “Day” declared you to be His people, a treasured possession, as He promised 
you, when/if you keep all His Commandments; 

19-  then He will set you high for (the benefit of) all the nations which He has made, for respect, 
and for fame, and for honor --(because of the rightful and humble service they should do based 
on this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect Message of HE, hereby thus to exalt HE, 
and to establish Peace and Justice and Prosperity by HIS Commandment for/among all the 
peoples on earth); and that you shall (thus) be a people holy (servants) to HE your GOD,                   
as He has spoken! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 26/16-19) 
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9- Then Moses and the Levitical priests spoke to all Israel, saying: Be silent and listen, O Israel! 
This “Day” (=i.e. thus a prophetic reference to this “Thousand Year/Millennium” now here; so 
please, see again Psalms 90/4 in this respect, in the first place)-- you are becoming a people 
(servants) to HE your GOD.  

10- You shall therefore hearken to the “Voice” of HE your GOD (=thus especially in this regard, 

first of all, here again now: Deut. 18/17-19, so please, certainly see it again here, on p.                             

181-182), and you shall observe --so now, thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables, 
on the left side therein-- His “Commandments,” and --on that right side therein-- His “Statutes” 
which I command you today! 

11- Moses also charged the people on that day, saying:  

12- When you cross the Jordan, these you shall stand to bless the people, on Mount Gerizim:   
Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Joseph, and Benjamin.  

13- And these you shall stand for the curse, on Mount Ebal:      
Reuben, Gad, Asher, Zebulun, Dan, and Naphtali.  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 27/9-13)  

So let us clearly see all of these (“six”  and “six” ) Sons of Israel above, --(according to their                          
birth no.’s herein)-- by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD above, in these                              
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus:   
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Here are those “six” sons of Israel above, who were chosen to stand on Mount Gerizim : 

birth no:          birth no:          birth no:          birth no:          birth no:          birth no: 

  11            4            12            2             9             3    

Joseph       Judah     Benjamin    Simeon    Issachar      Levi 

by Rachel         by Leah          by Rachel          by Leah           by Leah           by Leah   

===================        ========================================== 

    =19x…             =19x…     

 

Here are those “six” sons of Israel above, who were chosen to stand on Mount Ebal: 

birth no:          birth no:          birth no:          birth no:          birth no:          birth no: 

        7             6             8             5            10            1    

              Gad        Naphtali      Asher         Dan       Zebulun      Reuben 

          by Zilpah          by Bilhah         by Zilpah         by Bilhah           by Leah             by Leah   

          ====================        ============================================ 

                    =19x…                      =19x…     
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25- Damned be he that does not fulfill the “(Ten)-- Words/Commandments” of this Instruction                             
--(which have thus come in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect Design now                      
by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto His long awaited and anticipated “Messenger 

of the Covenant,” as foretold by prophet Moses here again, in the first place; 18/17-19 *please, 

see it again on p. 181-182)-- to observe them! (as seen on p. 125-126) And all the people are to 
say: Amen! (Torah, Deuteronomy 27/25) 

         (odd numbered)                         (even numbered) 

Words/Commandments   Words/Commandments   

     1                 2 

     3                 4 

     9                 6 

     7                 8 

     5               10 

 < < < < < < < < < < <            > > > > > > > > > > > > 

            5   7   9   3   1          2   4   6   8   10 

           =19x…           =19x…    
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2- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): All these blessings will come upon you and overtake 
you when/if you hearken to the Voice of HE your GOD (=thus especially in this regard, first of 

all, here now: Deut. 18/17-19, *so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 181-182).  

7- HE shall cause your adversaries who rise up against you to be defeated before you; they will 
come out against you “one” way and will flee before you “seven” ways!  

    Way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no: 

        1           3         5             1        7         2         4         6                                                             

             odd             odd             odd           even           even            even 

                                      =19x…     

15- But it shall come about, if you do not hearken to the Voice of HE your GOD (=thus 

especially in this regard, first of all, here now: Deut. 18/17-19, *so please, certainly see it again 

here, on p. 181-182) to observe to do all --so now, thus especially on those “19” coded Tables, 
on the left side therein-- His Commands, and --on the right side therein-- His Statutes with which 
I charge you today, that all these curses will come upon you and overtake you: …… 

25- HE shall cause you to be defeated before your adversaries; you will go out “one” way 
against them, but you will flee “seven” ways before them, and (thus) you will become an object  
of fright to all the kingdoms of the earth! 

    Way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no:   way no: 

        1          6         4             2        7          1         5         3          
          even           even            even  odd            odd             odd 

             =19x…     

(Torah, Deuteronomy 28/2, 7 & 15, 25) 
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  en. wikipedia.org (worm)                  acnl.wikia.com (cricket)                       en. wikipedia.org (locust) 

 

15- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): But it shall come about, if you do not hearken to the 

Voice of HE your GOD (=thus especially in this regard, first of all, here now: Deut. 18/17-19, 

*so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 181-182) to observe to do all --so now, thus  
especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- His “Commands,” and --on the 
right side therein-- His “Statutes” with which I charge you today, that all these curses will come 
upon you and overtake you: …… 

38- You shall bring out much “seed” to the field but you will gather in little, for the “locust” will 
consume it.  

39- You shall plant and cultivate vineyards, but you will neither drink of the wine nor gather               
(the “grapes”), for the “worm” will devour them.  

40- You shall have olive trees throughout your territory but you will not anoint yourself with the 
oil, for your “olives” will drop off.  

41- You shall have sons and daughters but they will not be yours, for they will go into captivity.  

42- The “cricket” shall possess all your trees and the fruit of your soil.  

43- The sojourner who is among you shall rise above you higher and higher, but you will go 
down lower and lower.  

44- He shall lend to you, but you will not lend to him; he shall be the head, and you will be                 
the tail! …… 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 28/15, 38-44)  
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So now --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of these particular “insects” and “fruits ” above, based on that 
original text, specifically going from the left to the right herein now, we clearly see that: 

no: 1 is “cricket” & no: 2 is “worm” & no: 3 is “locust” for “ insects” therein, in the first place, 
and then no: 1 is “olives” & no: 2 is “grapes” & no: 3 is “seed” --(of wheat) for “fruits ” therein.  

*Please, note that we have again essentially chosen “wheat” above for the “seed” because it is 
the number one “grain” that is thus specifically mentioned for/in the promised Land here (=Deut. 
8/8), in the first place.   

So here are all of those particular “insects” and “fruits ” which have thus exclusively been 
emphasized by our Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, now here thus:  

According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

Worm   Cricket    Locust     Olive   Grape   Wheat    

       2           1           3            1          2           3 

                              =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” here: 

Worm   Cricket    Locust     Olive   Grape   Wheat    

      36         27         10         46        38        28 

                              =19x…    
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Or/and if we exclusively take into account their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” 
here again: 

                                 (durum)   

 Worm   Cricket    Locust        Olive   Grape   Wheat    

   36        27         10             46        38        28 

                     =19x…         =19x…     

*And please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “crickets” range from 
“7” to “29” in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD therein 
again, from the very beginning. We have thus lawfully taken into account here “27” for/on the 
left side above. And then now, finally we again thus also clearly see that: 

the difference between that worm and olive specific chromosome numbers (=36 46)                                   

in the first places above is thus = 10           

and then the difference between that cricket and grape specific chromosome numbers (=27 38) 

in the second places above is thus = 11           
and then the difference between that locust and wheat specific chromosome numbers (=10 28)  

in the third places above is thus = 18     

  

       10 11 18  

       = 19x…     

by all of these most Wise and perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD herein again                            
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 & 20/133 = 87/18-19 & 46/12-14), from the very beginning!  
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5- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): I have led you “ forty  years” in the wilderness; your 
clothes have not worn out on you, and your sandal has not worn out on your --left & right-- 
“ foot!”  

6- (GOD said unto you): You have not eaten “bread,” nor have you drunk “wine” or 
“ intoxicant,” in order that you might know that I am HE your GOD!  

7- When you reached this place, Sihon the king of Heshbon and Og the king of Bashan came out 
to meet us for battle, but we defeated them; 

8- and we took their land and gave it as an inheritance to the “Reubenites” and to the “Gadites” 
and to the half-tribe of the “Manassites!”  

9- So you are to be careful regarding the --“19” coded-- “Words” of this Covenant --(here 

now: Deut. 18/17-19), and are to observe them, in order that you may prosper in all that you do!   

(Torah, Deuteronomy 29/5-9) 

 

So here are those protected “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of the Children of Israel                         
in those “40”  years in the wilderness, by the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD unto them 
therein above, in this most specific order, now, first of all, here thus:  
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finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:  finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no:   finger no: 

4          1           3          2          5            4          1           3          2          5                              

               =19x…           =19x…    

   for/within first twenty years therein                  for/within second twenty years therein               

20  19  18 ……… 8  7  6  4  1 2  3  5          20  19  18 ……… 8  7  6  4  1 2  3  5 

            =19x…           =19x…    

*Please, note that those special irregular order of those “five fingers and then of those very last 
“ five years above are thus also to indicate the great eagerness or yearning of the Children of 
Israel in their --left & right-- “feet,” in those very last years therein.        

 

And then --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of those particular “bread” and “drinks ” above, based on that 
original text, specifically going from the left to the right herein again now, we clearly see that: 

no: 1 is “intoxicant” --(of “ grapes”) & no: 2 is “wine” --(of “ grapes” again) & no: 3 is “bread” 
--(of  wheat) therein.  

So here are each of those particular “bread” and “drinks ” which have thus exclusively been 
emphasized by prophet Moses (peace be upon him) above (Deut. 29/4-5), in this specific order, 
now here thus:  
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According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

        Grape    Grape    Wheat    

               01           02           03 

                                            =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” here:     

                   (durum)        

Grape    Grape    Wheat    

               38            40            28 

                           =19x…    

*And please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “grapes” are found                  
in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD therein, from the very 
beginning again, as “38” and also “40”                          
So we have thus lawfully taken into account here “38” for that “intoxicant” (=Deut. 29/5), and 
then “40” for that “(new)-wine” here (=Deut. 29/5). 

 

And then finally, here are those blessed tribes of “Reuben” and “Gad,” and “Manasseh” who 
have thus exclusively been emphasized by prophet Moses (peace be upon him) in this respect 
therein (=Deut. 29/7) in this specific order, now here thus: 
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Among those  

12       12         2                  
sons of Israel       sons of Israel        sons of Joseph 

               =19x…    

             Reuben         Gad         Manasseh 

     birth no:                birth no:                  birth no: 

    1          7          1 

               =19x…    

by all of these most Wise and perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD herein again                      
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 & 20/133 = 87/18-19 & 46/12-14), in the first place!  
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18- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): Beware lest there be among you a man or a woman,  
or a clan or a tribe, whose heart turns away today from HE our GOD, to go and serve those                   
(false and imaginary) gods of those (pagan) nations; lest there be among you a root bearing fruit 
of such a “wormwood” and  “poison-herb!”  

19- And it shall be when he hears the --“19” coded-- “Words” of this Oath --(that shall thus 
clearly be conveyed to the Children of Israel by HIS long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of 

the Covenant” here now; 18/17-19 *please, see it again here, on p. 181-182), who would boast, 

saying: I will have peace if I walk in the stubbornness of my heart, in order to (utterly reject                   
and thus) sweep away (all) the “Watered-land” and the “parched” (therein) alike!   

20- HE shall never be willing to forgive him, but rather the anger of HE and His jealousy will 
burn against that man, and every curse which is written in this book will rest on him, and                               
--(when/if he never repents and returns to HE here; *so please, also certainly see Deut. 31/27-29 
= 32/1-6 = 32/36-39 in this respect now)-- HE will blot out his name from under the heavens.  

21- And (thus) HE will separate him for ill (for eternity; please, also certainly see Isaiah 50/1-11 
in this respect now) from all the tribes of Israel, according to all the “Oath” of the “Covenant” 

(here again now: Deut. 18/17-19)-- which are (thus) written in this book of  the Law! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 29/18-21) 

 

So in order to unmistakably and clearly witness this “Watered-land” and the “parched” above,  

first of all, please, absolutely see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 & 19-20 in this 
regard now, in this Final Age! 
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8- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): But you, if you return and hearken to the Voice of HE 
your GOD and observe all His Commandments which I command you today,  

9- Then HE your GOD will make you excel in all the Work of your “hands;”                                                 
in the “fruit ” of your “womb,” and in the “fruit ” of your “animals,” and in the “fruit ” of your 
“soil,” for HE will again rejoice over you for well-being, just as He rejoiced over your fathers                 
--(for their well-being);  

10- if you hearken to the Voice of HE your GOD (=thus especially in this regard, first of all,   

here now: Deut. 18/17-19, so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 181-182) to keep                            

--so now, thus especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side therein-- His “Commands,” 
and --on the right side therein-- His “Statutes” which are written in this book of the Law (=Deut. 

18/17-19), if you turn to HE your GOD --on the left side therein-- with all your “heart,” and                  

--on the right side therein-- with all your “being!” 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 30/8-10) 

So now --(because that original Hebrew text of the Torah is essentially written from the right to 
the left)-- if we number each of these blessed “fruits ” above, based on that original text, 
specifically going from the left to the right herein again now, we clearly see that: 

no: 1 is the “fruit ” of your “soil” (=i.e. “pistachios” and “almonds” here) & no: 2 is the “fruit ” 
of your “animals” (=i.e. “goats” and “sheep” here) & no: 3 is the “fruit ” of your “womb”  (=i.e. 
“human” offspring here), in the first place.   
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*Please, note that because that the fathers (=i.e. the family of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel)                   
have thus specifically been emphasized above in this respect therein (=Deut. 30/9), we have thus 
essentially chosen “pistachios” and “almonds” --(which had thus specifically been sent by Israel 
to his son here; Genesis 43/11), and then “goats” and “sheep” --(which had thus specifically 
been sent by Israel to his brother here; Genesis 32/14-15), in the first place, thus to remember 
that lawful and blessed huge “well-being” which had thus specifically been granted unto him                
by our Supreme LORD in the promised Land, in those times (=Deut. 30/9), in the first place.   

So here are all of those blessed “fruits ” which have thus specifically been promised to these 
truthful Children of Israel (=Deut. 30/9-10) by our Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, 
now here thus:  

According to their specific “no. of placements” above: 

  human                   human    
 offspring   pistachios   goats      almonds   offspring   sheep    

      3              1            2             1                3               2 

                              =19x…    

According to their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” here: 

  human                   human    
 offspring   pistachios   goats      almonds   offspring   sheep    

    46             24          60          16              46            54 

                              =19x…    
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Or/and if we exclusively take into account their “diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers” 
here again: 

  human                       human                                
offspring   pistachios   goats           offspring   almonds   sheep 

46            30          30                   46                8            54 

                        =19x…              =19x…     

*And please, note that the diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of “pistachios”                           
are seen in the nature, by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD therein,                  
from the very beginning again, as “24” and/or “28” and/or “30”        
So we have thus lawfully taken into account here “24” in the first case, for/on the left side above, 
and “30” in this last case, for/on the left side again above.    

*And please, also certainly note that we have thus exclusively taken the “haploid 
(=basic/single) chromosome numbers” into account, in this last case,      
for the “goats” on the left side above, and for the “almonds” on the right side above,                              
thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner therein, in the first place.  
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19- (Moses said to the Children of Israel): I call as witness against you today the heavens and  
the earth: I have set before you “life” and “death,” the “blessing” and the “curse!”    
So choose “life” in order that you may live, you and your descendants,  

20- by loving HE your GOD, by hearkening to His Voice (=thus especially in this regard, first of 

all, here now: Deut. 18/17-19, so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 181-182),                               

and by holding fast to Him; for this is --so now, thus especially on those “19” coded Tables,                   
on the left side therein-- your “life” and --on the right side therein-- the “length” of your “days,” 
that you may live in the land which HE swore to your fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to 
Jacob, to give them! (*Please, see it again on p. 151 now, in the first place!) 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 30/19-20) 
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9- So Moses wrote this Law and gave it to the priests, the sons of Levi who carried the Ark of the 
Covenant of HE, and to all the elders of Israel.  

10- Then Moses commanded them, saying: At the end of every “seven years,” at the time of the 
year of Release, at the “Festival of Huts,”  

11- when all Israel comes to be seen at the presence of HE your GOD, at the place which He will 
choose, you shall read this Law in front of all Israel in their --left & right-- “ears!”  

12- Assemble the people, the men and the women and the children and the sojourner who is in 
your town, so that --now, thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables, on the left side  
therein-- they may “hearken,” and so that --on the right side therein-- they may “ learn,” and 

have awe for HE your GOD, to carefully observe all the Words (=Deut. 18/17-19) of this Law!  

13- And their children who do not know may “hearken” and “learn” to have awe for HE your 
GOD, all the days that you remain alive on the land which you are crossing over the Jordan to 
possess! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 31/9-13) 

 

So here are those blessed “seven years” at the end of which all the --“19” coded-- Words of this 

Law (=Deut. 18/17-19) shall be read, by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD above,                  

in front of all Israel in their --left & right-- “ears” therein, in this specific order, now here thus:   
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here are                  here are           
those “seven years” (=Deut. 31/10)             those “seven days” (=Deut. 31/10)  
                 of that Festival of Huts 

year   year   year   year   year   year   year                   day    day     day     day    day    day    day     

  7      6      5      4      3      2      1    7      6      5      4      3      2      1 

                 =19x…                      =19x…     

those “seven years” above could also                        those “seven days” above do always   
take place as/in these “seven years” of such a             take place as/in these “seven days” of                   
most fundamental and basic “19” year cycle              the month of Tishrei (=7th month)   
of the Hebrew calendar:                of the Hebrew calendar:  
     

year   year   year   year   year   year   year                   day    day     day     day    day    day    day     

 02    01   19    18    17   16    15             21   20    19    18    17   16    15 

                 =19x…                      =19x…    

*so please, see this most fundamental and basic  *so please, see this most important   
“19” year cycle of the Hebrew calendar   Festival of Huts (=Sukkot)      
in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document,   here in this document again,   
on p. 115-121           on p. 172-174 
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26- (GOD said): I would have said, “I will cleave them in pieces, I will remove the memory of 
them (=the Children of Israel) from humankind, --(when/if they act in this most corrupt and evil 
manner against HIM in this Final Age; so please, see: Deut. 31/29 = 32/1-6)--   

27- Had I not feared the provocation by the enemy, that their adversaries would misjudge, that 
they would say: “Our hand is triumphant, and HE has not done all this!” 

28- For they are a nation lacking in counsel, and there is no thinking in them. 

29- If only they were wise, they would contemplate this; they would (also) think of their own 
future (=i.e. what will happen to them thereafter, if they reject HIS most critical and important 
Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant here)! 

30- How could “one” chase a “thousand,” and “two” put a “myriad ” to flight, unless their Rock 
had sold them out (=the Children of Israel), and HE had handed them over --(when/if they act                
in this most corrupt and foolish manner against HIS most critical and important 

Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant here, in this Final Age; so please, see: Deut. 18/17-19 = 

31/29 = 32/1-6)--   

(Torah, Deuteronomy 32/26-30) 

 

So here are those “thousands” and “myriads” which have thus exclusively been emphasized           
by our Supreme LORD above, in this specific manner, now here thus:  
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chasing                      running 

 1      100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000         

   =19x…                       

           chasing       running 

      2         10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000 

   =19x…   

 

*Please, note that we have rightfully concluded with 1000, in the first case above, and rightfully 
started with 10000 in the second case above, with those perfect “ten”  steps in the first case, and 
perfect “nine”  steps (=i.e. thus perfect “19”  steps in total) in the second case above!   
(*myriad : in hebrew above, may basically indicate great many thousands, beginning at least 
with “ten thousand” therein.) 
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39- (GOD said): See now that --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
therein now-- “I ,” --thus especially, due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables therein       
now-- “I ” am He, and there is no god beside Me; I Myself bring death and bestow life. I wound 
and I Myself heal, and there is --due to that left side therein now-- from My “Hand” no rescuing! 

40- Indeed, I lift up My “Hand” to the heavens, and say: As I live forever, 

41- If I sharpen My flashing Sword, and --due to that right side therein now-- My “Hand” seizes 
judgement, I will return vengeance on My adversaries, and I will repay those who hate Me! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 32/39-41) 

 

So here is --thus especially, due to that left side & due to that right side above now--                       
Most Powerful and Mighty “Hand” (=i.e. thus an allegorical term that essentially refers to those 
“Ultimate “5” Powers” of GOD in this respect --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- 
here again now)-- thus:        

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:                  Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    Power no:   Power no:    

5        4        3        2        1    5        4        3         2        1                                     

               =19x…         =19x…    
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So if the Children of Israel immediately repent and return to HE by earnestly hearkening to                           

His Voice (=thus especially in this regard, first of all, here now: Deut. 18/17-19,                                      

so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 181-182),        
HE may accept their repentance and may thus Most Powerfully and Benevolently save them  
then. (*So please, also certainly see: Quran Testament 17/7-10 in the first place, in this respect 
now.)               

 

*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Arm/s, or the Hand/s, or the Eye/s, or                 
the Ear/s of AL-LAH” that have thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel, 
and the Quran, and finally here also in the Quran Testament now, are only “allegorical terms” 
that thus essentially refer to “Ultimate --Saving or Destroying, or Punishing or Rewarding,           
or Seeing, or Hearing, etc.-- all of those Most Superb and Matchless Powers” of AL-LAH.    
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,    

because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;         
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;         
so there is absolutely none that could be compared to HIM;       
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.          

*So please, certainly see in this respect now: (Quran Testament 112/1-4 & 42/11) (Torah, 
Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18) again, in the first place!     
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45- When Moses had finished speaking all these words to all Israel,       

46- he said to them: Take to your heart all the words which I call as witness among you today, 
that you shall command your children to carefully observe all the “(Ten)-- 
Words/Commandments” (=Deut. 4/11-14 --as seen on p. 125-126 here)-- of this Law!  

47- For it is not an empty Word  for you; indeed it is your life; by (obeying) this --“19” coded-- 

“Word ” --(of HE here now: Deut. 18/17-19) *please, certainly see it again on p. 181-182)--              

you may prolong your days upon the soil, which you are crossing over the Jordan to possess!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 32/45-47) 

 

So let us clearly see again those most fundamental and basic “(Ten)-- Words/Commandments” 
of our Supreme LORD unto the Children of Israel therein (=Deut. 4/11-14), in this                               
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect Order, now again here thus, in the first place:    
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         (odd numbered)                         (even numbered) 

Words/Commandments   Words/Commandments   

     1                 2 

     3                 4 

     9                 6 

     7                 8 

     5               10 

    < < < < < < < < < < <             > > > > > > > > > > > > 

            5   7   9   3   1          2   4   6   8   10 

           =19x…           =19x…    
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2- Indeed, He loves the (truthful) peoples; so all holy-(servants) are --on the left side here--                                       
in Your “Hand,” (O GOD), and they place themselves --on the right side here-- at Your “Foot,”                  

(thus) bearing Your --“19” coded-- “Words!” 

3- Moses commanded us a “Law” --(in which that “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant”                

is thus clearly and unmistakably foretold therein; Deut. 18/17-19, *so please, see it again here, 

on p. 181-182)-- a possession for the assembly of Jacob. 

4- So now He (=GOD) is (thus) KING over Jeshurun, when the “heads” of the people are 
gathered, the --twelve-- tribes of Israel together! 

(Torah, Deuteronomy 33/2-4) 

 

So here are those Most Powerful and Mighty “Hand,” and Mighty “Foot” (=i.e. thus                      
allegorical terms that essentially refer to those “Ultimate “5” & “5” Powers ” of GOD in this 
respect here again)-- in this most specific order, now here thus:        
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             Mighty “Hand”  

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:                      

5        3        1        2        4                                           

                  =19x…                               

             Mighty “Foot”       
Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    Power no:   Power no:    

          5        3        1         2        4       

                   =19x…    

And here are those “twelve tribes” of Israel above (=please, certainly see again Deut. 33/2, 4                  
in this respect above) in this --(perfectly corresponding)-- most specific order, thereafter:              

            in His “Hand” 

     tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no: 

      12       10        8         6         2         4 

       =19x…            

                                                                 at His “Foot”  

               tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no:   tribe no: 

                      11        9         7         5         1         3 

        =19x…    
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                              image credit: digilibraries.com (horns of a wild ox)  

 

16- From the excellence of the Land and its fullness, the favor of Him (=GOD) who spoke            
from within the Bush (=Exodus 3/4-10); may it (=favor) come on the head of Joseph, on the 
brow of the chosen-one among his brothers.  

17- For he is his (=Jacob’s) firstling bull, it has splendor, the horns of the wild ox, his horns; 
with them he shall push the (barbaric)-peoples together, to the ends of the earth. And those are 
the “ten thousands” of Ephraim, and those are the “thousands” of Manasseh!  

(Torah, Deuteronomy 33/16-17) 

 

So here are those blessed “ten thousands” of Ephraim, and blessed “thousands” of Manasseh, 
which have thus exclusively been emphasized above (Deut. 33/17 = Quran Testament 18/83-99),               
in this specific manner, now here thus:  
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Ephraim         Manasseh            

    1      10000  10000  10000  10000  10000        2       1000  1000  1000  10000   

=19x…                                      =19x…                                       

*Please, note that (Joseph’s number one blessed son) Ephraim’s “ten thousands” (=10000) thus 
basically has “four 0s” therein, and (Joseph’s number two blessed son) Manasseh’s “thousands” 
(=1000) has basically “three 0s” therein (=i.e. the difference is “one digit”), in the first place 
above; so those “ten thousands” go for precisely “5” steps thereafter, and those “thousands”                
go for precisely “4” steps thereafter (=i.e. the difference is “one step” again), in such a                     
perfect Design above.             
Hence we can clearly witness those most blessed -limitless- “ten thousands,” and those                 
most blessed -limitless- “thousands” of Joseph’s two sons in this respect here (=Deut. 33/13-17) 
in this most specific Design above, by this most Wise and perfect Instruction, and such a 
“ limitless” Grace and a “limitless” Mercy --(please, also certainly see again p. 127 in this 
respect)-- of our Supreme LORD herein again, also in this regard now!     
(*So please, also certainly see Genesis 48/19-20 in this respect now, in the first place.)      
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    image credit: en.wikipedia.org (two swords) 

 

27- So Israel will dwell in security, alone, the fountain of Jacob, in a Land of “grain” and 
“new-wine!” (*Please, see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16, and then “A Tasteful 
Miracle” document, p. 8-9 to witness this “promised Land of grain and new-wine” in this regard 
now, in the first place!) Yes, His heavens drop down dew! 

28- O your happiness, Israel, who is like you, a people delivered by HE, your helping Shield, 
Who is your “Majestic Sword;” so your “enemies” --on the left side-- will come cringing to you, 
and --on the right side-- on their backs you will tread! (*Please, see “A Phenomenal Miracle                      
1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 & p. 15-16 to witness this --mathematical/allegorical-- War  and 
the ultimate Victory  thus granted by our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS righteous Servants                   
in this regard now, --on the left side & on the right side-- therein!)    

(Torah, Deut. 33/27-28) 

 

So now, let us clearly see that blessed “fountain of Jacob” (=i.e. “twelve sons of Israel”) above,               
in this specific manner, now here thus: 
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    Name        son no:    son no:   son no:   son no:    son no:     son no:    son no:    

   1         1         2         3        4         5          6         7           

 Jacob   Reuben    Simeon     Levi       Judah     Zebulun    Issachar      Dan 

              =19x…                         

    Name      son no:    son no:    son no:      son no:     son no:    

               2        8         9         10         11        12            

           Israel       Gad       Asher      Naphtali     Joseph     Benjamin 

                        =19x…                         

*Please, note that when prophet Jacob (peace be upon him) thus blessed his “twelve sons,” by 
the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him therein (=Genesis 49/28), his two Names 
(=i.e. Jacob and Israel) was thus specifically emphasized therein (=Genesis 49/2), in the first 
place; hence we have rightfully placed his first Name (=i.e. Jacob) with his “seven sons” therein 
(=Genesis 49/2-17) above, and then after that most specific and important Prayer (=i.e.                               
“ I wait in hope for Your Deliverance, O HE”)-- of prophet Jacob (peace be upon him) therein,                  
in the very middle of his blessing therein (=Genesis 49/18), we have thus rightfully placed his 
second Name (=i.e. Israel) thereafter with his other “five sons” therein (=Genesis 49/19-27) 
above, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again (Quran 
Testament 74/26-30, 31 = 20/133 = 87/18-19), in the first place!      

 

So last of all, please, also certainly and absolutely see now “The Words of 

Patriarchs” and “The Words of Moses” documents, thus to unmistakably and clearly 

witness therein all of these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Miracles granted  

unto these honorable Messengers by our Supreme LORD therein, in the first place.       
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So finally, we should also certainly see each of these most critical and important Verses in the                        
Quran Testament, in this respect, now here thus:       

==========                  
40- (AL-LAH said): O Children of Israel, remember My blessings that I blessed unto you,                
and fulfill your pledge to Me (=here in this regard, especially and first of all, now:                                 

Deut. 18/17-19 *so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 181-182) that I may fulfill                       

My pledge to you (=here: Deut. 28/2-6), and revere Me alone. 

41- And believe in what I have sent down (here now), confirming/fulfilling what is already with 

you, and do not be the first to disbelieve in it! And do not trade away My --“19” coded-- 
“Signs” (=here in the Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31) for a cheap price; and observe Me alone! 

42- And do not confound the --“19” coded-- “Truth ” (=here in the Quran Testament again                      

74/26-30, 31) with falsehood, nor keep the --“19” coded-- “Truth ” secret while you know (it 

here: Deut. 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26)! 

43- And uphold the Support-prayer (=Psalms 55/17-18), and give the Cleansing-share (=Deut. 
14/28-29), and kneel with those who kneel (before AL-LAH now).  

44- Do you order the people to do good, but forget yourselves, while you are reciting the 
Scripture (=Torah, Deut. 24/14-22)? Will you still not understand? 

45- And seek help through patience, and through the Support-prayer (=Psalms 55/17-18). It is a 
difficult thing, but not so for the humble. 

46- The ones who understand that they have absolutely met --(the MESSAGE of)-- their LORD                  

--(here now; Deut. 18/17-19)-- and that to HIM they will return! 

47- (AL-LAH said): O Children of Israel, remember My blessings that I blessed unto you, and 
how I favored you for (the benefit of) all the peoples! (*So please, see it again here, on p. 204)  

48- And beware of a Day where no soul can avail another soul, nor will any intercession be 
accepted from it, nor will any ransom be taken from it, and they (=i.e. those who would act                     
in these rude, unappreciative and arrogant manners among the Children of Israel here now; Deut. 
29/18-20 = 31/29 = 32/1-6 & Quran Testament 2/89-93)-- will not be helped!  

(Quran Testament 2/40-48) 
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160- Because of the wickedness from among (some of) those who are jewish, We made 
forbidden to them the good things that were lawful to them; and for their deterring many from 
the path of AL-LAH. 

161- And for their taking of usury, although it were forbidden to them (=here: Psalms 15/4-5), 
and for their consuming people's possessions unjustly. We have prepared for these (kind of) 
disbelievers among them (here now; 2/89-93) --when/if they never sincerely repent and return   

to HE here; 3/86-89 & 4/17-18-- a painful retribution (*please, see: Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 = 

31/29 = 32/1-6, 25-30 & Quran Testament 17/4-10)!  

162- But as for those from among them (=the Children of Israel) who are deeply rooted in 
Knowledge, and (all) the believers, they believe in what is sent down to you (here now) and what 
was sent down before you. And they are the observers of the Support-prayer (=Psl. 55/17-18),     
and the givers of the Cleansing-share (=Deut. 14/28-29), and the believers in AL-LAH and                       
the Last “Day” (=thus a specific reference to this Last “Millennium” here, in the first place now; 
22/47 and then also and ultimately to that eternal Day of the hereafter; 50/31-35); We shall (thus) 
grant unto these (kind of believers among the Children of Israel) a Great Reward! 

(Quran Testament 4/160-162) 

 

20- Those to whom We have given the Scripture (=i.e. the Children of Israel: “Jews” & the 
Children of Ishmael: “Arabs”) recognize him (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated Messiah 
and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of 
them); i.e. this most critical and important Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant here now; 
please, see Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 & Quran, Ali Imraan 81-82 = Ahzaab 7-8)-- as they recognize 
their own sons! Those who lost their souls, they do not believe. 

21- And who is more wicked than one who invents lies about AL-LAH, and rejects His                        
--“19” coded-- “Signs” (here now: Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31)! The wicked will never 
succeed. 

(Quran Testament 6/20-21) 
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105- And it is with “Truth ” that We have sent it down, and with “Truth ” it (thus) came down.                    
And We have not sent you except --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables, due to the left side 
therein-- as a bearer of “Good News,” and --also due to the right side therein-- a bearer of 
“Warning!”  

106- And this is a --“19” coded-- “Reading” (=74/26-30) that We have (thus) separated --for/on 
the left side & for/on the right side-- (therein), so that you may relate it to the people at intervals; 
and We have brought it down gradually. (*So please, certainly see it now in each and every of 
those Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS documents referred to here, on p. 23-25, in the 
first place!)  

107- Say: Believe in it or do not believe in it. Those who have been given the Knowledge   
before it (=i.e. all of these righteous Jews & Christians & Arabs here now; 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 
9/99), when it is recited to them, they fall to their chins prostrating.     

108- And they say: “Praise be to our LORD. Truly, the Promise of our LORD has thus been  
fulfilled (=here: Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 & Gospel, John 16/12-13 & Quran, Ali Imraan 81-82 = 
Ahzaab 7-8)! 

109- And they are “falling ” upon their chins (to glorify AL-LAH) --due to the left side therein 
now,-- and “crying” (to glorify AL-LAH) --due to the right side therein now;-- and (thus)                            
it increases them in humility! 

(Quran Testament 17/105-109) 

 

51- And We have delivered the --“19” coded-- “Message” (=74/26-30, 31) to them, perhaps  
they may take heed! 

52- Those to whom We gave the Scripture before this (=i.e. all of these righteous Jews & 
Christians & Arabs here now; 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99), they will (thus) believe in it (=74/31)! 

53- And when it is recited to them, they will say: “We believe in it. It is the Truth  from                  
our LORD (=74/26-30, 31)! Indeed, we were --(in their hearts)-- surrenderers (to AL-LAH) 
(even) before (receiving) it.”           
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54- Those are the ones whose reward shall be granted --due to their such sincere belief and 
righteous works for/on the left side & for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables                        
here now; 32/15-17-- twofold for that they have been patient! And they counter evil with good, 
and from Our provisions to them, they give. 

55- And when they hear (such) vain talk (=4/140), they immediately disregard it (=6/68-69)                
and say: To us are our deeds, and to you is your deeds. Peace be upon you. We do not wish (to 
behave like) the ignorant ones. 

(Quran Testament 28/51-55)           
=============== 
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Last of all, please, note that the author of this document (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of  
the Covenant” here) has no relation or affiliation with none of those sites from which all of those 
images have thus legitimately been retrieved for/in this Document now, and due credit has 
already thus openly, clearly and truthfully been given to each of them herein, exclusively and 
only for all of those specific images, and scientific data therein. And all of those scientific data 
that have thus rightfully been referred to for/within each of those Most AMAZING &                        
Most WONDROUS Miracles here have thus rightfully been retrieved from the most credible 
sites and sources in Scientific respects therein; but if there is still --unintentional or inadvertent-- 
any mistake, contradiction, or error herein, AL-LAH will absolutely nullify them and will thus 
unmistakably and clearly establish thereafter HIS most Superb and matchless “19” coded, 
(mathematical) “Signs” in their most accurate and perfect forms herein again, if/when HE               
wills so. (So please, certainly see in this respect now: Quran Testament 34/50 & 22/52-57)    

The sole purpose of the author (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here) is thus 
to clearly present to all humanity --without asking of them any payment or/and any monetary 
gain, in nowhere and in no way, at all for this most critical and important MESSAGE here   

(please, see in this respect now: Quran Testament 38/86-88)-- (*so it is also thus definitely prohibited  

to copy and sell this “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document here for any commercial/monetary gains whatsoever 

in nowhere and in no way again at all)--    

the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical Signs” which thus clearly and unmistakably 
prove to us that there is only One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) who has thus sent down HIS Scriptures 
(=i.e. “Quran Testament” first of all now & Torah, and Gospel, and Psalms, and Quran) based on 
“19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles,” from the very beginning!                 
(So please, certainly see in this respect now: Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 &  20/133 = 87/18-19 
& 5/44-48, 68)  

So henceforth, whoever truthfully loves AL-LAH here (3/31) from among the Jews, Christians, 
Arabs, and all the other Nations on earth now (21/107-108) should thus follow this most critical 
and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated 
Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each 
of them)-- here (3/31), that AL-LAH may thus love them and forgive all their past sins and/or 
mistaken or sinful deeds, and henceforth thus rightfully guide and reward them in this                         
Most Generous and Most Benevolent manner here (25/70-71), as HE has thus promised to him 
(=93/7 & 48/1-3) and to all those who will thus rightfully follow him in this respect (12/108) 
here now. (So please, also certainly see again in this regard now: Quran Testament 7/196                       
& 39/33-35) 
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So to clearly witness this most Superb and matchless “MESSAGE of AL-LAH ” (=17/88)                              

and all of HIS “19”  coded, most Magnificent and matchless “Symmetrical Plannings” therein  

(=74/26-31) please, see now: QURAN TESTAMENT, and then each and every one of those                     

Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Documents thereafter --(please, also certainly see them  

again on p. 23-25 here, in their entirety), as all of them have already thus clearly been presented  

therein, one after the other (=29/49), in the first place.                                                                                                   

Peace be upon all of you. (Quran Testament 27/59 & 6/54)    

            

Mateen,       
April 2014    

 


